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EditoralNotes.
Tiik Watchman is of the opinion that there is
little use in sending missionaries to our Roman
Catholic dependencies who are not well acquainted with the Spanish language. This will
not please some of the missionaries who are anxious to browse in pastures new with even a limited
acquaintance with their own language, to say
nothing of a complete lack of knowledge of
other tongues.
A veuv ambiguouß and rather an alarming anwhich the cable made the
other day when it stated that all the European
powers had agreed to adopt Italy's plan for sup-

nouncement was that

pressing anarchy. If that plan be the one Italy
has been experimenting with for the past quarter
of a century and more, the other European
powers had better leave it alone unless they wish
to multiply rapidly these anarchists.

recognition by the young people of this country
to whom he has set an example of heroic selfdenial in the support of liberty.
Religious Imperialism.

In the course of a long editorial argument in
favor of retaining Cuba and the Philippines the
Gongregationalist says that many of the objections
to territorial expansion are strikingly similar to
those made familiar since the beginning of the
century against foreign missions, and cites one
of them as follows : The motives at the bottom
"
are mercenary, or, if they are not, the work of
missions will be taken advantage of by selfish
men." This, notwithstanding the CongregalionalisCs assertion that it is not from the Christian
point of view, is, we fear, too true. Harper's
Weekly is, no doubt, pretty near right when it
remarks
" This talk about our destiny and our
moral obligations to civilization and to the world
was originated for the purpose of blinding the
people to the real question. That question is

:

simply as

to our own interest and our own welThe Congregationalist repeats the stock
Protestantmissionary arguments for the absorbing
of these islands, and attempts to fathom the meaning of God in regard to our present occupation
of them. Would it not be wiser and more reverent to trust the Creator of the Universe to reveal His own plans in His own good time without claiming for ourselves the divine gift of
prophecy, while urging the absorption of our
neighbor's property on the assumption that we
Oih Baptist contemporary, the Watchman, sees are commanded to do so
by God? And did the
theridiculosity, to use the late Charles Sumner's
consider its words
CongregationaHst
carefully
word, of the attitude of some of its religious
it said: "It was creditable for Congress
when
contemporaries when it says
with the information then at hand, to declare at
amusing to observe how readily some writers
" Itareis advocating
the outbreak of war that the United States had
Philippines
the annexation of the
who
pass from the philanthropic and moral argument to the no intention to assume the government of Cuba.
commercial and selfish. They begin by pointing out what It might not be creditable for Congress to make
a supreme obligation Providence has imposed upon us to
impart to these islands of the sea the blessings of our such a declaration now." That is, Congress
civilization, and gradually shade off into a resume of the would be justified in contradicting today what
political wealth of the archipelago, and conclude with a
it said yesterday, and have no more regard for
glowing estimate of how much money we can make out
of them. The two horses do not make a matched pair." its word than if it were a gathering of hypoNo, indeed! They can only throw dust in crites. The Conyregal ionulixt certainly did not
mean this. We give our esteemed contemporary
the eyes of those who are color-blind.
credit for honesty, though it may be misguided
Wk always knew, on the testimony of our Prot- in its ardent indorsement of imperialism from
estant contemporaries, that "American Chriswhat it calls a Christian point of view. Nevertianity" is superior to Spanish Christianity and theless, its words are a trifle bewildering. It
Catholic Christianity generally, but we were sur- surely can not believe that the end justifies the
prised to hear from the Congregalionalist that it means.
is also superior to the Christianity of Christ.
Sectarian Squabbles Denounced.
We beat all creation in knowledge, without a
The rector of the Episcopal church of St.
doubt; but that we beat the Creator Himself is
John the Evangelist in New York is creating
not generally known. This is, however, a fact.
quite an excitement by his recent religious utterThe Congregationalism of last week, comparing
and by his remarks about Manila, which
ances,
our superior knowledge to that of Christ, says:?
last week on page 294. This gentlequoted
we
(Christ) was as well informed concerning the
" If He
the Rev. Doctor Benjamin F. dc Costa, in
future world as intelligent men now are, He could not man,
reply to some criticisms on one of his sermons,
have taught that future punishment is eternal."
Here is a bran-new article of our American said:?

At the recent unveiling of the memorial cross
Whitby, England, to the Yorkshireman,
Ciedmon, who twelve centuries ago translated
the Bible into Anglo-Saxon verse, Alfred Austin,
the Catholic poet, presided. And yet they say
Catholics do not honor and love the Bible. A
Catholic was the first English poet, and a Catholic is now the poet-laureate of England. Deep
reverence for the Scriptures is apparent in the
lives of both men.
at

:

fare."

?
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estant, strict Scotland, the monthly reports of vice, published in thepapers almost without a sense of Nliame, are
something awful. What I said in my sermon, and what
I repeat, is that Protestantism is lighting a losing battle,
not only in religion and theology, but in morals "

He goes on to say that the machinery for dealing with vice can not be found in the Protestant
churoh, and he reveals the naked truth when he
asserts that not one minister in a thousand has
the courage to take the Sixth Commandment
as the subject of a sermon. He considers the
confessional and the refusal of the sacraments,
under certain conditions, efficient means for the
checking of vice which are not to be found in
Protestantism, and he points out some of the
reasons for the spread of immorality as follows :?
"Instead of putting our shoulder to the wheel and lighting against the awful spread of social vice ami drunkenness and Sabbath breaking we are squabbling among ourselves and spending our energies on denominational differences. There are seventeen sects of Methodists and
thirteen sects of Baptists, and almost as many distinct
varieties in each other religious genus. How is any union
of sentiment or work to be got out of that state of affairs ?
It is shockingly immoral, I say, to be squabbling while
fifty million persons in this land are not even nominal
Christians."

There is no quibbling or beating about the
bush in the above, though the remedy which Mr.
Dc Costa suggests is hardly practicable. It is the
universal union of Protestants on one broad
platform, based on the apostolic priesthood, the
two creeds and the sacraments of Baptism and
the Lord's Supper. The only remedy is a return
to the true Church. Any half-way measure
must result in failure. The last three hundred
years have proved this. And it is to be hoped
that the days of rebellion against God-constituted
authority are nearly over, and that the day is not
far distant when our separated brethren shall
return to the faith.

Protestant Missions and Porto Rico.
Doctor George S. Groft, in a paper on Porto
Pico in the Independent, says that in matters
of religion the inhabitants of the island are
all, nominally, members of the Koman Catholic
Church, but that it has a slight hold upon them,
and he, therefore, concludes that it is a good
place for Protestant missions conducted by judicious, enthusiastic men. The gentleman is too
enthusiastic himself. There are in Porto Rico
a cathedral and ninety-six parochial churches,
twenty-three chapels and oratories, one seminary,
one college, twenty gymnasiums, one academy,
four orphan asylums and twenty-five hospitals
and asylums for the poor. There are, even according to Doctor Groft, two hundred priests
there, and there are, beside, more than fifty
ecclesiastical students whom he does not men.
tion. This does not look as if the Church were
idle, or as if the people generally were indifferent Catholics, as the writer in the ludepeivhti'
asserts. The Protestant missionary societies
would make little religious progress in Porto
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inaccuracies in the article
on"The Filipinos and the Friars," which appeared in his own paper a few weeks ago. We
learned from our New York neighbor that this
article, the author of which is Margherita A.
llamm, wife of a former consul at Manila, was
written by her from notes made while she was in
Manila. The lady's notes must either have been
very faulty at the outset, or else she erred greatly
in transcribing from them, for several of the
statements which she made in her IneUpendeit
article are off, to use a colloquial phrase.
A little editorial verification of the dates assigned for the institution of the various orders
that are mentioned in this article would, for instance, have altered somewhat the printed figures.
A judicious use of the blue pencil would have
stricken out the absurd statement that many of
correct some of the

the Dominican and Franciscan missionaries in
the Philippines can scarcely read and write. A
perusal of Frofessor Blumentritt's paper on the
work of the Catholic missions in the Philippines
the concluding portion of which appeared on
should have
page "294 of last week's Rkvikiv
should
also
have cut
had the same result, and it
that
offensive
manuscript
out of Mrs. Hamm's
allusion to the Capuchins, who are described in
it as the the lowest and most ignorant of all the
Spanish hierarchy." Professor Blumentritt, a
non-Catholic and an author of admitted repute
on the Philippines, credits the Dominicans and
Franciscans, whom Mrs. Hamm calls low orders,
forsooth, in the Philippines, many of the members, according to her, being unable to read and
write, with having contributed most to our present knowledge of the ethnography, philology,
geography, manners and customs of the archipelago ; and her statement about the Capuchins
rests upon no better foundation, we imagine, than
her calumnies regarding the sons of St. Dominic
?

?

"

and St. Francis.
If the editor of the Independent were at all
acquainted with the condition of things in the
Philippines,? or if he had only taken the trouble
he
to turn to easily accessible information
would have readily learned that his contributor
was in error when she says that the Philippine
Church is controlled throughout by the Dominicans. The incumbents of at least two of the
Philippine sees are members of others than the
Dominican order ; and according to Oscar Ilecht,
the flocks that are presided over by Dominican
priests number less than seven hundred thousand
out of a total of more than six millions of Catholics in the islands ; so that, instead of controlling
the whole Philippine Church, the Dominicans
have charge of only about one-tenth of the membership thereof.
A still more strikingmistake of this Independent
writer is her assertion that the Jesuits in the
Philippines " are only permitted to teach and
take charge of scientific branches of the government." Why, the great island of Mindanao, the
second largest, we believe, in the whole archipelago, was civilized and christianized practically
in its whole extent by the sons of St. Ignatius.
Blumentritt declares that the greatest missionary
accomplishment of this century in the Philippines
is what the Jesuits have done in the island of
"
Mindanao, in the space of half a century, for the
diffusion of religion and Christian civilization."
That statement sufficiently contradicts Mrs.
Hamm's assertion ; and still other contradictions
of it could have been found in Hecht's figures,
which place the number of Philippines ministered
to by the Jesuits in excess of two hundred thousand souls, and in the admirable work which the
Jesuits are now doing in the missions of Lanao,
which they took charge of two years ago,
when they transferred their Mindanao parishes
to the Benedictines. And yet in the face of these
facts the Independent coolly .informs its readers
that the poor Jesuits are only allowed to have
?
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one college, the Alheneum, and the Astronomical and Meteorological Observatory."
Mrs. Hamm does her best to prejudice her
readers against the Catholic missionaries in the
Philippines. She informs them that the church
out there receives (800,000 from the public
revenue ; but fails to point out that this sum represents but a tenth, the regular tithe, of the whole.
Docs not the Anglican church in England get its
tithes, too? She says that the state allows but
$250,000 annually for education, and to make
that sum seem more insignificant, she puts against
it the total ten million population in the Philippines, conveniently suppressing all allusions
to the fact that there are islands upon islands
in the archipelago that have never been brought
under Spanish sway. According to her own
showing, the land laws of the Philippines are
fairer to the tenants than were similar English
laws of not many years ago; and her assertion
that all other than religious books are prohibited
by law is nonsensical enough to be put in the
same category with that earlier statement of
another writer who said that no papers are published in the Philippines !
The Dominicans appear to be the especial ob-

jects of Mrs. Hamm's misrepresentation.
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found that at the same hour that our Ford said
to him, "Thy son liveth," the fever had left
him.
It is for such an intense faith as this that we
ought to pray. Our divine Lord should be to
us the most real object of our affections, the absolute centre of our lives. This reveals to us one
plain reason for reparation. Tf a friend whom
we love is wounded sorely, do we not long to
bring consolation to that tried and suffering soul?
Yet, all the while, Almighty God, our most real
Friend, is present with us, and sins are committed
in that thrice holy Presence. The Heart of
Jesus was not pierced by the soldier's lance
alone. Through all the ages, the evil deeds of
men have pierced Him like a spear, and especially must sins that create public scandal give
Him pain, on account of the terrible evils that
ensue. But if, instead of talking over these things
together, discussing the scandal and the sinner,
and keeping the memory of the sin in the minds
of men, when it is not our appointed office to
judge, we pray for the evil-doer, and make to
our Divine Lord fervent acts of reparation to
console His sacred and wounded Heart, what
true friends of His we shall prove ourselves to

Every be!

son of St. Dominic out there is, in her eyes, a wily
politician and a great money-getter. The Goulds
and the Vanderbilts, the Astors and the Rockefellers are hardly "in it" with these Philippine
orders, which have heavy deposits, according to
this lady, in the banks of Manila, Hongkong,
Amow, Singapore, Shanghai, Nagasaki and
Yokohama ; hold enormous amounts of real estate,
besides, whileasingle oneof them, the Dominicans)
of course, offered to lend Spain forty millions of
dollars under certain conditions.
We fear if Mrs. Hamm were called upon to
verify these assertions of hers regarding the
enormous wealth of the Philippine orders, she
wculd find herself in the same predicament
wherein Mr. Isaac M. Elliott was recently placed
when he was asked to state what Philippine
order had, just before the war, as he said in a
magazine article, sent 11,600,000 to one of its
houses in this country. That would be decidedly
unpleasant for the wife of our former consul; and
it would be more unpleasant for the Independent,
which could not, like the magazine that gave
publicity to Mr. Elliott's lie, allege that it had
no editorial department in which to correct the

calumny.
REPARATION.
The epistle for the twentieth Sunday after
Pentecost opens with an injunction of special import to us all during this month of October, when
the intention of the Sacred Heart League is Rep-

aration for Public Scandal.
St. Paul to us, in this epistle,
circumspectly."

4

Brethren," says
"
"see how you walk

When we dissect or take apart the word circumspectly, we find it comes from two Latin words,
meaning to look around. And this is precisely
the idea conveyed. We are to act, speak, even
walk and move prudently, looking around us to
see whither we are going, and whether what we
are about to do is really the will of God; or, as
St. Paul expresses it, we are to be not unwise,
but understanding the will of God." If every
man or woman who bears the name of Christian
were to act in this fashion, would there be much
public scandal for which we would need to make

"

reparation ?
This circumspection should be founded upon
an abiding sense of the presence of God and a
most sincere love of Jesus Christ. Tomorrow's
gospel tells us of a certain ruler who begged our
Ford to come and heal his son, who was at the
point of death. Instead of accompanying him,
the Master bade him go his way,for his son lived.
The man believed and went his way, and he

In an old, historic town on the New England
sea-coast, there is a church in which, every night,
through all the year, and for many years, a remarkable series of acts of reparation for sins has
been steadily and lovingly offered to our Divine
Redeemer in His most Flossed Sacrament. At
eight o'clock, when the sun is down, and the
world's toils are over, the priest comes in, sometimes to find a hundred silent worshipers, and
generally from thirty to forty, gathered together
in the sacred place.
In surplice and stole he opens the tabernacle
door, four candles being lighted, and draws
the veiled ciboritim forward into view.
One of the well known, very beautiful
and touching "Visits to the Blessed Sacrament,"
by the great St. Alphonsus Liguori, is then read;
some prayers or litanies are recited, in reparation
for any sins that may have been committed
throughout the day; a blessed space of time is
given when no words are uttered aloud, but each
worshiper speaks heart to heart with the Sacramental Jesus as if utterly alone with Him. Then
the ciborium is replaced in the tabernacle, and
the worshipers retire, with the unspeakable
peace of God resting upon their souls.
The parish is a widely extended, very scattered
one. Outside the quaint town, the people live here
and there, in groups of from two to six houses,
in and out among the hamlets and marshlands,
for over twenty miles. They can not, of course,
come to the church in the evenings, or make a
visit there each day, beneath the ever-burning
lamp that beckons to them like the Epiphany
the Guard of
star. Yet everywhere is found
Honor "of the Sacramental King, in those lonely
hamlets as in the city's streets. Cards are

"

printed, bearing the heart-searching motto:
"What! could you not watch one hour with Me?"
Then follows the pledge of the Guard :?
"The undersigned requests to be admitted as
a member of the Guard of Honor of the Blessed
Sacrament in the society of the Blessed SacraChurch, and promises
ment, established in
a weekly visit of not less than fifteen minutes'
duration; selecting between and ?o'clock,
, as the day and hour of such visit. Name?.
Residence?. If unable to make the visit at the
time proposed, it shall be made as soon after as
possible."
Throughout the wide parish these simple cards
are distributed ; and hour by hour loving hearts
turn to the tabernacle to visit their Lord in the
happy place that has always its worshipers attendant on their King. Then, in the evening, in
the parish church, all this scattered flock is
?
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gathered in spirit to the Saviour's evening bles- in lying and lies iv slandering, and means to do both, prisoners should be allowed a wider choice of advocates,
and free communication with thtm, fell on deaf ears.
sing, by their pastor, in accordance with an ex- because, with him, " the end justifies the means."
I have said that, to judge by Llorente, the Spanish Llorente himself signifies that the Holy See would have
press promise on his part to them, and thus a con- Inquisition
anticipated by a number of g<nerations John done well to lay Spain under a permanent interdict until
stant interchange of good works is maintained.
Howard's prison reforms. Did John Howard insist on it had overcome the obstinacy of the Holy Office. All
The waves beat along the coast, and the winds "spacious apartments," on "pleasant abodes"? Did these refinements of cruelty, Llorente declares, remained,
sigh, in response to the fervent prayers. Only he ask for rooms giving an outlook on the fields and although they were very much less frequently applied,
God knows what earnest thoughts are awakened, llowers, or even on the street? He did nothing of the long after torture and subterranean dungeons had bethat he demanded was what, according to come a mere threat. Might he not then well call the
how many evil words and deeds are restrained, sort. All Ihe
Spanish Inquisition provided, and what, secret prisons, at their very best, frightful, to say
Llorente,
by this simple but unfailing devotion, as His for the most part, it appears to have provided very nothing of the blight they cast on a man's civil honor?
eye alone can see the solitary worshipers who early, rooms decently large, light and dry. He woul :
Let us now consider some of the slight divergences
form 11is Guard of Honor in the great church also, in the English climate, have insisted on tires in which Professor Mooreis willing to own possible between
of nature, and faithfully adore Him, while their winter, but these, in Spain, even on the uplands of History and the Pole. History describes secret dungeons
Castile, the Inquisition, as 1 have already shown, seldom as existing iv all the Inquisitions of Spain, and as havmore favored brethren are gathered in the dimly
furnished. He would also have urged that the prisoners ing everywhere long ceased to exist, except as empty
lighted church before the open tabernacle door. should be allowed to buy candles, but in the Holy Ollice spaces. The Pole, in impudent opposition to the w<»rd
It mayhelp ourown actsofreparation, this month, of Spain, as I have shown also, this privilege, though of the one mau who, best knowing the truth, had
to place ourselves sometimes in spirit in this sea- not quite denied, was reduced almost to nothing. Of the least disposition to deny it, in favor of lhe
side church, and join in the fervent acts that course, a view out was quite at variance with the Holy Ottice, crowds these long vacant spaces with
swell upward from these homes beside the sea.
And we shall find that we walk more circumspectly, and live more simply and constantly in
the abiding presence of God, when we take time
to make to Him sincere acts of reparation, out of
a real spirit of answering love for His love, and of
sorrow for the woes that were caused Him by
the sins of the men lie came to save.
PROTESTANT

CONTROVERSY.

X.
The Rev. John Moore allows that Lehmanowsky's narrative is probably not without some inaccuracies. It
could hardly be absolutely precise, being given by memory after a number of years. All that he claims for it
is substantial correctness. He must have very extraordinary notions of substantial correctness. I myself am
giving Lehmanowsky's story from the memory of half
a century. I am, therefore, willingly surrendering to
Moore a great advantage, of which I hope he will fully
avail himself. He has not, however, impugned my former report.
Let us see what history says and what the Pole sajs,
concerning the end of the Madrid Inquisition. Both
agree that Napoleon, on Dec. 4, 1808, issued an edict
abolishing the Spanish Inquisition, and sent a small
body of troops to enforce the decree at Madrid. They
agree also that the soldiers secured the persons of such
inquisitors as they found in the building. They agree
that the French discovered subterranean dungeons and
iustruments of torture. Llorente expressly declares
that many of Torquemada's prisoners were thrown into
such dungeons,and that many even starved there. Even
as late as 1570 (or thereabouts), a Spaniard, quoted by
Froude, describes certain Englishmen, confined in the
Santa Casa of Seville, as nearly muertos dc hambre,"
dead of hunger. Llorente declares that the elder Spanish Inquisition, in a few cases, used confinement in these
dungeons in lieu of torture to extort confessions. Nor
does he anywhere describe these dungeons as having
been subsequently walled up. No doubt, therefore, the
French soldiers found subterranean dungeons at Madrid,
and would have found them in any other house of the
Inquisition. Llorente's language,which I will presently
give in a literal translation, appears inconsistent wilh
this, but it is only in the letter, not in the meaning.
Moore sneeringly says that I make various allirmations of an improvement of character in the later
Inquisition " on the alleged authority of Llorente."
Now my papers show unmistakably that I mean to be
understood as giving Llorente's exact declarations, only
stopping short of his very words because at the time I
had not the work by me. Moore's language, therefore,
can only be understood as a cunning insinuation that I
lie. He dares not venture to say so outright, for being
ignorant of Llorente, beyond a few patches torn out of
the work here and there, he is not sure what I may
have to produce from it against him, and so contents
He
himself with insinuating what he dare not declare.
should bear in mind that I am not a member of Boston
Presbytery. I am a man of veracity. I am neither
Scott F. Hershey, James B. Dunn, nor John MooreThey, too, are men of veracity, doubtless, in all other
matters, but in all that concerns the Roman Catholic
Church they can be trusted no farther than they can be
seen. Moore himself lies in the very passage in which he
insinuates that I lie. He says, professing to cite my
statement: '? The prisoners had a very pleasant abode
spacious apartments, light, airy, with good food pro.
vided." Now here are three words that I have not used,
" pleasant," spacious," airy." I do not object to the
third word, for Llorente, in declaring that the secret
prisons were dry and light, implies that they were well
aired. On the other hand, pleasant" and " spacious "
change fundamentally the meaning of my statement, and
were meant to change it fundamentally. The man lies,
and knows that he lies, and means to lie. He slanders

"

?

"

"
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notion of a secret prison. The chambers, although, as
Llorente expressly says, " well lighted," were doubtless
lighted by windows placed near the ceiling.
If a
prisoner caught an occasional glimpse out, it could only
have been into a courtyard. At least this was all that
was granted to Archbishop Carranza during the eight
years of his confinement at Valladolid, or Salamanca,
I have forgotten which, and a common man was notlikely
to enjoy what was refused to the Primate of Spain.
I heartily wish I could have said that even the secret
prisons of the Spanish Inquisition were pleasant abodes,
and spacious apartments, such as those which Carranza
subsequently enjoyed at Rome. Llorente, however,
neither says nor implies any such thing, and as I simply
reproduce Llorente, I have neither said nor implied any
such thing. Moore has falsified my representation
with the malignity of deliberate wickedness.
These are Llorente's precise words, found on page
300 of Volume I.of the Boston Athenaeum copy of the
authorized French translation made under the author's
immediate supervision, Second Edition, Paris, 1818.
This I have read from beginning to end, confirmatory
documents and all, Latin and Spanish. There is no other
authorized version, earlier or later. Everything purporting to be from a later edition may be safely set
down as spurious, unless it can be shown to come from
the Spanish edition of 1822, published at Madrid, which
presumably contained no horrifying accounts of the revived Inquisition of Ferdinand the Seventh. If it did,
they are of no value, and signify little more than if derived from Lehmanowsky, or reported by the sullen
credulity of John Moore himself. Llorente is authority
only for the history of the Spanish Inquisition from
1481 to 1808. The documents of this he had in hand,
and he had no later. He fled from Spain in 1813
and only came back in 1823 to die.
What wild
things he may have received by wild report from
Spain, in the breaking up of mind and body after 1820,
are of no account. Even if he narrates actual abominations of the miserable Ferdinand VII. and his miserable
minions, the truth of them can no longer be established by any word of the dying Llorente.
These are Llorente's words, referring to the secret
prisons i " It would be hard to imagine anything more
frightful than these sequestered apartments; not that
they are at present such as they have been described,
that is to say, deep, dank, musty and unwholesome; by
these strokes of description it is easier to recognize the
inexact and exaggerated reports of the victims of the
Inquisition, than the testimony of the truth. I will
not speak of that which they have been aforetime, but
it is certain that today these places are good vaulted
chambers, well lighted, free from damp, and in which
it is practicable to take a measure of exercise, dc faire
im iieu d' exercice."
Now it would be just like this man Moore to take the
tlrst half-sentence of my quotation and to parade it,
everywhere as proof out of my own mouth against myself. There is no keeping watch and ward against the
unappeasable malice and mecdaciousness of these
people. Refute and confute them, utterly, and they
will still rage and rave, and slander and blaspheme. In
one way or another they will still have the last word of
you, and you may as well let them have it. You are not
compelled to keep company with such ugly fiends, and
what does it matter how much they gnash their teeth
against you ?
Llorente goes on to explain what he means by calling
these secret prisons "frightful." They were confined,
often cold, void of everything cheerful but the bare
light and air, dark through the whole night. The
prisoner could not communicate with his friends, and
haidly even with his counsel. He seems to have had
only the few books that his judges allowed him He
knew not the state of his case, and saw hardly a soul
but those most odious to him, his jailer and the inquisitors. He never heard Mass and never was allowed
a confessor. Llorente leaves it doubtful whether he
had one even when actually dying, though I suppose he
had. All the multiplied urgencies of the Popes, that the

wan and fainting prisoners. History, embodied in
Llorente, assures us that, soon after 1750, torture utterly
ceased, as throughout Europe, so throughout the Holy
Ollice of Spain. Lehmanowsky represents the prisoners
at Madrid as having been tortured recently. History
and Llorente know nothing of the "Virgin of Nuremberg" in Spain, and scholarship instructs us that she
never existed there. Lehmanowsky puts her at the head
of the stairs descending to the subterranean dungeons,
as the engine of secret executions of which Llorente
knows nothing, simply because there was nothing to
know. History tells us that on Dec. 4, 1808, some of
the Madrid inquisitors escaped within the Spanish lines,
and the rest were brought to Napoleon and sent by him
to Bayonne. The Pole assures us that they were all
done to death by the indignant French soldiers, on the
ground of the subterranean imprisonments which they
had never ordered, and the prisoners had never suffered, and of the cruel tortures which they had never
intlicted, and that they were murdered by the agency of
an image that was not found anywhere within the
Pyrenees. History informs us that on Dec. 4, 1808,
there had been no Grand Inquisitor of Spain for many
months. The Pole assures us that not only was there
an Inquisitor General, but that he was waiting in the
Santa Oa<a, devoutly ready to be the first to be hacked to
pieces. History assures us that the Inquisition huilding,
making no resistance, receiv ed no harm. The Pole invents
lor us several hours of hard cannonading. History shows
us the Santa Oasa, with all its records, turned over, unharmed, to Llorente, and we find it, a year later, still
under hi-* immediate charge. Lehmanowsky sends it,
with all its contents, flying into the air.
If these now are the Rev. John Moore's unessential
inaccuracies in Lehmanowsky's account, I think we
shall all wondenngly ask, in what way Mr. Moore
would go to work to devise a more astounding tissue of
lies for the Pole to propagate and for credulous fools to
republish.
In my next paper I shall pay my attention to some of
the ways in which the Rev. John Moore himself writhes
and twists to escape the cogency of my remarks as
against himself and as against his darling impostor.
Having read through the fourth volume more carefully than at lirst, I find that there were, not thirtythree, but forty-four, Inquisitors General, having
among them one Pope, as Adrian VI. did not give up
his Grand Inquisitorship of Spain until just before his
death; thirtetn cardinals; three patriarchs; ten archbishops; twelve bishops ; five non-prelatical Inquisitors
General. There are some intricacies, from resignations
aud failures to act, and subsequent promotions, but the
list is substantially as I have given it. And this is the
great dignitary who, as Lehmanowsky would have us
suppose, could be smothered like a rat in a hole!
Charles C. Stakim-ck.
Andover, Mass.
«**.

WHAT IS THE GREAT MOTIVE?
It is a very pertinent and a very important
inquiry: What is the great, underlying motive
that actuates our Protestant friends in their unwonted zeal in sending missionariesto our newly
conquered territories?
Is it the conversion of the heathen in those
islands ? By no means. We do not hear a word
about the conversion of the heathen. If that
were really their object they would be entitled
to the credit, at least, of good intentions. Bat
apparently those zealous "servants of God and
ministers of Jesus Christ " have not the remotest
idea of risking their comfort, much less their
lives, in an effort to introduce the light of Christianity into the dark regions of our new possessions, and bring the poor, benighted heathen to
(Continud mi /.»//<
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The revision is beginning. It is an event of
such importance that one might search France
from coast to coast, and find never a man to ask
"Revision, what revision?" It is an event
which, had it taken place sooner, would have
saved us many weeks of feverish anxiety. It
brings with it no cause for alarm, but rather for
relief, since it removes the affair from the political to the legal arena, where it truly belongs.
Let no good citizen fear to see the army disgraced, because the judgment of its court martial is revised, or disorganized because a handful of officers may have made mistakes. If the
Church suffers no dishonor when individual members of her clergy prove weak or unworthy,
neither does the magistracy, when the victim of
judicial error is rehabilitated. The army has
sustained many a crisis from the times of the
Constable dc Bourbon to those of Bazaine; it
will come forth unstained from this one.
The future historian of the Dreyfus affair will
be amazed at the stupidity of its handling by
men who, except in this instance, have always

been credited with at least ordinary intelligence.
If, as many are now inclined to believe, Dreyfus
has been the scapegoat, then villainy has bungled
hopelessly with its tools.
The most appalling aspect of this business is
the incredible display of hatred, calumny and
personal insults of which the press has made itself the willing echo. No nation can breathe
long in this stilling atmosphere; a change of air
has become a matter of life or death.
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suspicion and outrageous attack, until the good with its 200,000 volumes, fell a prey to the
name of the French army has been dragged in flames. The admirable cathedral bore, in many
the mire, and the souls of its officers filled with places, marks of projectiles."
bitterness.
Our enemies rejoice in these slanders which
have done the country more harm than all our
defeats in 1870, for then we were united, and we
trusted each other. When General Cavaignac
declared that no considerations of state policy
could justify the condemnation of an innocent
man, he voiced the opinion of every honorable
citizen. Those who opposed the revision, on the
ground that it would cast suspicion on the honesty of the councils of war, were quite in the
wrong.
Like all other tribunals, a court martial must
judge according to testimony and documents.
If these be false, if experts be mistaken, if political or religious prejudices tend to warp the
judgment, those who pronounce the verdict must
not be held responsible. It must also be remembered that the men who compose a council of
this kind, not being professional but only occasional judges, are more liable to legal errors.
The more light is thrown on the question of
the bordereau " the more obscure it grows, and
the result of all the reports made by experts in
handwriting seems to be that a document of
that nature can not afford conclusive proof of
guilt. The forgery of Colonel Henry, one of the
chief witnesses, naturally throws suspicion on the
whole affair, and a revision has become a work
of loyalty, justice and patriotic wisdom.
Those who have been lighting all these months
for revision are now to be satisfied, and it is to
be hoped that we shall cease to be told by the
Dreyfusites that Fere dv Lac directs the French
army, and by the anti-Dreyfus men that Rothschild fills the post of army director.

"

The new minister of war
the third since M.
Brisson's premiership began -is well known in
General Foreign Notes
the military world, and promises to make a good
One who is about to see Strasbourg Cathedral
minister, if the fates allow him to remain. General Chanoine, unlike General Zurlinden, his for the first time would do well, they tell us, to
immediate predecessor, is really in favor of approach it through the rue Merciere, coming
from the place Gutenberg. It is a marvel of
revision.
The journalsconstantly repeated the statement beauty. Those who have never seen it can have
that President Faure supported General Zurlin- no idea of the possibilities of what a Frenchden in his resistance against revision. Now man once called the luminous gayety of a
this information could have been obtained only Gothic church. The Gothic motive is almost
from one of the ministers, since no other person invariably associated with images of sadness and
could know what goes on in the Council. This austerity. Most cathedrals are gray with age,
minister has probably no idea that he has been and green with mould, wrinkled and worn from
guilty of felony, but the result of his treason was the storms of centuries.
The Strasbourg cathedral, built of sandstone
a deluge of reproaches against the President,
from
the Vosges, is quite pink, as if fresh from
a
of
confidence
between
and rupture
the latter
and his cabinet.
the hands of the builders. Six centuries have
The chief accusation against the President is not dimmed its roseate charms. With all the
the indiscretion he committed in opening his delicate tracery of its slender columns, the gemlips at all on a subject so delicate. It would like aspect of its bell turrets, it imposes by its
have been easy for him to have remained silent; grandeur, no less than it wins by its charm. It
there is no part more fitting for the president of surprises the imagination by its imperial stature,
a republic to play than to hide himself behind it delights the eye with its gems, it takes possesthe screen of that constitutional fiction which sion of the heart by the compulsion of its grace.
During the Franco-Prussian war the cathedral
declares that the President has no opinion in
matters of this kind.
of Strasbourg ought to have been protected from
that
Faure
Now it is said
President
knew the German bombs, but it was not, and the reasons
Zurlinden
when
he
induced given by the assailants have been perpetuated
views of General
the
war.
portfolio
him to accept
of
The other by Yon Moltke in his Memoirs."
were
to underthey
given
ministers assert that
The batteries which we had been able to
the
cabinet
as
a
reprovide
with heavy guns began to fire, and the
stand that Zurlinden entered
that
general
himself affirms
horizon was reddened with the flames of the
visionist, while the
pledged
study
burning
buildings. The bishop of Strasbourg
he only
himself to examine and
and
seen,
came to the outposts to intercede for the inhabithe documents, which he had never
then to formulate his opinion.
tants. Whatever regret we may have felt in
General Zurlinden's statement makes it evi- demolishing this ancient German city we were
dent that his mistaken nomination was the result forced to continue the bombardment during the
of too great anxiety on the part of the President night from Aug. 24th to 25th, this prelate having
to fill the vacancy caused by General Cavaignac's no authority to negotiate. The inhabitants asked
resignation. The immense majority of the coun- permission to send away their wives and chiltry, every man, in fact, whose patriotism is in dren. This, too, we were compelled to refuse.
excess of his self-love, demands revision. We The museum and picture gallery, the city hall,
have lived in a eul dc sac, exposed to every base the gymnasium, and, unfortunately, the library,
?

"

"

"

"

Twenty three priests are now in barracks
at Lille, for twenty-eight days, and probably the
number will increase. Every morning at an

early hour these priests are to be seen in the
churches and chapels, celebrating the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass. They enter the sacristies in
their military uniform, which, after Mass, is
again put on to return to the barracks.
There is not a soldier living, with a single
trace of religious sentiment, who does not shrink
from seeing the priestly dignity so insulted. What,
then, must be the feelings of the faithful, to see
their parish priests obliged to leave them, while
their friends and families may die without the
sacraments, and their children are waiting to be
baptized? This is precisely what the Radical
and the Freemason desire.
Take away the influence which his sacerdotal
character gives him, accustom his people to get
on without a pastor, this is their aim. To the
Jew in the army, every facility to practice his
religion is now carefully afforded, but these
Catholic priests were kept at the drill, on the
feast of the Assumption, from five o'clock in the

morning until noonday. France is the only
country in the world where such an outrage is
possible.

Cardinal Richard has appointed M. l'abbe
Desers to fill the place of the venerable Abbe
Hutellier in the parish of St. Vincent dc Paul,
in Paris. The Abbe Desers is a Parisian, not
only by birth, but he has actually never left the
city. His only parish was that of St. Louis
d'Antin.

Although St. Vincent dc Paul is one of the
most important parishes in Paris, it is also one
of the easiest to manage. The congregation is
very devout. All the numerous works are prosperous. It must be evident that his predecessor
has left almost nothing for the Abbe Desers to
do, except to win the love of his people. To follow acceptably in the footsteps of the late cur6
may be difficult. From a material point of view,
a priest could ask for nothing better.
The Abbe Hutellier left behind him a sum of
money barely sufficient to give him a becoming
burial, and a watch without a chain. He left
the money because, during his last illness, he
was unable to see any one who needed it. As
for his watch, it once had a chain. One day,
several months before he died, he turned his
purse inside out; empty it certainly was; in vain
he squeezed it, not the smallest sou had crept
inside the lining. Then it suddenly came into
his mind, how much more useful a gold coin or
two would be than a gold chain.
The chain was valued at forty-five francs. It
was purchased by a friend, for five hundred. He
keeps it now as a relic. Tales like this are common enough in the life of the Abbe Hutellier,
and this is one of the reasons why a new cure,
though he may have many virtues thatfit him to
become the ruler of the parish, will not find it so
easy to rule the hearts of the parishioners.
Alfred Nohel, the inventor of dynamite,
died in 1896, leavingfifty millions of lire, the income to be divided into five equal parts. The
first to establish a prize for the most important
discovery in physical sciences ; the second for a
discovery or improvement in chemistry; the
third for a discovery in physiology and in medicine ; the fourth for the best literary work on
the same subjects, and the fifth and last to be
awarded to the person who shall have done the
most to promote the cause of peace. This last
prize is about to be awarded, and for the first
time. The Tsar of Russia is to be congratulated.
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of those islands will be when American control
supplants Spanish sway, will hardly be pleased
with this extract from Mr. Carlisle's paper, true
ITEMS OF INTEREST TO CATHOLIC READERS
though it undoubtedly is in its assertions. "It
IN THE MAGAZINES.

ReligCousrenC
t omment.

Our Own Future.
Honorable John G. Carlisle, formerly secretary
of the treasury, contributes to the October number of Harper's Magazine an article wherein he
considers the political future of the Ffnited
States, and argues against any departure from the
policy which has heretofore guided our national
course. Mr. Carlisle is not of those individuals
who regard without apprehension the radical
changes advocated by those persons who desire
to see this country embark upon what they call
its manifest destiny, by annexing all the Spanish
colonies wherein our flag now chances to fly. As
a result of the late war, Spain may not, he says,
be able to maintain her present form of government, but still she may have provoked a conflict
which will mark the beginning of radical changes
in the domestic and foreign policy of the United
States, and which, furthermore, may perhaps lead
to a revolution in our popular opinions and
aspirations that will prove fatal to our simple
republican institutions. If there were no other
arguments against the manifest destiny policy
which urges upon the United States the annexation of the whilom Spanish colonies, Mr. Carlisle
holds that our plighted word, made at the outset
of the war, that we were not embarking in that
in order to aggrandize our national domain,
should condemn such a policy ; for honesty, he
adds, is still the best policy for nations, as well
as individuals, to follow. The ex-secretary is
opposed to the retention even of Porto Rico by
the United States, and of the plea put forth in
justification of that retention, that we take the
island as indemnity for the expenses the war
entailed upon us, he says that such a plea puts
us in the humiliating position of demanding compensation for our humanity and love of liberty.
While it is not likely that any arguments which
may now be brought forward will alter the determination of the present administration to retain
Porto Rico and to occupy Cuba for an indefinite
length of time, it is not too late for the American
people to weigh the weighty reasons which Mr.
Carlisle urges against the annexation of the
Philippines, which, says he, would eventually
bring upon us a yellow horde of conscript
citizens to debauch the suffrage and sap the
foundations of our free institutions."

"

"

"

No Entangling Alliances.

Holding the views which he sets forth in this
paper, it may be readily inferred that Mr. Carlisle is no advocate of any alliance between the
United States and any foreign power. He writes
particularly against the proposed Anglo-American
alliance, and declares that John Bull's desire to
see such an alliance effected is a selfish one, inasmuch as England would gain far more from it
than this country would ever reap. We have
had one experience, Mr. Carlisle says, which
might have l>een far more costly were it not for
the prudence and courage of Washington in terminating our alliance with France when our
national independence was won. Had that alliance continued, the ex-secretary asserts that
this country would have been drawn into the
mighty conflicts which convulsed Europe in the
opening years of the present century. As it was,
although we escaped, thanks to our first president, participation in those wars, we did not
wholly escape their consequences; and today,
after the lapse of nearly a hundred years, the
United States, we are told, are still investigating
and paying claims of their own citizens for
French spoliation of their commerce. The individuals who are just now so loudly denouncing
the venality and rapacity attributed to Spanish
officials in Cufca, Forto Rico and the Philippines,
and vaunting how greatly improved the condition

is said," writes the Kentuckian, " that the
Spanish carpet-bagger' is now the curse of the
'
Philippine Islands, plundering the rich and the
poor, the Church and the state with perfect
impartiality, and it is probable that his capacity
for extortion and peculation has not been exaggerated ; but if we appropriate the islands, it
will very soon be demonstratedthat the American species of this pest is much more destructive
than the Spanish variety, and that he can easily
grow rich and arrogant off the remnants left by
his predecessors."
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sand working people. This priest has established splendid confraternities which are all excellently organized, and one great feature of his
work is that these confraternities are managed
practically altogether by the working men themselves, w ho are now prominent in all parochial
undertakings; whereas formerly they left that
prominence to the women of the parish. Mr.
Blaikie, who tells in his paper of the success
achieved by these and other French priests
taking his account thereof from Yves le CJuerdec'sarticle in La Quinzaine?says, in Blackwood's,
that, w7hile such movements may succeed here
and there, it is doubtful if in the end they will
accomplish much good.
T

?

" A Bright Puritanism."
The reasons why Mr. Blaikie doubts of the efficacy of these French movements appear to be
twofold. In the first place, he thinks though
he gives no basis for his thought?that the number of priests capable of doing such work is
small. Secondly, he questions whether these
movements, even if successful, have force enough
in them to give a religious color and tone to the
lives of the people. In expressing that doubt,
and in his declaration that a stronger force than
inheres in these parish societies is needed, Mr.
Blaikie betrays his inability to understand the
character and aims of the work which these
French priests have undertaken. They have

Gladstone and Disestablishment.
Mr. Smalley continues to contribute his reminiscences of Gladstone to this magazine. In
his present contribution he considers Gladstone
as the advocate of home rule for Ireland and of
disestablishment. In the former role, as might
be expected, Smalley sees nothing in Gladstone
to commend. He even hints that the great commoner was not actuated by honest motives in
proposing the "disunion " of the British Empire,
and insinuates that the methods which he employed were not always moral ones. His home
rule policy was, in Mr. Smalley's estimation, a
radical departure from the usually conservative not organized these schools of domesticeconomy,
?

course pursued by Mr. Gladstone. After mentioning some instances of that conservatism, Mr.
Smalley thus writes of Gladstone's disestablishment proposals : "He was equally conservative
in religion and in matters ecclesiastical. If he
finally came to contemplate with equanimity the
disestablishment of the church of England, it
was because he believed thatseparation of church
from state would strengthen the spiritual life of
the church, increase its hold upon the people,
secure reform from within, reinforce the church
in its warfare with science, wherein he thought it
was destined to triumph. He sacrificed the Irish
church to political necessity. He was ready to
do the same with the Welsh and the Scottish
churches. He was under a strong temptation to
yield to the same motive with regard to the
church of England, since, during all the latter
part of his career, the great body of his political
support came from the non-conformists. But he
resisted, and his final view was the one which
led to the same destructive end, practical destruction for the good of the thing destroyed." It is
fortunate for Mr. Gladstone's memory that the
world's estimate of his character, his labors and
his motives will be formed upon the judgments
of other critics than Mr. Smalley.

Priest and People.
W. G. Blaikie has an article in Blackwood's
Magazine dealing with the efforts which certain
French priests are making to bring closer relations between themselves and theirflocks. Mr.
Blaikie acknowledges that his paper is largely
based upon a contribution made by Yves le Querdec, which is the non-de-plume of aFrench priest,
to the French periodical La Quinzaine. Mention
is made of the successful work accomplished by
a Parisian priest, M. Soulage-Bondin, who is
now the cure of an important parish, but whose
labors to bring the people in closer relations to
their clergy began when he was a vicaire, or curate. In his parish this priest has established an
ecole menage're, we are told, wherein the young
women of the parish are instructed in cooking,
laundry-work and all the details of domestic
economy. He has also founded a co-operative
saw-work, and he has a parish hall, which he
calls after Jeanne d'Arc, wherein conferences,
dramatic entertainments, etc., are held ; his object, as he puts it, being to show the people that
their priest is at much at home with them at such
gatherings as when officiating in their church.
Another instance of successful work on the same
lines is that of Pfere (Jetty of the parish of St.

Joseph, Malhouse, in which reside fifteen thou-

co-operative associations and literary and dramatic societies, in order that such organizations shall
take the place of religion in their parishes.
Neither do they look to those associations to impart a religious tone and colorto their parishioners' lives. They regard such organizations simply as accessories
very helpful when rightly
managed ?to their real parochial work. It has
often been charged against the French clergy?
whether rightly or wrongly it is not for us to say
?that they hold themselves too much aloof from
their people during the week days, and do not
concern themselves enough about the temporal
?

welfare and progress of their flocks. These associations are proofs that, in some cases at least,
the French priests are coming into closer contact
with their people; and although Mr. Blaikie
seems to question whether such associations will
avail much with the French working man, with
socialism holding its dazzling visions before his
eyes, the fact is that wherever in France the
priests have engaged in this particular parish
work, the socialists are few in number. The same
thing has been noticed and commented upon in
Germany; and we have no hesitation in saying
that the movement in which Mr. Blaikie sees a
deficiency of force, will do far more for the
French working men, and keep them out of the
meshes of socialism much more effectively, than
would that bright puritanism which he seems
desirous of seeing introduced into France.

"

"

Southey's Opinion of Mohammed.
In the same magazine a contributor furnishes
us with "Some Unpublished Letters of Robert
Southey," and adds interesting explanations of
the circumstances under which the epistles were
penned. In his earlier years this British laureate travelled more or less extensively in Spain
and Portugal and other parts of Europe, and he
appears to have been a keen observer of men and
things. What he saw of Mohammedanism in his
travels impressed him any way but favorably,
and in one of his letters he speaks of the huge,
"
monstrous fable of Mohammed and his extravagant miracles." His followers, the poet says,
must have been miserably credulous to have
placed any belief in him or his pretensions.
Were Southey living today, he might be counted
upon to enter a vigorous protest against those
preachers who are given to arraigning Spain for
having expelled the Moors from her confines, alleging that it was Spanish hatred of enlightenment and liberty which prompted the expulsion.
For the laureate says of Mohammedanism that
the system proved fatal wherever it was successfully established. " Bagdad and Cordova," writes
he, " had their period of munificence and literature; but all else in the history of this religion is
brutal, ignorant and ferocious. It is but a system
of degeneration and depopulation, whose overthrow is to be desired as one great step towards

general amelioration."
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Sunday, Oct. 17. Twentieth Sunday after
Pentecost. Fpistle, Ephes. v., 15-21 ; gospel,
John, iv., 4l)-.r ):j. There are many admonitions
in Holy Scripture against the sin of intoxication,
and the command in today's epistle should be
heeded by all who hope to be saved. "Be not
drunk with wine, whereinis luxury," it says, and.
it thus warns us against that luxurious living
which is so productive of vice, for it is often in
the company of those who are above us in social
station, or who have more money than ourselves
that we are seduced to forget God and yield ourselves up to the excesses of the maddening winecup, which induces all kinds of horrible sins.
We must avoid evil company. Those who tempt
us to drink are not our friends, but emissaries
of the devil, who has conquered more souls
through the social bowl than perhaps through
any other evil agency. And what can we say to
these tempters themselves? Nothing too bad.
Do they realize the enormity of their guilt?
They are conspiring with Satan to ruin immortal
souls. They are the workmen of hell laboring
in an unholy calling. They may think it is a
very amusing thing to make a man drunk, but if
he should die in a state of inebriety he would go
straightway to perdition, and they would be in a
great measure responsible for his eternal damnation. Bad company has fastened on many a
man the evils of dissipation. It has not only
led to intoxication, but to impure acts and

Religous Maxims.

Religous Instruction.

Churc alendar.
C

TELLING LIES.

" Put away lying, speak ye the truth every man with
his neighbor, for we are members one with another."
Do these words of the apostle awaken your
consciences? Do.they give light to your souls
regarding the much too common offence of lying?
We trust it may be so, for it is really distressing
to observe the prevalent disregard of truth.
Sometimes it would seem as if the Eighth Commandment had been entirely forgotten, and that
it was a matter of indifference whether we spoke
things true or false, our convenience alone guiding us in our choice.
Surely there must be a sad lack of appreciation
of the virtue of truth when such a state of neglect
of it can exist. There must be a grave error
somewhere. Truth in itself is lovely, and should
be cultivated because it gives beauty to the soul.
Purity and temperance and alms-giving are
virtues ; and bestow upon those who have them
a peculiar quality. They are sought after, and
great efforts are made to obtain them and to keep
them. Why ? Because they are virtues. What
is truth, if it is not a virtue ? And if it is a virtue,
why not love it and seek after it? For it is not
only the utterly unscrupulous man of the world,
who has no higher object in life than to serve
himself and promote his real or fancied interests
at whatever cost
it is not only he who makes
light of lying; but many who call themselves
good-living people are frequent offenders in this
?

thoughts, for in the company of habitual drinkers matter.
Many, indeed, would not tell a gravely injurithere can be no elevating suggestions. They
ous
lie, yet they seemingly have no horror of lies
are worse than the beasts that perish, and descend
of
as they say, or untruths concerning
excuse,
to depths of filth and nastiness unknown even to
things.
Nor have they any real sorrow
The Holy Spirit says: trifling
the brute kingdom.
for
falsehoods
apparently
of this kind, nor a sinson, if the wicked solicit thy company, go
"notMywith
cere
of
purpose
amending.
them. If they say to thee, ' Come with
And yet these are sins?venial sins, it is true;
us,' be careful not to follow them ; for if thou
dost thou wilt soon become as vicious and as cor- still they are sins. They are displeasing to God,
rupted as they." To associate with the profligate and offences against His majesty; and they do
is to place ourselves continually in a state of no little harm, moreover, to the soul, depriving it
temptation, which will in the end sweep us to of many graces and laying up a store of material
destruction, as the waters of Niagara carry to for the fires of purgatory.
But setting aside the consideration of the sindeath those that are so unfortunate as to venture
too near the awful brink of its death-dealing falls. fulness of falsehoods in themselves, the dishonSt. Augustine speaks emphatically on the subject esty and the duplicity of which we are of neof evil companionship, and says, "Oh,how much cessity guilty when we descend to these things
are we our own enemies when we make the ac- destroy our self-esteem. Soon we cease to
quaintance of bad people." The convivial respect ourselves, and progress from that to a
gathering prolonged far beyond midnight has general suspicion of the veracity of our neighruined many a promising young man, both for bors, until in the end our confidence in those
this world as well as for the next. It has about us is gone, and we are in a doubting, undeadened his mental faculties and made him in- easy, troubled state of mind, fearful of all, trustcapable of doing satisfactory work, and it has ing in none.
Thus our untruthfulness dishonors God, and
also made him an object of distrust. No one has
ourselves of the assistance which we
deprives
confidence in the man who constantly uses
receive
from our fellows, were we honest
might
spirituous liquors to excess, for he is sure to
women.
men
and
forget all his obligations when he is under the
Even if we practised this virtue from purelj'
influence of intoxicatingbeverages. He is as innatural
motives our lives would not be so barren
capable of reasoning as the idiot, and, unlike that
as
are without it. Our friends would be
they
unfortunate, has no excuse for his benumbed and
about
helping us with their advice, and we in
us,
bewildered mind. God may have given him rich
would
sustain them in their difficulties,
our
turn
mental gifts, but he will wreck them all for the
because we would know them and they us, and
sake of seeking oblivion in the dram that is likely we would have trust in each other. But as it
to be drugged with something worse than alcohol, now is, how many are there truthful and honest
and will lay himself open to the commission of enough to give and receive counsel ? Love the
all the crimes known to the law. This, too, for truth, for the truth shall set you free.
a few hours of disgusting pleasure, during which
he is a sight repulsive to his fellow men. Even may be branded as a thief or a murderer. Let
in short, be drunk with wine.
the ancients who had not the light of the true us not,
Oct. 17. St. Hedwig, Widow.
Monday,
faith despised the drunkard, and the Spartans
Tuesday,
Oct. I*. St. Luke, Evangelist.
were wont to make their slaves drunk so that
Wednesday, Oct. 19. St. Peter of Alcantara,
they might be made terrible examples to the Confessor.
children of free Sparta. Let us then avoid the
Thursday, Oct. 20. St. John Cantius, Condanger and not perish in it. Let us not be like fessor.
the fool who thinks he is safe, because, as yet, he
Friday, Out. 21. St. Ililarion, Abbot, St.
has committed what he considers no great crime, Ursula and Companions.
through the constant over-indulgence in intoxiSaturday, Oct. 22. Office of the Immaculate
cants, for the day may not be far distant when he Conception.
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Sunday.

In meditating on the holy mysteries we find
lessons for the three great trialsof life ; joy, suffering, glory. Joy is apt to dissipate the mind
and the heart; but in the joyous mysteries Mary
teaches us to remain recollected and united to
God. Sufferings are likely to depress and cast
us down; but in the sorrowful mysteries we
shall find examples of patience and resignation.
Glory may nourish our pride ; but in the glorious
mysteries Mary teaches us not to lose sight of
our nothingness and to refer all glory to God.
My soul's Redeemer! Teach my life Thy praises,
For I would sing
A song that, as my voice the strain upraises
To Thee, my King,
Might win some wand'rer by the tones so sweet
To Thy dear feet.

Monday.

?

God loves to come into humble and compassionate souls, into souls that are full of discretion,
that are penitent and devout; but he abandons
cold and callous hearts, hearts that seek their
own ease, that shrink from the smallest sacrifice,
that show no love for prayer or meditation.
The grasses are clothed
And the ravens are fed
From His store:
But you, who are loved
And guarded and led,
How much mote
Will He clothe ami feed .you and give yon His care,'.'
Then leave it with Him He has everywhere

:

Ample store.

Tuesday.

How many Christians weep over temporal misfortunes, and are insensible to the loss of their
souls. One is horrified on finding himself near
a dead body, yet delights daily in the society of
sinners.
Cod is our refuge and strength,
A very present help in trouble.
Therefore will we not fear, though the earth do change,
And though the mountains be moved in the heart of
the seas;
Though the waters thereof roar and be troubled,
Though the mountains shake with the swelling
thereof.
Wednesday.

No sin can be small which is a great offence
against a great majesty,
against a great God
authority,
a great
a great purity, a great justice,
a great truth. No ; not the least venial sin that
was ever committed can be absolved but through
the Precious Blood which was shed upon the
Cross. Little sins ! God have mercy on those
?

who talk this language.
Hast thou found naught within thy troubled life
Saveinward strife.
Hast thou found all she promised thee deceit?
And Hope a cheat?
Endure, and there shall dawn within thy breast
Eternal rest.

Our BlessedLord went about doing good every
day in the year. One of the best days to do
good is today. One of the best deeds is to help
your non-Catholic friend into the true faith.
eventide,
Commune with thine own bosom and be still
Cheek the wild impulses of wayward will,
And learn the nothingness of human pride:
Morn is the time to act, noon to endure;
But, oh, if thou wouldst keep thy spirit pure,
Turn from the beaten path by worldlingstrod,
Go forth at eventide, in heart to walk with Cod.
Friday.
Co forth at

?

Gentleness is a characteristic excellence of the
truly great. It also is one of the greatest of
excellences. Perhaps no other is so commonly
associated with Jesus in our thought. Nor is the
endeavor to attain to any other more difficult or
Happy is the home, the office, the
factory, the school where gentleness like that of
Jesus reigns.

profitable.

Satttbday.

As a plant upon the earth, so a man rests upon
the bosom of God ; he is nourished by unfailing
fountains, and draws at his need inexhaustible
power.
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"I WAS ONCE LIKE YOU."
BCY.T.A.

the tramp to the youth, " I was once like you,
The glow of health on my cheek was bright,
I had money and friends and a fireside, too,
And the smile of a mother like heaven's own
Said

light:
Gentle and sweet were my sisters twain,
Manly my brother's heart and true ;
Well, I don't look it now, 'tis plain,
But yet young man, I was onoe like you.
Drink
was the cause of it all, my friend,
"
The passion for drink, beyond control,
Wrecked me and left me, here at the end,
Doubly degraded body and soul;
Smile if you will ; but the words I say,
Mad as they seem, are all too true,
Ragged and ruined, a tramp, today?
But yet, young man, I was once like you."

While drinking whisky was the fashion all
about him, Abraham Lincoln never forgot his
dead mother's request to close his lips against
intoxicants. Once, when he was a member of
Congress, a friend criticized him for his seeming
rudeness in declining to test the rare wines provided by their host, urging as areason for the reproof, " There is certainly no danger of a man of
your years and habits becoming addicted to its
use."
I meant no disrespect, John," answered Mr.
Lincoln, but I promised my precious mother
only a few days before she died that T would
never use anything intoxicating as a beverage,
and I consider that promise as binding today as
it was the day I gave it."
"There is a great difference between a child
surrounded by a rough class of drinkers, and a
man in a home of refinement," insisted the friend.
But a promise is a promise forever, John,
and when made to a mother it is doubly bind-

"

"FATHER IS DRINKING."

"

"

Have you ever stopped to consider the pathos
of this sentence falling from the lips of a child
Father is drinking ? Have you ever allowed
TEMPERANCE NOTES.
yourself to dwell upon the world of anguish and
Many a man intending to drink in moderation
sorrow and shame that may lie behind these
simple words ?
winds up in intoxication.
Father is drinking, and the world for the child
Thk canteen system in the army, according to
is empty of happiness. Father is drinking, and
before the committeeinvestigating the
the joys of childhood are only a name. The testimony
of the war, was responsible for a great
conduct
street is noisy with the merry-making of his comdeal of harm.

:

"

"

panions, but to the sensitive child all this is only
a mockery. He is not conscious of anything but
an overwhelming sense of shame and mortification that his father, whom he loves, is drinking.
You may say that few children are so sensitive, but it only shows how little you have
sounded the depths of the child-mind. Children develop a capacity for suffering at times
that is little understood by grown people, and
their hours of anguish are just as bitter to them
as are those of the children of a larger growth.
We have in mind at present at least the case
of one boy who so dreaded to see his father
drunk, though such a state of affairs was not a
rare occurrence, by any means, that the thought
of it darkened his whole school life, and the pain
and sorrow of those days were more intense than
any that afflicted even a not very happy manhood.
" Father is drinking" had a meaning to him that
was full of bitterness and mental anguish. And
this case is, doubtless, only one of many. The
wrong done to children by drunken parents,
aside altogether from any physical suffering, is
very great indeed, and there is no sentence, to
the reflective mind, more pathetic than this:
" Father is drinking."
_

RAILROADS

AND TEMPERANCE.

It seems that the rules against railroad employees visiting saloons are being rigidly enforced
in Chicago, and with the best of results to everybody concerned. One high official on one of the
biggest lines running out of that city, says that
the reform has done more for the railroads and
the men than any other movement undertaken.
The feeling is steadily growing that it is not safe
to risk life and property by entrusting the heavy
trains of today to men who drink. And the reform has not been confined to subordinates.
Many of the higher officials have ceased to carry
liquors on their private cars, because they feel
that otherwise they can not consistently demand
total abstinence from the men under them. One
official reports that four years ago he visited a
saloon in Chicago which was patronized by railroad men and found that fifty-four employees of
one road were running monthly accounts ranging from |5 to *l.r per month. He recently
visited the same saloon and found that only six

Intoxicating drinks are

often introduced into
assemblies of various kinds, for the purpose of
increasingsociability and good-fellowship. Does
it fulfil the purpose for which it is intended V
On the contrary, it leads to wrangling and
dissension.

The widespread observance of the birthday of
Father Mathew, Oct. 10, is no indication that
the cause of temperance is losing ground. On
the contrary, it is convincing proof that there is
a continual progress.
???

" Here goes, in the name of God," Father
Mathew's memorable saying in signing the temperance pledge, oughttobe themotto of every total
abstainer. It is only in the name of God that
we can do anything either for the good of ourselves or our neighbors. ?
Election of officers will take place at the
next regular monthly meeting of the Hibernian
Total Abstinence Association,which will be held
tomorrow, Sunday, Oct. 16, in Naomi Hall, 721
Washington street, this city. Besides the choosing of officers for the ensuing year (itself an
important matter in any society), other matters
of moment connected immediately with the wTork
of the association will be considered. The committee investigating the working among A.(). 11.
divisions of the temperance recommendation
adopted at the State Convention of the Order
held in Brockton last March, will present its
report. A scheme for the more thorough dissemination of literature pertaining to the movement in the order will also be discussed.
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ON THE CHOICE OF A CALLING.

111.
With regard to shorthand writing,about which
my young correspondent inquires, it maybe said
that as a means of earning a livelihood by itself, it
does not offer many opportunities for remunerative employment. As an aid to a corresponding
clerk in some business house it may be of great
assistance, but it should be combined with a
knowledge of typewriting. Phonography, the
kind of shorthand now generally in use, is not
difficult to learn, but it is easily forgotten. One
must keep in constant practice. By obtaining a
manual of phonography you can easily teach
yourself the characters and the method of combining them into sentences, and after that, no
doubt, you could get some of your young friends
to read to you aloud, at first slowly and then
more rapidly, until you acquired dexterity in
writing quickly. There are many people who
advertise to teach shorthand and typewriting,
with the promise to secure situations for their
pupils, after they have become proficient. These
advertisers are frequently frauds. They make no
effort to obtain employment for those whom they
profess to instruct, and the money paid these
pretenders is often thrown away. Ido not say
that all teachers of phonography are of this character, but there are humbugs in nearly every business, and you must look out for them. If you

think you can not learn phonography without
an instructor, make diligent inquiries before you
select one. You can readily find some pupil
who has profited or not under people who call
attention to their schools in the public prints.
We will suppose you have obtained a position
as a corresponding clerk, and that you have
letters dictated to you every day by those in authority in the house in which you are engaged.
You will discover that some of these men have
not had what is called a good education. They
are smart in business, but owing to early disadvantages understand little about grammar or the
proper way of wording a letter. They know
what they want to say, but can not express themselves in a correct manner. It would be your
duty in such cases to smooth over the rough
places, and disentangle the main idea from a
mass of irrelevant matter. You should be quick
to catch the dictator's meaning and put it into
good English. Even well educated men, in the
hurry of dictating letters, make mistakes, and
you should be able to correct them in a typewritten copy of their remarks.
In reporting, if you should ever be employed
on the newspaper press, you will find shorthand
writing of value, though, nowadays, public addresses are frequently sent to the newspaper
offices to be set up before they are delivered.
However, there are many speeches that are made
on the spur of the moment, and reports of them
could only be obtained through shorthand w riting.
Reporters get all the way from ten dollars up to
twenty-five dollars on the city papers, and of
course less on the country press. It would be
well, if you should determine to become a reporter, to begin on some of the papers in the
smaller cities and towns, for the experience obtained m this way would enable you to secure a
place in New York or Boston, for instance, more
readily, than if you knew nothing about the interior workings of journalism. I believe I gave
you a similar piece of advice about learning to
be a compositor. Many reporters have been
graduated, so to speak, from the composing-room,
and the knowledge that they obtained at the case
has helped them greatly in the pursuit of their
profession. To be a good reporter you should
have what is called a "nose for news," that is,
you must have a keen scent for any item that
will help give the paper with which you are connected a reputation for enterprise. You might
find an opportunity to contribute local country
news to a large city daily, and this would aid
you in eventually securing a place in the
r

In honor of Father Mathew's birthday the
various Catholic temperance organizations of
New York, bearing their flags and banners, assembled last Monday night in the church of the
Paulist Fathers for special services. The church
was crowded, and conspicuous in the congregation were many children's temperance organizations. The address of the evening was by the
Rev. .1. .1. Kean of St..lames' Church, incumbent
of the Father Mathew chair of the Catholic University of America, who delivered a eulogy of
the great apostle of total abstinence, and of the
work done by his disciples both of the past and
present. There was also congregational singing
railroad men had accounts there. Further in- and a brief introductory address by the Rev. A. metropolis. My concluding advice to you will
vestigation showed that the money which before P. Doyle, C. S. P., secretary of the Catholic appear in my next article.
went for drink was being invested in homes.
Total Abstinence Union of America.
Benedict Bei.l.

>
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UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH THE BOYS AND GIRLS.
How to Get a Badge and Manual.
[Whoever sends in a new subscription to the Review,
or renews an old subscription, with two dollars for the
year, will receive a badge and a Manual free.
If your parents or friends subscribe and get the badge
for you send in your name andbe enrolled as a member,
and sign the League promise and keep it, that is, if
you are not a Defender already.
We can not give badge and Manual for any special or
reduced rate subscriptions, but only when the full rate
($2) is paid to this office direct.]
?

Programme for Chapters, L. D. H. N.

Brooklyn were selected as rallying-points. All the
members of the society in a certain district met and
paraded through the streets to the church selected as
their rallying-point. Solemn Vespers, benediction and
a sermon on the work of the Holy Name Society were
given in each church. All the big daily papers gave accounts of the parade, and now thousands of people
know about the work for the suppression of swearing
who never thought about it before
Another thing, done lately, was the introduction in
the New York Municipal Assembly of an ordinance imposing a fine of ten dollars on anyone using profane
language in the public streets. The ordinance failed to
become a law, but it caused a great deal of discussion,
and made people think about the need of doing something about the bad habit which is so common in all
city streets. Then people have been writing letters to
the papers about the use of nasty language on the
streets, and that's a very good thing to do if you want
folks to help you to do anything. And down in Bloomfield, N. J., and in dozens of other little towns, societies for defending the Holy Name are holding public
meetings and calling the attention of people to their
work, and sometimes they search out the laws on the
subject and insist upon having them enforced for a day
or two, just to make people realize what a disgraceful
thing taking the Holy Name in vain is.

1. Prayer.? (Prayer for the opening of meetings of
Chapters of the League of the Little Defenders ofthe Holy
Name, approved for the purpose by the Very Rev. Vicar
General of the
of Boston).
In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the
Holy Ghost. Amen.
Look down with favor, O Lord, we pray Thee, on Thy
children here gathered together in the League of Thy Holy
Name. Make us faithful Catholics, loyal to the Church
and to our reverend pastors, and active in all good works.
Give us grace to be obedient to our parents, to refrain
While it seems to Uncle Jack that much more effective
from quarreling and angry words, and especially to avoid
work
can be done by Chapters, organizations of young
cursing
swearing,
dishonoring
Thy
Holy
all
and
and
Name. Bless all the Chapters of Our League, wherever people who agree to work together to do away with
they may be, for the sake of Jesus Christ, Our Lord. swearing, no boy or girl should hesitate to become a
Amen.
Defender because he can not belong to a Chapter.
2. Hymn.
Every one of the Future Men or Women should join the
3. Proposing and voting for new members.
League of Defenders of the Holy Name and do what4. Appointment of new committees.
ever he or she can to make swearing and bad words
5. Talk by a grown-up and discussion of plans for the
quite unknown. Even if he thinks he hasn't any
season's work.
influence with others (though usually it's a mistake to
G. Vocal solo or duet.
think that way, because everybody has more or less
7. Recitation, selected; by a Defender.
influence on the others he meets), every boy can at least
8. Chorus.
refrain from using bad language himself. Of course,
i). Recitation.
every boy and girl who reads Uncle Jack's page believes
10. " Star-Spangled Banner."
Ilegular meeting, third Friday of October, from 4 to 5.30 that cursing and swearing and using other kinds of bad
o'clock.
language are wrong, and that every good Christian

The hymns and songs and pieces to be recited have
been left to the choice of the boys and girls themselves,
bicause it would be very diilicult to suggest anything
which would be familiar to all the Defenders in different
parts of the country.
Any hymn which most of the members of a Chapter
know will answer, but Uncle Jack hopes the Defenders
will keep in mind the special devotion of each month
when preparing their programmes. Of course all the
Defenders know that October is especially devoted to
the Holy Rosary, and a hymn in honor of the rosary
would be most appropriate. If all the children do not
happen to know a rosary hymn they will surely know
one to our Blessed Lady, and that will be almost the
same thing. Uncle Jack will be pleased if secretaries
and Founders of Chapters will write him, giving a list
of the hymns and songs and recitations selected for
their particular meetings.
Wherever it is possible, Uncle Jack hopes the Defenders will get their grown-up friends to help them.
And Uncle Jack trusts that the grown-ups will give
their assistance in organizing Chapters without being
asked. The League of Defenders of the Holy Name
needs the co-operation of the grown-ups. It has made
itself felt in the past six or seven years of its existence.
The three thousand and more children who have pledged
themselves to defend the Holy Name from insult have
done more to call attention to a very serious and distressingly common bad habit than they or the grownups interested in the League could possibly have hoped.
With the help of Uncle Jack's grown-up readers the
League will be a power.
The children themselves have in several instances
managed to organize little Chapters and hold together
and do effective work, but the most successful Chapters
are those which have the active co-operation of a grownup, a school-teacher, Sunday-school teacher or just an
interested grown-up. Uncle Jack wishes that more of
his grown-up readers would show their interest in the
crusade against bad words by interesting the children
of their acquaintance in the League and securing their
promise to do their share, however small, towards
abolishing the habit.
While it wouldn't be altogether fair or properly
humble for the League of Defenders of the Holy Name
to take to itself all the credit, there has certainly been a
great quickening of interest during the past five or six
years in the putting down of the wicked habit of taking
the Holy Name in vain. Here are a few of the things
which the grown-ups are doing for the Holy Name. In
Brooklyn, N. V., the branches of the Holy Name Society
have been holding an annual rally for the past two or
three years. This year the annual rally took place on
the 25th of September. Ten thousand members of the
Holy Name Society took part.
Nine churches in
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ought to do his share towards making the habit less
common If they believe that, then the least they can
do is to put themselves on record as against the habit.
And they can do it most effectively by joining the League.

October 15, 1898.

Peabody, Mass., Sept. 24, 189S.
Dear Uncle Jack:?
This is my second letter to you. lam now ten years
old. When I went to school this year I was promoted into
the sixth grade. My studies are the same as I had in the
fifth grade, but they are higher.
Well now, Uncle Jack, you asked me to tell you about
my town this time, and I will.
My town is situated about four miles from the coast. It
was formerly called South Danvers, but when George
Peabody was born on Washington street it was called Peabody in honor of him. There are only two public buildings in Peabody?the town hall and the Peabody Library.
There are too monuments in Peabody, one in the centre
of the square, and the second is at the beginning of Washington street.
Thinking my letter is getting long I will close it.
Hoping to see my letter in print I remain
Your loving niece,

Elizabeth Driscoli,.
What Elizabeth means to say is that the name of her
town was changed to Peabody after George Peabody
had become very famous, because South Danvers was
his birthplace, isn't that it? It wasn't really changed
when George Peabody was born, was it? Elizabeth
knows how to make her letters interesting, so Uncle
Jack wants her to write him again soon. There are a
great many things Uncle Jack wants to know about
Peabody. What sort of trees grow along the streets?
Has Elizabeth got acquainted with the birds of her
town? Does she borrow books from the library? And
what are her favorite stories? Is Elizabeth trying to interest her little friends in the League of Defenders of
the Holy Name?
New York, Sept. 10, 1898.
Dear Uncle Jack:
I see your boys and girls are telling you about pets, so
I thought I would tell you about ours. You know children in the city can not have many pets. The landlord
usually doesn't like you to keep a cat or a dog, so we
mostly have birds. Just now we have a pet turtle. We
got him when we were out in the country. It is very
funny to see him stretch his long neck out and snap at
flies. He has very bright eyes and he can walk real fast.
We have a big box with mud in it for him to play in.
Every day we take him out iv the park for an airing so he
can eat grass.
Lots of children in our neighborhood have turtles for
pets. Some of them have pretty blankets made for them
with their names on them. The blankets button tightly
around the shell, and they have a chain or cord attached
to them so the turtle can not run away when you set him
down oil the grass. Our turtle's name is Hobson. Don't
you think it an odd one. Of course he's named for the
hero of theMerrimac. We got him just after the Merrimac was blown up. My brother wanted to call him that
so he could always remember how old he was. They say
turtles live to be very old if they don't get cold. They
catch cold easily when they are kept in the house.
Some of the other children's turtles are called Sampson
and Dewey and Schley. A little friend of mine has
(\u25a0ailed hers, Turquoise. Another one is named Spot, and I
saw one with its name embroidered on its blanket in
white silk. It was called Cupid.
Dear Uncle Jack, don't you think turtles are interesting? I don't mean in the soup, of course.
Your loving niece,
?

Probably it isn't necessary for Uncle Jack to explain
thai the League of Defenders of the Holy Name is an
association of Catholic boys and girls whose object is
to do away with cursing and swearing, and to make
some little reparation for the insults daily heaped upon
the Holy Name.
Any boy or girl who is willing to make the following
promises may become a member.
I wish to become a member of the League of Defenders of the Holy Name.
I promise not to take the Holy Name in vain by
cursing or swearing or using bad words.
I promise to use my influence to persuade others to
join with me in defending the Holy Name from insult.
,i. g!
I promise to say to myself (not aloud) whenever I
are
interestYes, indeed; Uncle Jack is sure turtles
hear any one swear, " God's name be praised."
Will the other nieces and nephews follow this
These promises must be copied and signed by the ing.
example and tell their Uncle Jack about their
niece's
boy or girl who wishes to become a Defender and sent
..
to Uncle Jack. A very pretty badge-pin is made for Pets'
Boston, Mass., Sept. 10, 1898.
the League and given free with each subscription to
Dear Uncle Jack:
the Review.
This is my first letter to you and I will tell you this
Speaking about the interest of grown-ups in the time about the person I admire most. It is Miss Clara
League of Defenders of the Holy Name, reminds Barton. I think she is the very bravest woman. She
Uncle Jack of a very kind letter he has received from a goes everywhere where there is suffering. She went to
Johnstown when the great Hood washed away the people's
Brooklyn grown-up.
houses. She is a trained nurse, and she is president of
Dear Uncle Jack:
the Red Cross Society. The Red Cross Society takes
Would the enclosed clipping from yesterday's Sunday care of the sick and wounded when there is war or a great
New York Herald (Sept. 25, '98) interest you and your calamity like the Johnstown (lood or the tidal wave in
the South Sea Islands. Miss Barton was appointed presiboys and girls, I wonder. Perhaps it may awaken renewed zeal in your dear societies to know the precious dent of the Red Cross Society by President Garfield. I
saw her picture once. Our teacher showed it to us. She
object of their efforts is receiving more and more widespread honor. It is good to think this interest may be is a lovely old lady with straight eyebrows and beautiful
eyes and a wide, gentle mouth. She wore a brooch with
the outcome of your work.
She has been called the
To refer to the Holy Name Society again?perhaps you a cross in the middle of it.
have readers in many of the parishes mentioned. Our Florence Nightingale of America.
Next time, dear Cncle Jack, I will tell you about our
Lady of Lourdes is nearest to us. My two little boys
a
the
altar
and our teacher, whom I admire most next to Miss
picture
an
their
with
of
school
nursery
have altar in
of that church in the middle of their altar. Sometimes Barton.
Your loving niece,
these tiny folk of mine play church
when many
Leonora Lynch.
precious objects are loaned them for the occasion. They
Red Cross
means
the
National
they
play
during
a
little
that
Mass
and
then
Of
Leonora
piano
have
course
a little music-box. They are aged five and two and oneSociety when she says Miss Barton is president of the
half. When they are older I hope they will become earn- Red Cross Society. It is really an international affair,
est members of the League and be model Defenders.
and the American branch of which Miss Barton is the
One of the Mothers.
head is affiliated with the European branches. The interThe clipping mentioned gives an account of the annual national treaty which gives members of the Red Cross
the battlefields and which
rally of the Holy Name societies of Brooklyu, to which Society permission to work on
interfere with them was signed in
Uncle
either
side
to
very
has
referred.
Jack
is
forbids
already
Uncle Jack
admirers among Uncle
grateful indeed for one of the mothers' generous ex- IKB2 Has Miss Barton other
UNCLE JACK.
Jack's girls?
pression of interest.
?

?

?
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once planted they remain so for fourteen years. faith, fairly and squarely as one honest man meets another. When we found them too strong we simply waited
The beds need no care after having been once an
our agreement
opportunity

planted, which takes place in July and August,
except to surround them with drainage ditches.
The
flowers appear in October, and are collected
RECENT EXPERIMENT AND DISCOVERY.
immediately and stored in bags for sale. The
Last year Mr. Thomas H. Morgan called at- preparation of saffron powder consists in drying
tention to certain interesting facts relative to the flowers in the sun, and removing the stigmas.
hybridization among the batrachians. The ex- It is the orange-red extremity of the stigma which
periments of Pfiugerand Horn in artificial fecun- furnishes saffron of the first quality ; an inferior
dation of different species of frogs and toads grade is obtained from the remainder of the
show a wide variability in fertilization. In the stigma.
The flowers themselves, dried and
case of Bufo vulgaris (female) with liana fusca broken
by beating, furnish a crude and much
the segmentation of the egg reached the morula less valued kind of
saffron.
THE CREATOR'S WISDOM AS SHOWN IN NATURE

phase, after which the egg died. On the other
hand, a female liana fusca fertilized by Bufo vulgaris gave no results the segmentation did not
even begin, liana fusca (female) with R. esculenta gave no fecundation, but Kana esculenta
(female) with R. fusca resulted in the formation
of the egg to the blastula phase, then the egg
perished, K. fusca with Triton alpestris showed
a slight influence, but not sufficient to initiate
development,while no result came from a female
Triton alpestris with Kana fusca. liana arvalis
(female) with Kana fusca, gave good results;
the fecundation was perfect, the eggs developed
well, and the tadpoles were perfectly formed.
The reverse, however?a female Kana fusca with
R. Arvalis gave no results whatever. Bufo
cinereus (female) by Bufo variabilis resulted in
a perfect fecundation, and a production of tadpoles and toads, although R. fusca and R. arvalis are more closely related than Bufo cinereus
and B. variabilis.
To what, then, must be attributed the great
variability of the results ? Pfluger attributes it
especially to the condition of the sexual products. In a word, whenever the products closely
resemble those of the species which furnishes the
egg crossing is possible, but whenever the differences are marked it is not practicable. The
spermatozoids of the two species of Bufo so
closely resemble one another that when they are
mingled they are with difficulty identified. There
are cases, however, in which a great dissimilarity
does not exclude the possibility of crossing, as is
the case with K. arvalis and K. fusca. But in
one of these species the male product presents a
peculiar character. In K. fusca the spermatozoids have a long and pointed cephalic extremity,
which gives them a particular advantage in penetrating the egg, for it happened that this species succeeded in fecundating the eggs of nearly
all the other species which were experimented
upon. On the other hand, the thick and largeheaded spermatozoids of Kana arvalis could not
penetrate the eggs of K. fusca. It seems, then,
that in a general way the spermatozoids with
fine and pointed heads are more likely to penetrate and fertilize than are those in which the
head is thick. This apparent fact may have an
important bearing on the much debated question
?

?

of sterility.
Safkron is largely employed in Kashmir, not
as it is elsewhere
but
only as a condiment
of
a dye for the designs
also in the preparation
which the Hindus paint upon their foreheads.
It is principally cultivated at Pampur, but the
process of culture is very rudimentary and unscientific. The amount cultivated is not large,
which is owing to the fact that during famines
the bulbs of the saffron plant are eaten for food,
?

?

the great injury of the plantations. These
are restored, of course, by sowing, but this is a
slow process. It consists in putting the seed in
lands having a sloping inclination, and exposed
in a certain manner. It is three years after the
seed is sown before the bulbs are large enough
to take up and replant in the little square beds
where they are finally to grow. These beds
must lie fallow eight years previous to the planting, receiving neither manure nor water, and
to
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the number of surveys
made of the isthmus of Panama, no satisfactory
information as to the date of its marine deposits
has until lately been obtained. It has been affirmed that Pleistocene marine shells occur on its
watershed, and that therefore there has been a
free waterw ay across the isthmus in recent times
?a supposed fact which has been of much use
to the English glacialists, who needed a Pleistocence submergence of Panama, and a diversion
of the Gulf Stream, to account for the glacial ice
sheet over Northern Europe.
Recently, however, R. T. Hill, who was sent
to Panama by Professor Agassiz to settle this
question, has made a report on the geological
history of the Isthmus of Panama and portions
of Costa Rica, which is published in the Bulletin
of the Museum of Comparative Zoology. Hill
demonstrates conclusively that there has been no
connection of water across the isthmus since the
Oligocene period, and that there has not been
any very extensive submergence in post-Jurassic
times. The connection between the Caribbean
Sea and the Pacific must be restricted to a very
limited connection in the Eocene and Oligocene
Notwithstaxoing

r

to break

and we never

failed to do it."

And the poor Indians are gradually fading
away before the progress of Protestant civiliza-

tion.
Hawaii furnishes another very good example
of the same kind of civilization. The island is
practically owned by the sons of the Protestant
missionaries whowere careful to feathertheir own
nests at the expense of the people. They have
possessed themselves of the land and finally of
the government while the poor natives are left
out in the cold.

And what is the civilization of the great ProtEngland but a regular grab game the
possession of foreign territory in the interest of
trade and commerce for the acquisition of wealth
and political power?
Of course, they hate the Catholic Church.
The very essence of Protestantism is hatred of
Catholicism, and our militant friends seem to be
much more in earnest and contribute more
freely to cripple the Catholic Church wherever
they get a chance, than to convert, civilize and
save the poor, perishing heathen.
What do these zealous missionaries expect to
gain among the Catholics to whom they are so
anxious to go ? Perhaps they expect to set them
an example of the beautiful Christian unity and
consistency of the thousand and one conflicting
sects of American Christianity. Perhaps they
will teach them a more spiritual religion and initiate them into the science of Protestant sainthood which will make them greater saints than
the long line of Catholic saints who have blessed
the world in ages past and whose race will
never cease on earth.
The grand, underlying principle and agent of
scientific Protestant sainthood is unsectarian
that is, purely secular education from which
all religious instruction is strictly excluded, and
which is doing such excellent(?) work of moral
elevation in our own country. This they will, of
course, hasten to introduce among populations
exclusively Catholic, without their desire or consent, in place of their own religious schools,
which they decidedly and conscientiously prefer,
with the professed intention of elevating the
rising generation morally as well as intellectually,
and, in time, securing the complete triumph of
Protestant civilization with its concomitant blessing of Protestant liberty of conscience as understood and practiced by the devotees of "American Christianity."
This peculiar thing called Protestant liberty
of conscience is well illustrated in our jails,
eleemosynary and correctional institutions in
which Catholic inmates deprived by law of the
God-given right of attending Catholic worship
are compelled to attend "non-sectarian," the
modern name for Protestant, service. It is illustrated in the unwillingness to appoint Catholic
chaplains for our Catholic soldiers and sailors.
It is well shown in the abolishing of denominational schools for the Indians. This system offered an open and fair field to every church to
work among the Indians. But because the
Catholic missionaries beat the Protestant missionaries out of their boots the Protestant missionaries got mad and asked the government to
abolish the system, turn the Catholic missionaries
out and establish " non-sectarian " schools which
that honest and sturdy Protestant Colonel Thomas
Wentworth Higginson says are purely and simply
Protestant schools. Indeed, this is a peculiar
and hitherto unheard-of notion of liberty of
conscience. It is, however, one of the most
striking results of our American civilization."
This may seem to them a high and holy motive
a noble and praiseworthy work. But to us,
our
benighted condition of Catholic blindness,
in
we confess it wears a very different aspect.
estant

?

?

epochs.

?

What Is the Great Motive?
( Continued from page 305.)

a knowledge of the truth as it is in Jesus. Oh,
no, bless your simple heart, they have no such
disinterested scheme as that in view. They are
perfectly willing to leave that disagreeable and
dangerous duty to the religious orders who are

doing such noble, disinterested and praiseworthy
work among the various tribes of the islands.
They have a higher, holier object in view, so
they claim, and that is to introduce " American
Christianity" among the "benighted Catholics"!
Those are Catholic countries and it belongs to
the spirit of Protestantism to enlighten Catholics
and teach them the better way, and that better
way is embodied in "American Christianity."
And what is American Christianity ? Of
course, in their view, the ten or twelve millions
of Catholics in the United States count for nothing and are left out. American Christianity,
then, is Protestant Christianity. And what is
Protestant Christianity?
Protestant Christianity is pre-eminently acommercial religion. Protestants seem to judge of
the character of a religion not by the culture,
the refinement, the morality, the courtesy, the
spirit of hospitality, the social purity and faithfulness to the marriage tic, but by the commercial enterprise and material progress and prosperity of the people. Protestant civilization
takes possession of a country not to civilize and
convert the aborigines, but to gradually exterminate them and get possession of their lands and
sources of wealth and to build up a society and
government of its own in their place. Our own
poor savages furnish a striking example of the
beauties of Protestant civilization. Senator
Dawes very justly declared many years ago

" We

:

?

found the barbarians so strong that we had to
treat with them. We obtained permission to remain, but
from that day we have never met the Indians in good

"

?
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source of good instead of evil. It's
OUR OFFER FULLY EXPLAINED IN
having these forms of amusement in
Backed Hfakt Kbview, Sept. 24.

JO
uAsmtong urselves.
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October Weddings.
Intending purchasers of bridal
presentation mementos will find an
extraordinary exhibit in our various
departments adapted to this purpose.
Our recent importations from Staffordshire, the French and German
Potteries and Glass Factories include unusual shapes and
deCOrationB, from the moderate cost up to the most expensive.

Rich Cut Glass pieces, also in
sets, the newest designs, also the
rich color and gold Carlsbad glass.
Hock glasses, single dozens in
wdiite silk-linedboxes, Vases, Loving Cups and Rose Bowls.

Fine Lamps, from Germany and
England, with the best American
safety founts and burners, more
than 400 kinds to select from,
$3.00 to $80 each.
Dinner Sets. Never before in
the history of pottery making was
the standard in shapes and decoration so admirable. The Royal
Worcester, the Royal Dresden,
the Havilands, Mintons and Cauldon, Wedgwood, etc., have produced attractive specimens at
much below former cost by reason
of improved methods of manufacture.

In our Dinner Set Department will be seen an extensive variety, from the ordinary
to the expensive services, and to
be had in sets or parts of sets as

required.
In the Art Pottery Room (.'id
floor) will be seen Old Blue Delft
Plaques, Satsuma Pieces and
Cloisonne, also single dozens of
liich China Plates in white silklined boxes; also new designs in
Welch Rarebit Plates, $10 to $50.
Visitors will find in the Glass
Department the best products of
the Glassmaker's art, and on the Main
Floor new designs of Plant lots
and I*c dc s tals, Germ an

Flagons, Historical China, Umbrella Holders, Cuspadores, Toilet
Sets, rare old Pitchers, Parian
Busts, etc.

Jones, McDuffea & Stratton Co.,
CHINA, GLASS AND LAMPS,

120 Franklin St., Boston
THOROUGHLY TESTED.
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THE ASSOCIATION FOR THE
PROPAGATION OF THE FAITH.
ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON.

Office:

75 Union Park Street, Boston, Mass.
Diocesan Director:
Rev. Joseph V. Tracy, D. D.
?

ASSOCIATION.
OBJECT OF THE
evangelizing

the
of non-Catholic peoples by the prayers and contributions of the faithful.

To promote

CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP.

I, To recite for the above intention, formed once
for all, the Our Father and Hail Mary of the morning or evening prayers, adding the fo 1 lowing invoca2. To give,
tion St Francis JCavur, pray for us
in alms for the missions, at least five cents mon'hlv
or sixty cents a year This offering is to be made
thiough the regular organization of the Association.

:

ORGANIZATION.

In each community "Bands'"'' are formed each
band consisting of ten or more persons. The Promoter or Head of a band collects the offerings of us
members and turns them over to the Parochial or
Diocesan Director, as the case may be. In many
parishes the Promoters meet from time to time in
order to report and to devise the best means to further the Association.

department in The Saturday
Evening Post, a weekly magazine
founded by Benjamin Franklin in 1728.
An important

ANNALS.

Letters from the missionaries of the Association
are collected and published every other month in the
A nnals, a copy of which is sent gratuitously to every
collector of ten contributions or Promoter, and he, or
she, is expected to pass it around to the other members in succession, after which it becomes his or her
property.

CONTRIBUTIONS.
|2 00
T. W. P.lessington, Boston,
Sacked Heart Review Reader,
1.00
M. F. Flynn, National Soldiers' Home,
Milwaukee,
1.00
Rev. Father Gigault, Churoh of the Immaculate Conception, Lowell
2.00
.Miss Mary E. Duffy, Cambridge, Pro",.24
moter,
Patrick McCarthy, Soldiers' Home,
0 00
Togus, Me.,
Miss Conway, Working Girls' Home, 6.00
Miss Louise Tracey, Working Cirls'
Home,
1.10
Miss Rridget Halpin, Falmouth, Mass., 6.00

Rive the story of important currentevents the world overin a condensed form. It will explain and
interpret; it will throw light on many puzzling questions, on the meaning and relations of events that
come to the general reader. The newspapers do not usually tell the beginnings of national and international troubles?there are usually " missing links "in their story. These lapses the Post will nil out.
It will

Jm
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A strong editorial page.
"SPIRITED
are not ma"y of them
REMARKS " There
in the country?clever, vigor-

ous, striking editorials from an individual point

of view.

The best writers have been secured
to write regularly for the Post editorial page,
which will be made one of its strongest features.

A FIJI MISSIONARY.

%}m

Jm

SHORT STORIES Nearly one-half of each
of the/W will be
AND SKETCHES issue
given to fiction.
The
stories will be selected wholly for their interest,
variety and literary value, and not because of
the name or fame of the author.

Jl

jl jl j|

News comes from Suva of the
deathof Key.Jean Baptiste Breheret,
who was the founder of the Itoman
Catholic missions, and, in fact, the
pioneermissionary in the Fiji Islands.
It is fifty-four years since the dead
priest went to the islands, and he remained at his post there till his death.
The funeral was largely attended,
a vast gathering of all creeds
Christian, Jew, Greek and infidel :
all alike being anxious to show their
respect for the good and noble man
who built ii|) the churches of the

The

Saturday Evening

Every story

will be fully illustrated by the Post's artists.
jt M

Post as it is To-day

A good magazine is a good newspaper in a dress suit. It should have all the brightness, terest,
enterprise and variety of the newspaper, with the dignity, refinement and poise of the magazine.
The Saturday Evening Post, the oldest periodical in America, is a high-grade illustrated weekly
magazine, equal in tone and character to the best of the monthlies.

?

?

Fijis.

IT WILL BE MAILED TO ANY ADDRESS ON
TRIAL, FROM NOW TO JANUARY 1, 1899,
ON RECEIPT OF ONLY TEN CENTS

(The Regular Subscription Price is $2.50 per Year)
When Father Breheret first visited
Suva cannibalism was rampant. Shipwrecked or helpless strangers were
THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY. PHILADELPHIA
nearly always killed and eaten.
Widows were strangled at the death
of their husbands, slaves killed at
the death of their masters, and vic*
tims were slain in numbers at the
building of a canoe. The lives of compelled to say that the French a serpent. The second rank com- degradation of the whole people
"
individuals were always at the cap rice have been very successful
in the prised the spirits of chiefs, heroes from the hut of the menial to the
"
chief.
of a
royal palace."
island ot Fortuna, where the Roman and other ancestors.
Wesleyan missionaries had com- Catholic priests have established a
On the other hand, the missionThe Fijians have become skilful
menced operations twenty yearsbe- flourishing mission." Thanks to the cultivators and good boat-builders; aries themselves confessed that their
fore Father Hreheret's arrival. That zeal of Father Breheret and his co- there are also tribesof fishermen and disciples deserted them by thousands
they were not successful in their laborers, the Fijians are now mostly sailors; their mats, baskets, nets, to become Catholics. Mr. Walpole
missionary efforts may be seen from Christian.
cordage, and other fabrics are sub- and Sir George Simpson expressed
an official report of that date to the
The Catholic missionaries found stantial and tasteful ; their pottery their reluctant admiration for the
Colonial Secretary, which says that the natives very amenable to civil- made
latter, and ventured to avow that
like much of the above
over tVO-thirds of the native popu- ized custom when properly in- by women, is far superior to any they were strongly prepossessed in
"
lation remain pagan and practice structed. They are hospitable, open- other in the South Seas.
their favor." They relate with evicannibalism, strangulation of widows handed and remarkably polite. They
The history of the South Sea mis- dent surprise that the native Cathand other enormities to a frightful have good conversational and reason- sions is, from first page to last, a con- olics resisted " even to death" every
extent." Again, Kuruduada, the ing powers, much sense of humor, trast betweenthe Protestant and the attempt to force them to apostaev.
great chief of Xavtia," though he tact and perception of character. Catholic missionary. Since the be- Mr. Dana, wTho was commissioned
"rather
favored Christianity, said that Their code of social etiquette is ginning of the Wesleyan mission by the Protestant societies to visit
Wesloyans had "very few native elaborate, and the gradations of work at Fiji we have had the testi- and report upon all facts, gave such
( hristians in the group,
and he hated rank are well marked.
mony of a crowd of impartial Prot- an account of the success of the
hypocrisy." And this after an exBefore the advent of Father Bre- estant travelers as to the failure of Catholic missionaries, of their overof
half
a million dollars. heret the Fijian creed, in common their efforts. Captain SherardOsborn flowing churches and their sincere
penditure
The Catholic missionaries had been with the Polynesian, included a be- heard so-called Protestant natives neophytes, that his report was >upin Fiji but a short time, however, lief in a future existence and in two
singing the sixty-fourth psalm to pressed as " unsatisfactory to the
"
when Berthold Seemann, a warm classes of gods, the first immortal pacify a heathen goddess." Rev. supporters of the mission!"?The
advocate of the Protestants, was and believed to exist in the form of | Mr, nines ascertained the hopeless Monitor, San Francisco, Sept. 17.
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FATHER OSSIGNOLI.
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In 1894 an unknown man, by
name Abdallah Mohammed Oman,
of the Ababdeh tribe, called one
day at the Intelligence Office in
Cairo begging help to enable him to
recover his property, which had
been usurped by his sheikh at
Darawi, near Assuan. The head of
the department told him it was not a
matter for them, but for the law
courts. Oman, aware of his small
chance of success in that direction,
called again, saying he wouldrender
any service gratuitously if in return
the officer would only interest himself in the restoration of his property.
Just at this time the German government had voted £500 for an
effort to be made to rescue their
subject, Charles Neufeldt, a prisoner
at Omdurman since 1886, who had
practiced as a solicitor in a small
way at Cairo, where his real German
wife still lives. He also kept a
small store at Assuan. Taking Oman
at his word, the Intelligence Department, half in earnest, asked him
if he would like to try and effect
Neufeldt's escape. He jumped at
it. Agreements were drawn up by
which Oman was to receive £300 on
his return with the captive, and £50
in advance to buy camels and Manchester goods for him to assume the
role of a trader. Meanwhile, inquiries were made about him, with
the result that he was described as
a thief and a notoriously bad character. He was thereupon again interviewed and his character shown
to him, with the remark that he was
apparently not fit to be trusted with
£50.
Oman promptly said he would
himselfborrow that sum and provide
his own stock-in-trade, and show
that he was worthy of trust; so a
fresh agreement to this effect was
drawn up and he started from
Assuan.
The Intelligence Department had
not dared impart a whisper of this
mission to a soul, and, consequently,

the authorities at Assuan, to
give him a trader's passport. So,
seeing a person of such bad reputa.
tion making off, they immediately
concluded he was a spy in communication with the Khalifa, and the
patrols pursued him for several
miles; but he cunningly eluded
them, and reached Berber by desert
route direct. Here he quietly settled down for three months, married
a wife with much ceremony and ostentation, and became one of the
community, which often twitted him
with want of enterprise in not using
his camels more and getting a better
market for his goods in Omdurman.
" Why should I go there *. I do
wellenough here, and am happy with
my wife," he always replied. However, at length some Dervish traders
to make use of him and his camels,
persuaded him to join them, and
with much apparent reluctance he
consented ! Hefound Neufeldt with
only one chain on, which Oman prepared to tile off, and all obstacles to
not to
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the flight, which was considered an
easy one, were removed, when Neufeldt obstinately refused to leave his
black wife behind. To take her
was out of the question, and so the
project fell through.
But Oman had received instructions that if Xeufeldt could not be
rescued he was to endeavor to bring
away instead Father Paolo Kossignoli, who, with a lay Brother named
Rognotto, has been prisoner since
the fall of El Obeid in 1883. They
were earning their living as waiters
in a cafe kept by a Greek. One day,
three months prior to Oman's visit,
they were sitting in the front of the
shop during the slack hours, when
a fortune-telling woman came along
and offered for a small sum to tell
their destinies with cowrie shells,
which she threw up with the coin in
the air, when the position in which
the shells would fall on the sand
would foretell their future. Two
cowries fell close together, another
some way apart. She said : " These
two shells represent you both ; the
farther one is a man who is coming
from the farNorth who will take one
of you away," and she designated
Father Rossignoli, who, utterly
broken down in health, had long
since abandoned all hope of escape,
and laughed at the prophecy and
never gave it another thought.
Oman hung aboutthe cafe for a fortnight, not daring to make a sign.
At last, on Oct. 2, 1894, he slipped
unobserved into Father Rossignoli's
hand a tiny slip of paper, on which
Monseigneur Soggaro had written,
"Ecce appropinquat Redemptio.
Ayez contiance dans le Sacre Cu'ur.
Venez.
Soggaro." Poor Father
Rossignoli's brain reeled. Arrangements were made by which he was
to accompany Oman the trader, as a
poor beggar, in a boat to Berber.
Father Rossignoli gave out to his
friends that he was going to spend
a few days in Khartum. Preparing
to enter the boat, where, as usual,
there were crowds drawing water,
he heard a voice saying, " Paul, what
are you doing here:" Inventing
some pretext, he was obliged to
withdraw, andthe attempt to escape
by river was abandoned.
On Oct. 28 Oman announced that
he was all ready now with his camels,
and thus Berber was reached, but in
crossing the ferry there he observed
that suspicion had fallen on the
?

stranger, who sat muffled up. He
therefore directed him to hide, on

landing, in a straw hut, which he
pointed out, and to lie concealed
under more straw inside until his return, giving him some dates, meal
and a little water. The officials
promptly interrogated Oman, who
replied he hadsold well all his goods,
and was returning with his camels
to fetch more.
But who was that
"near
you in the
sitting
stranger
where
has
he disapferry-boat, and
How
should I know?"
peared to?" "
replied Oman ; " there was some
poor old man beside me, but he was
nothing to me, so I did not take
notice on leaving the boat which
Continued

on page 318.
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How Machinery Shatters the
JESUITS

IN

THE

Nerves.

PHILIPPINES.

In an editorialnote afew weeks ago
we alluded to an article on Manila Dangers to

Which Working Men
and Women Are Exposed.

in the New York Independent. It
was contributed to that paper by
Professor Dean C. Worcester of the Thousands Saved by the Timely Use of
Dr. Greene's Nervura.
University of Michigan, and in the
course of his remarks he paid the
Those who are familiar with the hidfollowing tribute to the Jesuits :? eousroar of a boiler factory or the deafen-

"We are, of course, anxious to
see the interior of one of these mysterious conventos, and bethink ourselves of a note of introduction to
one of the priests at
Padre S
the Ateneo Municipal, or Jesuit
school for boys and young men.
"We find the buildings of the
Jesuits less forbidding in their external aspect than those we have just
seen. A hermano, or lay Brother,
receives us at the door and takes
our cards and letter. In a moment
we are shown up stairs and seated
in a reception-room ornamented
with fine old oil paintings. This
room looks out onto a hall, which
suddenly fills with students at the
stroke of a bell. The boys look
rather sickly, but the uproar which
arises a few minutes later from the
court below serves to convince us
that their physical welfare is not
wholly neglected. They are having
a good lively game of football.
Padre S
appears, and we find
ourselves being welcomed by a man
with the bearing and polish of a
well-educated gentleman. He takes
us through the museum, and we are
much interested in the display of
strange mammals and beautiful birds
which have been gathered from all
over the archipelago. We are shown
a splendid collection of ethnological

,

ing blows of a trip hammer readily realize
how noise affects the nerves. Few understand, however, that the incessant
clatter of a loom or the gentle buzzing of
a sewing machine are equally exhausting.
It is everlasting monotony that overstrains
the nerves and undermines the strongest
constitutions. Work must be varied to be
healthful, and few working men and working women are able to change their occu-

"

material.

" The material shown us has been
gathered by Jesuit missionaries, who
are at present allowed to work only
in Mindanao, Basilan and Sulu,
among the fierce Moslem tribes.
Their work is often carried on at a
risk of their lives, but it is none the
less carried on unhesitatingly, and
in a good many instances it has been
productive of good results.
" As a special favor we are invited
to inspect the chapel. Externally it
is an unimposing structure. Once
within it we are simply amazed. It
is finished entirely in the magnificent
woods of the country. Kbony we
know, but many of the other woods
are not known to us even by name.
The color effects are very pleasing,
but what especially challenges our
admiration is the remarkable excellence of the carving. We are especially attracted by a beautifully
executed image of the Virgin, and
we can hardly believe Padre S
when he tells us that not only this
image, but all the other carving that
we see, is the work of Philippine
natives.

We can not doubt that

pations in the slightest degree or to modify
their surroundings. This explains why
derangements of the nerves and blood are
so common among people whom the unthinking expect to be models of health.
It is diseased nerves and weak or vitiated
blood that drive so many working men to
alcoholic stimulants and so many working
women to morphine and other seductive
drugs.

There is only one specitlc for diseases
of the nerves and blood and that is Dr.
Greene's Nervurablood and nerveremedy.
This sovereign remedy will promptly and
permanently cure nervous weakness and
exhaustion, loss of ambition and spirits,
inability to sleep, craving for stimulants,
nervous headaches, neuralgia, emaciation
and general debility and lassitude.
If you feel the need of medical advice,
Dr. Greene invites you to consult witli
him fully and freely, personally or by letter, at his office, 34 Temple place, Boston,
Mass. Dr. Greene makes no charge for
consultation and advice.

for recording the occurrence, direction and duration of the earthquakes
which so frequently visit the archipelago. We find other apparatus
for the study of terrestrial magnetism,
and a very complete set of meteorological instruments. A special feature
of the work of the observatory is the
foretelling of the approach of the
fearful typhoons which cause such
terrible loss of life and property in
the Northern Philippines and the
China Sea. Ships have time to seek
shelter, and thus much damage is pre-

vented.

The reports of this observatory
are of interest to scientific men the
world over, and it is to be hoped
that serious harm may not come to
it during the present troubles, especially since the order which has
established it, in the face of so many
difficulties, is the only body of men
that has ever successfully attempted
to continuously carry on important

"

there is some good stuff in men who
develop such artistic ability.
now invites us to
S
" Padre
drive
with him to the Jesuit observatory, which is at some little distance.
" A pleasant drive brings us to the
observatory. Here we are especially
interested in the elaborateapparatus scientific work in the Philippines."
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New ooks.
A Seasonable Volume.
A welcome and timely publication is
the second volume of
" Stories of the
Hosary," by Louisa Emily Dobree. These
pious tales take their subjects from different stages in the passion of Our Lord, and
illustrate the trials and troubles of everyday life from these sacred standpoints.
The narratives are interesting as well as
religiously inspiring, and the writer shows
genuine literary ability in the treatment
of her characters and of the events in
which they take part. If there were more
books of this kind the demoralizing
works of fiction, which are so widely read,
would lose their hold on the young mind,
for here we have elevating stories that
will attract and retain attention. Published by Longmans, Green & Co., London,
New York and Bombay.

VARIOUS NEW PUBLICATIONS.
The current issue of the " Century " has
for an initial article
Edouard Detaille,
Fainter of Soldiers," by Armand Dayot.
It is accompanied by a number of hitherto
unpublished and characteristic sketches
by the artist whose work is noticed.
Frofessor Dean C. Worcester writes on
"Knotty Froblems of the Fhilippines,"
and advocates the retention of the archipelago by the United States, mentioning,
in the course of his remarks, the reforms
that he deems necessary in the conduct of
its atlairs. He opens with an ingenious
piece of reasoning from an imperialistic
standpoint that the more conservative
will not endorse. His remarks on the
friars are overdrawn, and he compares
them unfavorably with the priests, asserting that some of the latter have accomplished an immense amount of good.
Personal and Collected Impressions of
Bismarck," by William Milligau Sloane,
gives us a better idea of the Iron Chancellor as he was in his everyday life than
most papers that have been written on
the man. He was apparently no great
hero to Professor Sloane, who was a
student of history with George Bancroft
while the latter was United States minister at Berlin. Horatio L. Wait, in his
account of " The Blockade of the Confederacy," recalls many exciting adventures with which he was more or less
familiar during the Civil War. The second instalment of " Life and Society in
Old Cuba," from the diaries of Jonathan
S. Jenkins, gives, among other things,
some interesting facts concerning the
slave trade sixty years ago. Some useful
information is furnished by Albert Shaw
in "The Trans-Mississippians and Their
Fair at Omaha," and the illustrations add
interest to the text. The " Home of the
Indolent" is a description by Frank I).
Millet of the peculiar features of the
island of Capri, where C;esar Augustus
lied to escape the cares of empire.
"The Pony Express" is remembered in
an illustrated article by W. F. Bailey,
and George H. Darwin, under the somewhat deceptive title " Bores," gives an
account of a striking phenomenon connected with the estuaries of many rivers.
Elizabeth Robins Fennell continues her
series on "Play in London," devoting the
present article to an account of the Cambridge and Oxford race, with pictures by
Joseph Pennell, which add to its attractiveness.
"The Koman Emperor and
His Arch of Triumph " has special reference to Trajan and his victories. It is
by Arthur Lincoln Frothingham, Jr., who
gives photographs of the triumphal arch
at Beneventum. There are, besides, short
stories by writers of acknowledged merit,
poems, including, among others, a pleasing semi-humorous one by Sarah Piatt,
and the usual departments are well tilled
with readable matter.

"

"

Wim.iam Hows Dowmu has the place
of honor in the " New England Magazine" for October, in an article on"The
Arnold Arboretum," a subject he is well
tltted to treat intelligently, and the
illustrations to his text are helpful in
pointing out the many beauties of a lovely
locality which both the city of Boston
and Harvard University have done so
much to improve.
The Home of Sophia

"
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and Oliver Smith," is an account, by Giles
B. Stebbins, of those who were instrumental in founding the Smith Charities
and Smith College in this state. George
Stillman Berry, in " The Great Shell
Mounds of Damariscotta," concludes that
they are remnants of Indian feasts, and
have nothing to do with the Norsemen or
any other foreign adventurers. Some of
the prominent features of Montreal are
presented by W. D. Lighthall in a paper
with many illustrations.
It is to be
hoped that most of its conclusions are
more correct than the one which says
the Catholic university, founded
" Laval,seventeenth
century, has a fine
in the
law school and a flourishing medical
college; but in other departments its
headquarters are at Quebec, and the
curriculum is hopelessly behind the
age." This assertion harmonizes well
with the following sentence, which says
It has a roll of distinguished graduates
in law and politics."
However, the
writer evidently wished to praise McGill
College at the expense of Laval. " A
Forgotten Friend of America: Henry
Seymour Conway," by Edward Mortimer
Chapman, recalls the man who secured
the repeal of the Stamp Act and was
otherwise useful to the struggling colonies
during the Revolution. An important
article appears in "Forest Preservation
in the State of New York," in which Mr.
Cuyler Reynolds tells what methods have
been put in operation by the forest preserve board lately organized by the governor of the state. Edith M. Thomas is
charming in her studies of the feathered
Early and Late With the
tribe, in
Birds," and the " Editor's Table" has
something timely and pertinent to say
about Charles Sumner's efforts to promote
universal peace. Edna Dean l'roctor has
a poem on The Wayside Inn," and
Charles-Edward Amory Winslow one on
the Concord Riv.r; both are prettily
illustrated. The short stories will, no
doubt, please the lovers of fiction.

THE MODERN

1 1
|
an
Stove
Makes old
as
bright as new in a minute.
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American Aristocracy " is
" The New
considered
in a healthful manner by Harry
Thurston Peck in the " Cosmopolitan "
for October. He traces the origin and
growth of the aristocratic feeling here,
and its expression under varying conditions, with a great deal of truth. In his
continuation of the Great Problems of
Organization," Theodore Dreiser devotes
his attention to the Chicago packing industry, and Octave Thanet takes us to
Omaha to give us an insight into the
features and workings of " The TransMississippi Exposition," of which many
striking pictures are given. S. T. Willis
presents much valuable information concerning the free lecture system in New
York under the auspices of the Board of
Education of that city. A series of full
page illustrations of the reception of the
American fleet will prove valuable for
preservation.
This number is especially
rich in short stories, among which are
"Judith Dauntry," by Harriett Prescott
Spotford, The Governor General," an
amusing sketch of Spanish colonial life,
by Frank R. Stockton, " The Story of a
Witch and Some Bewitched," by O'Neill
Latham, an ingenious and entertaining
tale of enchantment, and " Lord Venetia,"
by Maarten Maartens. The editor, John
Brisben Walker, has something pertinent
to say concerning the true gentleman,
and the "Cosmopolitan" in this issue offers
two hundred and fifty dollars for the best
essay on the economic arrangement and
construction of subways for carrying the
sewers, water, gas, et cetera, of the great
cities, and it says that probably no greater
waste of millions is going on at the
present time than thatinvolved in tearing
up city streets for various purposes.
This statement contains more truth than
poetry and is a fact that can not be
denied.

"

"
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Colleges and Academies.

,

School of Divine Infant of Prague,

IRELAND.
BY D. A. MCCARTHY.

.

315

Cor. of Beech and Lexington Sts

WAVEKLY, MASS.
select day school for young ladies, conducted
in waters by ADominican
Sisters, opens for admission of pupils on Sept. 6, 1898.
years, lily
For further information apply to
SISTER SfPKKIOR.

O Ireland, Ireland, enthroned
blue,
Across the waves, across the
heart goes back to you,
To you and to the faithful friends my early
boyhood knew,
In Ireiand, Ireland, so tender and so true!

PRIVATE SCHOOL FOR BOYS,

39 East Newton Street, Boston.
0 Ireland, Ireland, I mind me of the dew
Opens
September 29, 1898.
That sparkled on the flowers in your valleys
Principals Miss Anna L. Goodrow and
fair that grew,
1 mind me of the schoolmates and the playMiss Agnes L. Tracy.
mates not a few
Applications may be made at the School
In Ireland, Ireland, so tender and so true! on and after September first, from 10 A. M.
to 2 P. M.
0 Ireland, Ireland, all other nations sue
In vain to win my heart's love, for I'm not
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
forgetting you ;
There are no scenes so beautiful, no friends
Notre Dame, Indiana.
like those I knew
Classics, Letters, Science, Law, Civil, MechanIn Ireland, Ireland, so tender and so true! ical and Electrical Engineering.

:

Tiik United Irish League, which
we had occasion to mention last
week as a growing power in Irish
social and political affairs, continues
to increase in membership and influence, and the doctrine of unity, a

Thorough Preparatory and Commercial Courses.
Ecclesiastical students at special rates.
Booms Free. Junior or Senior Year, Oolleglate
Courses. St. Edward's Hall, for boys under 13.
The 108th Term will open January 4th, 1898
Catalogues sent Free on application to
Rev. A. Morrlaaey, 0.5.0., President.

Academy of the Assumption,
Wellesley Hills, Macs.
This Academy, situated in the suburbs of Boston,
only
u
a few miles from the city. It is on the line of
the Boston and Albany Railroad. The location is
one of the most healthful and picturesque in New
England. The grounds are extensive, affording ampleadvantage for out-door exercise. The curriculum
of studies is thorough and comprehensive, embracing
all the branches necessary for a refined education.
For particulars as to terms for boarders or day pupil*
apply to Sister Superior.
Attached to the Academy is a preparatory ichoo
for boys between the ages of 5 and 14. The object ef
this school is to give such a general education as will
fit pupilsto enter college

much neededlesson,isbeing preached
from the platforms, at every one of
its meetings. Recently, in northern
Mayo, a monster demonstration was
held which was addressed by prominent members of the Irish parliamentary party and others, and at
VILLANOVA COLLEGE,
which resolutions were adopted conConducted by the AugustinianFathers,
demning most emphatically the sys- Location Delightful. Courses Thorough.
tem by which the cattle in parts of
TERMS MODERATE.
Athletics of all kinds are encouraged.
that county are fed on the good
Send for Prospectus.
land, and the people compelled to REV. L. A. DELUREY, 0. S.A., President,
Delaware County, I'enn.
make a living on the bog, thereby

11. ST. MARY'S COLLEGE,

causing periodical famines.
Mr. William O'Brien, M. P., in
the course of his speech, described
Emmitsburg, Md.
Conducted by an Association of Secular
very accurately the several slow and Clergymen,
under the auspices of His Emlthe Cardinal Archbishop of Baltireluctant stages by which the gov- nence,
more.
Classical, Scientific and Commercial
ernment is compelled to the conces- Courses.
Terms: $3«0.00 In Senior, and
sion of even the most just and $260.00 in Small Boys' Department.
Address
reasonable demands when he said :
REV. WILLIAM L. O'HARA,
" Now you will remark that in
?

President.
every great Irish movement there
are three stages. The first is what I
may call the ' impossiblestage.' Our
English rulers cry out: 'Your de- CLERICAL STUDIES. By Very Rev. John
mands areoutrageousand impossible;
B. Hogan, SS. D. D , Fres. of St.
John's Seminary, Brighton. Crown
you might as well cry for the moon !'
Bvo. 512 pp. Cloth.
Net, $2.00
The second stage is when they tell
The present volume is intended as a guide
you, Why, we were all along in to the study ot the various sciences which
necessary to the priest, either in preparfavor of doing this thing, only that are
ing for or in discharging his sacred minisThough written especially for young
try.
these incendiary agitators would
men in training for the priesthood, will be
address to us the language of free found of great assistance to thiseitalready
in the missionary field, who are
men instead of coming begging to engaged
anxiousto cultivate their minds and increase
for good.
our doors.' The third stage, the their power
Hogan occupies a front rank among

JUS I PUBLISHED:

'

Father

the educators of the clergy, and his observations can not fall to produce a profound
inipri-ssion. This important work should
have a place in every priest's library.

Continued on jage 319.)

JEROME SAVONAROLA. A sketch. By
Rev. J. L. O'Neil, O. P Large 12mo.
Cloth.
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Justice of U.S. Supreme Court,
WEBSTER'S \I Hon.D.J.Brewer,
says " 1 commend it to :tll as the one great standan
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l\W INTERNATIONAL // excels in the ease with which theeye finds the
word sought; in aocunu-y oi definition;
effectk\
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and comprehensive statements of facts and in
practical use as a working dictionary.
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" The work has been well done, and presents a picture of the famous prior in such
c'ear, Impressive language that it should do
much toward lifting the ignorance and
prejudice t hat have so long existed."?

Catholic Union and Times.
For 9ale by all Catholic booksellers, or
sent postpaid on receipt of price. Complete catalogue on application.

MARLIER, GALLANAN & CO.,
CATHOLIC PIBLISHERS,

172 Tremont

Street, Boston,

Mass.
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was something to the {fleet that '? it may
true, you know, and it's better to do as
be
FORGIVEN.
she says."
BCY.C.
A.
" You can't sit here with all the guests
coming, ma'am," said the footman in an
Hast felt the peace that tills the soul,
altered and more respectful tone; "you
When Christ's own words of healing
had better come into the ante-room, and I
Fall on thy new-illumined sense
Like soft-toned chime-bells' pealing?
will call the Doctor."
Hast waked to see (iod's glory pour
He showed her into a small chamber
Through depths that shadowed were, of oil' the main hall, and she sat down, tremyore,
bling violently. Several times, while she
Within thy darksome prison,
waited, the bell rang and guests were
And felt the manacles and chains
ceremoniously ushered into the great reweary
unclasping?
From
limbs
ception-room, from whence she could
Then wert thou called by heaven free.
hear the animated hum of conversation
With naught but love's entwining:
A captive to His love, for He
and laughter. All seemed a strange wild
Didst say, " Thou art forgiven."
dream to her. How she longed to be
back
at her own tireside in peace!
not
His
peace,
known
O, thou who hast
The minutes wore on, yet no one came.
Or lost it by thy sinning,
Again and again she looked at the bunch
Tell not thy burdened heart to cease
To hope for pardon winning!
of golden eyes she held in her hand, a
Dost struggle in the bitter sea
love-offering for her boy. Would he never
<>f sorrow? Ah ! His love for thee
come? Did he refuse to see her? She
heaven,
Is vast as vaulted
looked again at the chrysanthemums and
And, mirrored in the ocean's face,
said that was impossible.
Its rain and storm approving.
At last she heard the rustle of silk along
WoulUst know where thou reposing art,
the
mosaic pavement of the hall and the
through
thy
grieving?
Grown purer
tread of a man's feet. Her heart beat
Thou sleepest on His throbbing Heart.
wildly. After long, long years of sepal'Yar not. " Thou art forgiven."
ration she was going to see her boy again
THE YELLOW CHRYSANTHEMUMS. and clasp him to her fond old heart.
But her joyful anticipations were soon
[Continued from last week.]
checked.
Mrs. Tolmin hs>d at length arrived at
"I must insist, Austin," theold lady heard
her destination. The house she saw be- a voice say, "that your poor patients do
fore her was one of the largest in the not come to the house. If your practice
city, and from every window poured interferes with our social relations you
forth a flood of light into the now gath- must give it up. This is intolerable, and
ering darkness outside. Could this be on my reception night,too! I have given
her son's house her boy's house? They James strict orders to admit no one on
had told her that he was now a great phy- reception nights in future." And again
sician, with a large practice, but who the widow heard the soft rustle of silk as
could have believed that he could live in the Doctor's wife rejoined her guests. In
such a grand house as this? Then a sickleaving her husband she passed the portal
ening thought came to this woman of of the ante-room, and for the first time in
simple habits. Perhaps, after all, he her life Mrs. Tolmin saw her daughterwould not be pleased to see her, and in-law.
would fray that she had better have reShe was elegantly dressed; diamonds
mained at home!
and flowers were in her hair, and she was
After a moment's thought her simple faultlessly beautiful; but the widow saw
love told her this was impossible. She that she was a cold, hard, ambitious
still held the now dripping chrysanthe- beauty.
mums in her hand, and as she perceived
Mrs. Tolmin had determined to become
their resin-like odor she took courage. the reigning queen of society in a city of
Surely when he saw these flowers from many reigning beauties. To attain this
the old homestead garden he would be her position was no easy matter even for a
boy again. That sickening fear that just woman beautiful, talented, and possessed
now came upon her was only a passing, of an enormous fortune. Unfortunately,
foolish fancy. These flowers?a talisman in following her amb.tion she had not
of youthful memories
would bring him hesitated to assume "advanced," and
to her arms. Why had she frightened even infidel, positions, and had for years
herself? Nevertheless, it was timidly given up the practice of her religion.
and tremblingly, and with a strange sink- Her course of action had insidiously, aling at her heart, that she rang the great though almost imperceptibly, influenced
her husband, who, while he held to the
door-bell.
The big door instantly opened as if by faith of his early years, was gradually
magic, and two uniformed men servants losing sight of the practical side of his
stood before her as if to bar her entrance. religion. The separation between theory
The wife of Doctor Tolmin was one of and practice was, with him, becoming
the great society leaders of the city, and wider every day.
that night she was giving a reception
There was a slight pause after the
which she hoped would place her on the speech of his wife before Doctor Tomlin
pinnacle of social eminence. This ac- entered the ante-room, during which the
counted for the sudden opening of the widow could actually feel her heart beatdoer, as well as for the bright lights in ing. She was becoming afraid of her
all the windows. Of course the little successful son. At last he stood in the
black-dressed traveller knew nothing of doorway.
all this, and was as much surprised at
" Austin!"
the sudden opening of the door as were
The mother had risen. Both hands
the two men at sight of her.
were stretched out. Her whole soul was
" What do you want, ma'am? The Doc- in her eyes, which looked longingly,
tor doesn't see patients after office hours," hungrily for love. The son remained
said one of the men. " You can't see him standing in the doorway, one hand nernow," continued this pampered menial, vously stroking his mustache, the other
" because we have a reception this even- in the pocket of his evening dress-coat.
"Austin."
ing and can't see anybody."
But I'm his mother, sir, and he will
Once more she called her boy's name,
see me," said the overwhelmedMrs. Tolher arms still extended. Then, as she
min, now tired, faint, and bewildered.
realized the horrible truth, that her emOh, come! that won't do. That game brace was refused, she li<st them fall.
won't go, jou know," said the man of Dizzy with hopeless disappointment, she
whiskers; "you had better clear out of would have fallen, too, had she not leaned
here before the Doctor comes."
heavily against the table. The world
"I tell you he is my son. Go and tell seemed turning to dust and ashes. She
Austin Doctor Tolmin
I am here,'' was tasting a bitterness wornethan death.
"This?eh
this is a very unfortunate
replied the widow with considerable digvisit just at this time. My wife is holdnity. The doorkeeper hesitated.
The other servant whispered something ing one of her fashionable receptions toto his companion,which elicited a remark night. I did not know, ieally, that you
1 art of which Mrs. Tolmin caught. It were coming, or I would have writ?"
?

?
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?
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HEART KEVIEW
No, no, I thought I would surprise
you. I haven't seen you for so many
years, and, Austin, I have brought jou
some of the yellow santhums you were
so fond of when a boy at home."
"Yes eh!?thanks very much, very
much; butyou know how ithappens that I
can not entertain you tonight. I have fully
explained, I believe, and " he paused.
"Entertain I entertain his own mother 1"
thought Mrs. Tolmin. What did she
know about the opportuneness of her visit?
All she realized was that her son, her
boy, her Austin, did not want her! Her
lips turned white. She felt herself becoming dazed. The difficulty of gaining
access to him, and his embarrassed, heartless reception benumbed all her faculties,
as one is benumbed in the presence of
great horror. She felt a leaden weight
at her heart, and was conscious of a presentiment of further troubles. Beyond
this she could not at the moment be
said to reason.
"As I have said," Doctor Tolmin continued, not altogether heartlessly, for
there was a certain quaver in his voice,
'?
I can not entertain you tonight. Could
you not manage to come some other time,
when we have no company? I am awfully sorry it is so, but you see how the
case stands, do you not?"
"Yes, yes, I see, I see," answered the
mother in a dazed kind of way, conscious
only of the deepening pain at her heart.
"I know you will excuse me," he continued, as he walked to the front door,
" when I tell you that I am required in
the reception room at once. In fact, I
have been too long away. Awfully sorry,

"
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really."
The door was now wide open. The
son was about to oiler a sacrilice to the
Moloch of fashion, and the victim was
his mother!
"Yes, yes, I? I go," said the poor
dazed creature, as she stood on the wire
mat outside. Her mental agony deepened,
the pupils of her eyes dilated, and for
the moment she was literally choking
with grief.
" Good-by," he said, not unkindly.
"Wait, though, a moment. I will send
someone to conduct you to a hotel."
He left her on the doorstep, and a servant passing a moment after, and perhaps
not knowing that she was there, closed
the door. The poor woman stood motionless for a moment or so after the
doorhad closed. She scarcely breathed.
She felt stifling. She had a dim consciousness that grief would kill her. Her temples throbbed and her anguish was an
actual physical pain. With a low moan,
such as a human creature can give once
and live, she put her hands over her face,
and for a moment tottered and seemed
about to fall. Whether she had heard
the offer to conduct her to a hotel or not,
she was too much occupied with her sorrow to heed it. She went unsteadily
down the steps. "Denied by my own
boy! Turned away ! " she moaned again
and again convulsively. Her grief was
too great for tears, but she uttered a low,
crooning sound, like some poor dumb animal in pain.
?
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Motion she felt to be Imperatively m eessary, and she moved on out into the
darkness and the cold stmTght Whither
she went she knew not, nor cared. She
had money, but that was useless, for she
knew not where to go. A servant ?an
extra servant, hired for the night's fespassed her searching for some
tivitie
one, but he did not recognize the bowetl
old creature as the person whom Doctor
Tolmin had asked him to conduct to some
hotel.
The poor, tired woman, weak and faint
from contending emotions,walkedon and
on, until she came into a less aristocratic
portion of the city. At length her strength
failed her, and she was compelled to sit
down on the steps of a small but comfortable-looking house. This was the
last thing she remembered for many a
?

long day.
As Doctor Tolmin was returning to the
brilliantly illuminated reception-room his
butler met him, holdirg a bunch of common yellow chrysanthemums. He started
as if he had been stung.
"Take them to my study," he said
surlily, and passed on.

*******
"Now, deary, do just take a sup of
this beef-tea. It'll do ye good," said a
kind, motherly woman, as she stood at
the bedside of the Widow Tolmin, and
watched the old lady slowly regain consciousness.
When Mrs. Tolmin became unconscious
she fortunately fell into the hands of a
good Samaritan. Mrs Langley was a
kindly, middle-aged woman, who had
known sorrow and sutlering in her time.
To time and inclination to do good she
united the rare quality of being a natural
nurse. Her children, now all grown up
and flown to other nests of their own,
used to say that it was worth while getting ill "just to have mother nurse us
back to health." Her husband, holding a
responsible position in a wholesale house,
had plenty of means to enable his wife to
ride her hobby unmolested, much to the
satisfaction and alleviation of the misery
of the immediate neighborhood. She
was delighted to have a case of nursing
right at home, and was perfectly in her
element.
Take a sup of this broth now," she
said to her patient.
"Where am I?" asked the widow, as
her eyes wandered around the neat little

"

room.

"Ye are in good hands, deary," sad
the nurse soothingly, and when ye are
stronger I'll tell ye all about everything."
This comprehensive promise was not
destined to be even partially fullllled for
some time. With the sick woman's returning consciousness came the remembrance of the treatment she had received.
With the same low moan she murmured :?
" He would not own me! He does not
love me!"
The exhausted sufferer sank back into a
state of semi-coma.

"

[conclusion next wkkk.]
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The Sulpicians of Biltimore have two
highly-prized chalices ?one presented to
the founder iv America, Father Oliver, by
the Superior-General iv France, and the
second a gift of Napoleon 111.
Rkv. Francis P. Dt 1-1 v, professor of
philosophy, junior course, at St. Joseph's
Seminar}, Dnnwoodie, was removed to
St. Joseph'sHospital, Yonkers, recently,
suffering from malarial fever contracted
while ministering to the soldiers at Camp
Wikofl during the summer.

THE

SACKED iiEAKI KEVIEW

been abandoned for the present, the union
takes this means of perpetuating his
memory.
Sister Margaret, of the Third Army
Division Hospital at Chickamauga, states
that a Protestant doctor at the camp told
her of a member of the A. P. A., a soldier,
who said to him, when discharged from
the hospital, that when he got home he
was going to become a Catholic. When
asked for his reasons the soldier said the
modesty, charity and self-sacrifice of the
Sisters had so impressed him as to cause
a reaction and remove his prejudices.

The particular council of the St. VinArchbishop Feehan of Chicago has cent dc Paul Society of Hoston, at lis
addressed a circular letter to the pastors monthly meeting at the Catholic Union
of the archdiocese requesting them to last week, honored the memory of the
have the "Te Deum" sung after the late late Thomas A. King, the former presiMass on Sunday, Oct. lU, in thanksgiving dent of the particular council. Vicarto Almighty God for the blessings of General Byrne spoke of the life and chaipeace and the prosperity of the republic. acter of Mr. Ring, and of his devotion to
his duty as a member of the St. Vincent
"At the territorial examination for dc Paul Society. Mr. Ring, he said, had
teachers' certificates, held in Santa Fe last a
thorough conception of the spirit of the
month," says the Western Watchman,
society and the care of children, and that
there were forty-six candidates, six of part of the work was especially dear to
whom were Sisters of Loretto. These
him. It was voted to have a month's
latter headed the list of successful candimind Mass celebrated for the deceased on
dates, one of them reaching the splendid
Oct. 20 at the cathedral of the Holy Cross.
average of O'J 7."
With all the pomp and ceremony of
The corner-stone of a new parochial Catholic ritual, the
triple jubilee to mark
school was laid in Bayonne, N. J., last
the thirtieth year of Right Rev. Bishop
Sunday, by Bishop Wigger. In connecMcQuaid's service in the American Cathtion therewith, a parade of Catholic
olic hierarchy, his tlftieth year in the
societies took place. The new school

"

will be a large brick structure, the design
being Gothic. It will contain sixteen
classrooms, and in the second story a hall
tlft}-five by eighty feet. The cost will
be about $25,000. It is being erected by
the parish of St. Mary Star of the Sea.

priesthood, and the seventy-fifth anniversary of the parish of St. Patrick's, was

celebrated last week in St. Patrick's Cathedral, Rochester, N. Y. Archbishop
Corrigan olliciated at the services incident
upon the consecration of the cathedral
building, and solemn pontifical high Mass
The Rev. John B. Power, formerly was celebrated by Archbishop Martinelli,
pastor of St. Joseph's Church, Laconia, apostolic delegate to the United States.
N. H., died last Sunday from nervous The church was handsomely decorated,
prostration, after an illness of about three and an immense crowd witnessed the imyears. He was born in Chelsea, Mass., pressive ceremonies.
in 1850, and educated at St. Charles'
The twenty-fifth anniversary of the
Ordained in PortCollege, Maryland.
founding of the work of the Sisters of
land, Me., in 1873, his flrst pastorate was
Providence in Holyoke will be commemoat Bath, Me. Later he went to Exeter,
rated at St. Jerome's Church in that city,
N. H., and from there to Keene. He as- Nov.
8. There is much interest in this apsumed the pastorate of St. Joseph's
proaching commemoration of the first
Church, Laconia, in 185)5, but was forced quarter century of the work of this order,
to give up his work on account of poor the value of which is appreciated
more and
health.
more by both Catholics and Protestants
Says the New Haven Palladium: "There as the years go by.
Starting with only
was a parade Sunday, Sept. 25, in Brook- four Sisters and small beginnings it has
lyn, in which 10,000 men wereparticipants. grown until today it is a large factor in

They marched through the streets to testify publicly their disapprobation of
swearing and to keep up a crusade against
blasphtmy. This agitation against profanity is one of the interesting manifestations of modern Christian zeal. Aside
from the pious impulse which moves the
Holy Name societies, they are engaged in
a work which is commendable in abating
what is a social nuisance. The utterance
of vile, foolish or meaningless oaths is a
practice altogether too common in ordinary conversation. As an ortence against
decency and taste, it should be put more
severely under the ban in the code that
regulates the conduct of a gentleman."
The Boston delegation to the convention of the Catholic Young Men's National
Union, which takes place in Washington,
D. C, Oct. 25 and 36, will be under the
direction of Mr. Daniel P. Toomey of the
Young Men's Catholic Association of
Boston College, and the second vicepresident of the National Union, and with
him on the local committee are the Honorable Joseph H. O'Neil, Mr. Thomas M.
Magiif and Mr. John 1). O'Connor. Mr.
O'Xeil will read a paper on"The Catholic in War." An interesting incident of
the convention will be the presentation by the National Union to the Catholic
University of America of a scholarship
in the Univetsity, to be known as the
Orestes A. Brownson scholarship, in
honor of the eminent scholar, philosopher
and convert to Catholicity, whose name
it bears. It was the original intention of
the society to erect a statue to Brownson
in New York City, but that idea having

charitable and benevolent work in that
vicinity. Of special interest to its friends
is the announcement that the order will
receive from Rev. P. J. Harkins as an
anniversary gift the fine building in
Holyoke, now nearing completion, for an
old lady's home. This presentation will
be a feature of the celebration of the
Sisters' anniversary, and it is a token of
the interest that Father Harkins has
always taken in their work There will
be special exercises on the anniversary
day, with a sermon by Rev. J. J. McCoy
of Chicopee and solemn High Mass by
Father Harkins. Bishop Beaven will be
present, and a large representation doubtless of other clergymen of the diocese.

includes Doctors Frederick I. Knight,
Vincent Y. Bowditch, Edward 0. Otis
and John W. Farlow. The charity is
entirely dependent for support on donations, dues, bequests and proceeds of entertainments. The dedication will be a
most elaborate atlair, and the public and
friends of the charity are invited to attend.
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Many men and women are almost

within the deadly grasp of consumption.
Although its fatal hand is unseen, its
presence is

made known by I
unmistakable
symptoms. Ca- I
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LAFAYETTE DAY.
Chancery Office,

Union Park street, Boston.
liev. Dear Sir:
A special Commission has been organized in this countiy for the securing of
funds by popular contribution to erect a
monument to General Lafayette.
The
object of the Commission is thus set
forth:
'?
In the city of Paris there is a convent
and garden known as the convent of the
Petit l'icpus. In the grounds of this
convent is a small cemetery where nearly
1 500 victims of the guillotine were buried
indiscriminately. Here also repose the
bones of Lafayette beside those of his
wife. The resting-place of Lafayette,
generally unknown and forgotten, is
marked only by a plain granite slab.
Upon a register kept by the concierge of
the convent there are inscribed the names
of but a small number of casual visitors.
" In view of these facts the ' Lafajeite
Memorial Commission' has been foimed
for the purpose of erecting a monument
to Lafayette as a twentieth century tribute from the people of this nation, to be
unveiled with fitting ceremony July 4,
1900, and thus grandly celebrate United
States Day at the Paris Exposition. It is
proposed that the cjstof the undertaking,
which is estimated to approximate a
quarter of a million dollars, shall be defrayed by small contributions secured
through the agency of the school children
of our land."
The Most Rev. Archbishop desires that
you set apart Oct. 19 as " Lafayette Day"
in your school, when a collection for the
monument may be taken up among the
children and an appropriate celebration
may be held consisting of songs, recitations and an historical review of
Lafayette's services to our country.
It will be well to announce the collection to the children in advance that they
may be prepared to give their little contributions. Please send the amount received to the Chancellor as soon as convenient, for prompt transmittal to the
Treasurer of the Fund.
By order of the Most Rev. Archbishop,
M. J. DOODY, Chancellor.
?

BERKSHIRE

NOTES.

(From our own Correspondent.)

A Jesuit mission is being held at St.
Ann's Church, Lenox.
Tiik children of St. Patrick's parish,
Hinsdale, are rehearsing for an entertainment to be held Thanksgiving evening.

Sister Mary of the Transfiguration
(Miss Kate Neckman of Pittslleld) made
her profession as a cloistered Sister of
The new building of the Free Home for the Good Shepherd at the mother-house in
Consumptives in this city, under the auBrooklyn, N. V., this week.
spices of the Young Ladies' Caaritab'.e
The diocesan convention of the F. M.
Association, will be dedicated Thursday
T. A., held at Pittslleld during the week,
evening, Oct. 20, at 8 o'clock. If stormy
a most interesting one,many questions
the dedication services will be postponed was
of
vital
importance having been discussed,
until FrLiay. The grounds will be illuminated, and the exercises will be of an and many new rules and regulations
impressive character. Many Chnrch dig- adopted that will tend to the exnitaries are expected to be present. The tension and strengthening of the temnew building is a splendid monument to perance cause. The entertainment atlorded
the charity and zeal of the Young Ladies' by the local society was all that could be
Charitable Association and a noble exam- desired.
ple of the generosity of the public of
Berkshire friends of the Lee Sisters of
Boston. The size, construction and ar- St. Joseph will be glad to learn that the
rangement of the building will be a sur- fine new mother-house of the order at
prise to the community. This home conParkville, Hartford, has been opened, and
tains the best facilities for treatment will soon be dedicated by Right Rev
used in European hospitals. It will be Bishop Tierney. The building is beautiopen to all poor consumptives, without fully and conveniently located, and fitted'
regard to creed or color, no pay pa- up with all modern improvements. The
tient being admitted. Its medical staff grounds are spacious, comprising seven"

cough, sore throat, pains in the chest,
at the lungs, loss of
flesh and general weakness are warnings
that this relentless disease is about to
gather in a victim.
A remedy for all the diseases which,
if neglected or badly treated, lead up
to consumption, is found in

bronchitis, bleeding

Dr. Pierces

GoldenMedical
Discovery.

It builds up the weak places and fortifies
the system against the onslaughts of
disease. It helps the appetite, assists
digestion, is an aid to the proper assimilation of food, and cleanses the blood
of all its impurities.
It is a strictly
temperance medicine, containing not an
atom of whisky or alcohol in any form.
"Your medicine is the best I have ever taken,"
writes Mrs. Jennie Dingman, of Vanburen. Kalkaska Co., Mich. "Last spring I had a bad
cough: got so bad I had to be in bed all the time.
My husband thought I had consumption. Fte
wanted me to get a doctor, but I told him if it
was consumption they could not help me. We
thought we would try'Pr. Pierces Golden Medical Discovery and before I had taken one bottle
the cough stopped and I have since had no signs
of its returning."
For the most obstinate forms of constipation and biliousness, use Dr. Pierces

Pleasant Pellets. Their action is prompt
yet comfortable; their effect is permanent. Insist that the druggist does not
give you something else.

teen acres of meadows and woodla id,
which will be laid out in attractive lawns,
walks and drives. The mother-house v. ill
be dedicated to Mary Immaculate. S.
Francis' Hospital, also conducted by the
Lee Sisters at Hartford, has had remarkable success during its year of existence.
Its usefulness and success will necessitate
the addition of greater accommodations
in the not far distant future. Right Rev.
Bishop Tierney takes a deep interest in
the work of the hospital.
All the First Communicants of Notre
Dame parish, Pittsfleld, were enrolled in
the scapular of the Blessed Virgin on the
afternoon of Sunday, Oct. 2, the day of
their Communion, it was a very touching and beautiful scene.
?
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PRACTICAL AND ARTISTIC
COSTUMES.
BA.MAYRIONMACBRIDE.

The foundation of good dressing
found in correct form, and the
most graceful gowns are made to fit
the form not too closely, but following the natural curves of the body.
Physical culture has given the girl
and woman of today a well developed
body which carries gracefully the
well shaped gown.
In choosing colors, take the tones
which will prove becoming to the
complexion, the hair and eyes being
considered carefully.
A pretty model for a street-dress
is in gray, a soft, firm cloth, the
skirt full about the bottom, the
front seams outlined by a silken cord
which is carried from the waist-line
to the border of the skirt. The
jacket is short and made with a rolling collar, which opens over a silk
vest of soft gray, which has been
finely pleated. The hat for this
dainty gown is of black velvet
trimmed with bows of black and
gray velvet. The hat-pins are of
is

dull silver, dainty openwork balls.
A charming afternoon dress is
made of light green cloth, theborder
finished with three narrow ruffles of
silk, the side panel, on the left, covered with a silken netting, which is
attached to the panel by long stitches
on the wrong side of the cloth ; this
skirt is not lined, but worn over a
petticoat of silk or moire, the color
being green of a deepertone,or a gray
skirt with a band or ruffle of pink.
The waist is made in blouse form
without lining, and worn over a
close waist of lining material to
which is added a soft silk front, or a
flat vest of brocaded silk; the blouse
is turned sharply back from the belt
to the throat that the silken underbody may show.
For morning wear during the
bright autumn days, outing cloth is
one of the most serviceable and comfortable of materials. A pretty
model is in pink, the gown made
wrapper-fashion with a yoke or fitted
close at the back, the loose fronts
held by a belt of soft silk, clasped by
a buckle of steel.
This gown should be open from
the belt to the hem and worn over a
silk petticoat of solid color, or petticoat of brilliantine, the border
finished with a pleated flounce about
fourteen inches deep. If one has
light household duties to perform,
this pretty morning gown is easily
protected by a large apron of white
seersucker.
The subject of aprons is an important one, and deserves more attention than it generally receives.
Aprons are for protection, and the
New England housekeeper of Mary
Wilkins' story, who wears one apron
to protect another, is a real woman
who does that funny act, tic aprons
over her pretty gown till the aprons
number five, and who can blame her,
when the first apron has such delicate embroidery and ribbons, the

second apron was so perfectly laundered, and each additional apron
had some especial attraction, till
the last one was a common apron
"
of dark blue calico." Many of us
are acquainted with that
" dark
calico apron "; it never looks clean,
it does not smell sweet, for, homely
as it is, boiling is not allowed because the color might run."
"
Would it not be prettier, cheaper,
easier, to make those aprons of seersucker, blue, pink or white, make
them large, long enough to cover
the dress skirt to the hem, ruffle
them all around, using the selvedge
of the goods for the ruffle. Fasten
the belt with strings or a button.
This style of apron is pretty, becoming, and economical, for it need not
be ironed, requiring only to be
washed with good soap and dried in
fresh air and sunshine.
For use in early autumn days the
short jackets of red or brown eiderdown flannel are very effective and
easily put on overa light house dress.
This is the season to look after
one's boots, particularly, that the
soles are heavy enough to protect the
foot from the chill of a pavement
which has been slightly frosted at
night. The form of a shoe has
so much to do with the grace of
movement that it deserves particular
thought and care for this reason
alone, and when one remembersthat
the foot bears the burden of the

body, it is easy to realize the care
demanded in the choiceof aboot. l>uy
boots which are comfortable, which
support the instep and hold the
ankle firm and strong; choose the
soft, pliable, toughleather. For house
shoes, have those made particularly
for house wear?restful shoes, pretty
shoes. Beauty in dress is a duty
and is determined by fitness and
adaptability. It is not the expensive
dress which is required for beauty,
but the dress which is suitable for
the occasion, and it is right here
that the French are so superior in
dressing, for they choose material
and form to suit individual needs,
and the dress which is worn for
walking is reserved for that purpose,
and when the dress is taken off, it is
carefully brushed and put away, hung
on a form, or from tapes on the belt.
This preserves the proper outline
of the skirt, for clothes are often
ruined by careless hanging or from
careless handling.
The most bewitching additions to
a toilette are the lace and silk affairs
for the neck. A very pretty model
is in black silk with white lace; the
front, in vest form, comes to the
belt; either side is bordered with
broad white lace, carried plain from
the belt to the shoulder, where the
border is pleated and joins a frill
over the sleeve ; the collar band is
overlaid with lace, and a full knot
of lace and ribbon holds the vestlike affair on the left side of the
throat.

Kibbons are more popular than
ever, and the fact that the ribbon
counters have a dainty artist who
will make bows to order free of cost,
tends to make ribbon bows popular,
for there are so many places where
the dainty bow is a very great addition to the garment's outline.
Ribbon ruffles are very pretty now
that narrow ruffles are fashionable.
The ribbon ruffle has a drawstring
on one edge, and is easily attached
to any skirt.
Wraps for autumn wear are fuller
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BRIGHT'S DISEASE
Rescued
A Patient of 74 Years
Imminent Death by

from

Buffalo
Lithia Water

.

A Case Stated by Dr. E. C. Laird

Member of the North Carolina Medical Society, Member American Medical
Association, and formerly Resident Physician at the Springs:
, aged 74, arrived at BUFFALO LITHIA SPRINGS iv an exceed"Mr.
ingly prostrate condition, exhibiting unmistakable symptoms of Bright's
Disease, viz.: puffiness of the face, eyes suffused, impaired vision, breathing
labored and distressed, heart involved, inability to take a recumbent position
for any length of time, feet and legs so swollen that he could not wear his
shoes, and I ramie poison to such an extent that he was generally asleep
when sitting in his chair. Examination of the Urine the day after his arrival,
both chemical and microscopical, showed the presence of albumen, tube-casts,
and epithelium, confirming the diagnosis of Bright's Disease. This situation,
especially in view of his advanced years, seemed to preclude the possibility of
benefit from any remedy. He was put, however, upon the water of Spring No. 2,
which to my equal surprise and gratification, proved promptly and highly beneficial, and to such an extent that he rested comfortably in bed, which he had
not been able to do for several months previous. His improvement, excepting
an intermission at one time of a few days, was continuous and steady during a stay
of twelve weeks at the Springs, and so rapid that when he left, not only had all
symptoms of his trouble entirely disappeared, but he had gained largely in
flesh, and possessed a healthful vigor by no means common to men of
his years."
?b y ore
cen and Druggists generally. Pamphlets on application.

BUFFALO LITHIA WATERi.**
PROPRIETOR, BUFFALO LITHIA SPRINGS, VIRGINIA.

than last year, a little longer, and
the wide sweep of the cape is outlined by embroidery, fur or braid,
while many of the wraps for late
autumn days will show the full, boxpleated back. Jackets have the
pretty,close shape, small lines which
show the figure to good advantage,
andvest-fronts filled in with appliqu6
designs or embroidery. The cloth
is plain and fine rather than rough
and heavy in appearance.
For little people the designs are
charming, soft, warm colorings,
simple patterns, depending upon
lace and ribbon for adornment. A
pretty house dress for a little girl is
in blue or pink flannel, the edge of
the skirt bordered by braid in white,
using the graduated widths, three
rows only, with the same design on
the edge of the sleeve. A white
lace collarette fastened with ribbon
is all that is required to complete a
dainty, comfortable dress. Be careful about the children's boots; do
not allow them to wear a boot which
will be uncomfortable, as an injury
to the foot will injure the whole
body. Keep the feet warm, and
let them rest firmly on the ground.
Do not neglect the little boys'
active feet, they need care fully as
much as the girls' feet. Give both
boys and girls freedom and comfort
in dress.

FatherRossignoli.
(

Continued from page 314.)

way he went." Notwithstanding
this, Oman was detained in prison
for three days on suspicion. At the
end of that period, by means of
bribes and the influence of his Berber
bride's relatives, who all averred he
was a quiet, honest, and law-abiding
trader, he was released, and found
Father Rossignoli still hidden in the
straw, which had actually meantime
been pierced by many spears in the
hue and cry to find the mysterious
vanishing stranger. Without stoping for a long and heart-rending
leave-taking from his bride, Oman
and the priest once more rapidly
mounted their camels, and without a
halt reached Assuan in safety on

Nov. 20, though a day or two after
their departure from Berber strong
patrols arrived from Omdurman and
rigidly searched the whole country.
Quite broken in health and unfit
for further mission work, Father
Rossignoli has retired to his old
home at Frascati. His lay Brother
Kognotto was cast into prison at
Omdurman as soon as the flight was
known. Oman was rewarded not
only with the £350 promised, but
his claim to his property was fully
inquired into, restored to him from
the avaricious hands'of the sheikh,
and the king of Italy conferred on
him, through the Italian consul, who
journeyed especially to Assuan for
this purpose, the order of the Merite
Civil Second Class, in presence of
the Sudanese battalion quartered
there and all thenotables and population in their holiday attire, theday
being observed as a fete. This account, being known to very few,
may prove of interest at this time,
though the events recorded happened
nearly four years ago.
How'sThis!
We offer One Hundred Dollars Keward for
any case of Catarrh that'can not be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any
obligations made by their firm.
West & Tboax,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Waldino, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally,acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Price, 75c. per bottle.
Sold by all Druggists. Testimonials sent free.

Mt. St. Mary's Academy,
MANCHESTER, N. H.
Boarding School for Young Ladies.
Please send for catalogue to
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BOSTON, MASS.

THE CATHOLIC CHURCHIN
SOUTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE.
I.? The Parish of the Immaculate Con.
ception, Nashua.
ll.? St. Aloysius' Parish, Nashua.
lII.? St. Francis Xavier's Parish, Nashua.
IV.? The Church in Milford, Merrimack
and Brookline.
V.?The Church in Wilton.
I.

The Parish of the Immaculate Conception,
Nashua.

Old Dunstable, which originally included thepresent territory of Nashua,

non-Catholics of the town was not
over-cordial. "There was," says a
recent writer,
more or less prejudice on the part of the New England
community against the creed and
nationality of the young priest, but
Father O'Donnell, by the geniality of
his character, his ready wit and his
frank manliness, won his way into
the esteem and confidence of his fellow citizens." It was Father O'Donnell's custom in the beginning to say
Mass in Franklin Hall every alternate Sunday, his mission work in
Concord, Penacook, Milford and
Hollis demanding a share of his Sunday ministrations. Soon after coming, Father O'Donnell secured the
parochial lot and began to build the
church of thelmmaculate Conception,

"

Holahan came from Keene to succeed Father O'Donnell. Father Holahan's pastorate was signalized by
his work in the cause of parochial
schools. Purchasing the old "Indian Head House " in the autumn of
1884, he fitted it up for school purposes; and in September, 1885, he
organizedthe school under a community of the Sisters of Mercy. His
health, however, impaired by the
arduous mission duties of years,
would not allow of much energetic
work on his part.
Father Holahan died in March,
1891, and was succeeded during the
following month by the present pastor. Rev. Edmund E. Buckle.
Father Buckle was born in Halifax,
Nova Scotia, June 17, 1845, and ob-

and which at one time stretched as
far south as Groton, Massachusetts,
was the first inland district within the
present borders of New Hampshire to
receive a white settler. Its pioneers
were of English blood, not an unmistakably Irish name appearing on the
first town lists. Its prevailing religious tone was thoroughly puritanical ; consequently, one need not marvel at the spirit that promulgated an
ordinance in the year 16 75 prohibiting
the celebration of Christmas on the
ground that such was a
Popish
custom."
In 1673, the settlement of Dunstable was chartered; and though
New Hampshire was made independent of Massachusetts six years later,
this town remained under the jurisdiction of the latter province until
1741.
Dunstable town was incorporated
by the province of New Hampshire
April 4, 1746, the southerly portions
of the old town, including the present
territories of Tyngsboro, Pepperell,
Dunstable, and Townshend, remaining in Massachusetts.
In 1803, the principal centre was
called Nashua Village; and, thirtythree years later, the town name was
changed to Nashua.
Notwithstanding the proximity of
the Irish settlers of Londonderry, we
find no trace of any other than
English families here during the first
century of the community's existence ;
however, a history of New Hampshire states that a Donnelly and a
Lonergan were residents of DunstaImmaculate Conception Church,
ble in 1762. When the town reRev. Edmund E. Buckle, Pastor,
Nashua, N. H.
ceived its present name, it did not
count a dozen Catholic residents.
The building of the Worcester and which was ready for dedication in tamed his early education in Quebec,
Nashua railroad (1845-1848), and 1857. He erected the parochial res- where his parents resided during his
the construction of the Wilton Rail- idence about the same time, adding boyhood. After three years at Otroad (1847-1851) brought a few to it in later years. He also bought tawa College, one year at Niagara,
Catholic Irishmen; but we are told the cemetery property, which is sit- and a year in Dublin, he completed
that in 1850 the Catholic popula- uated on the Londonderry road, pay- his ecclesiastical course in France, as
tion was less than one hundred. ing the Pierce family therefor one a member of the Oblate CongregaIn 1855, it had increased at least hundred and forty dollars.
tion. There he received the clerical
Irish immigration assumed notable orders, including that of priesthood,
fourfold; and meanwhile Mass had
been said a few times by Rev. proportions between 1855 and 1860, which was conferred on him in June,
John B. Daly, a traveling mis- and with it the influence of Father 1871. After his ordination he was
sionary from Vermont. An old resi- O'Donnell on the generalcommunity : stationed in Ottawa one year, and in
dent of Nashua tells us that Father indeed, in the twenty-six years of Lowell, Mass., three years. It was
Daly was accustomed to ofliciate in the pastorate of this pioneer priest, while attached to the Oblate house in
Franklin Hall, and that Rev. Tim- his personality waxed more and more the latter city that he celebrated the
othy O'Brien used to come up once potent in the development of the first Mass which was ever said in the
in a while from Lowell, saying Mass city.
Tewksbury almshouse, this privilege
Father O'Donnell died Jan. 22, being due to the kindness of his
in City Hall.
In the autumn of 1855, Rev. John 1882; and his grave, close by the friend, Thomas Talbot, who was
O'Donnell came as first resident pas- church which he built, is marked by afterwards governor of Massachutor. Ordained in Boston, Sept. 18, a splendid monument. [On the fifth setts. Soon after the accession of
1847, Father O'Donnell had spent day of this month, Father O'Don- Bishop Ilealy to the see of Portland,
three years on the Eastport mission, nell's body was removed to the cem- Father Buckle, having severed his
and had thence gone to be rector of etery, a solemn high Mass being cele- connection with the Oblate Fathers,
St. Dominick's Church, Portland, brated on that occasion by Very was received into the diocese; and
coming from that charge to organize Reverend Father Barry in presence in 1876 he went to Keene, to take
the Catholics of Nashua. The re- of Bishop Bradley.]
the place of Rev. Daniel W. Murphy.
In February, 1882, Rev. Patrick After a stay there of six months, he
ception of Father O'Donnell by the

"

ILLUSTRATED.
was transferred to the charge of
Peterboro, N. H., and its missions:
Milford, Wilton, Greenfield, Greenville, Rindge, Jaffrey, Harrisville,
Bennington, Antrim and Hillsboro.
Father Buckle transferred his residence from Peterboro to Wilton in
1882. During his pastorate inthose
places, he paid the debt which had
been lying on the Peterboro church,
and built churches in Wilton, Greenville, and Milford ; and he had exclusive charge of the Catholic services at
the County Farm, five miles from
Wilton, saying Mass there once a
month for several years.

Not long after assuming charge of
the Immaculate Conception parish,
Father Buckle built an addition to
the rectory, subjecting the old parts
of the house to a thoroughrenovation.
In 1891, he sold the old school property for $23,000, this estate having
been secured by Father Holahan
seven years before for $9,000; and
immediately thereafter he purchased
a splendid lot for school purposes.
This lot is situated on the west side
of Spring street, in the exact centre
of the city. Last year he renovated
the church, retouching the artistic
paintings and fresco work of the
elder Schumacher, repainting the
pews, and replacing the lowest section of every stained-glass window
with amber-effect glass.
Father Buckle is assisted in the
parochial work by Rev. John P.
O'Neil. Father O'Neil was born in
Manchester, and studied in the parochial schools of that city. After a
classical course of four years at Holy
Cross College, he took philosophy
and theology in St. John's Seminary,
Brighton, Mass., where he was ordained Dec. 19, 1891.
After a
curacy of two years in Portsmouth,
he was assistant at St. Anne's, Manchester, for the same length of time;
and he came to Nashua in May,

1896.

The parochial estate on Temple
street covers 40,000 square feet.
The Immaculate Conception Church
is a brick building, its facade showing a central tower,?flanked by two
truncated structures and broken by
Gothic and medallion lights,?and
displaying three entrances. A series
of Gothic windows lines the side
walls, which are otherwise varied by
a jutting gable just beyond each of
the facade corners.
The interior presents the conventional Gothic nave and side aisles,
all harmonizing with the arches that
stretch along between pillars. The
intrados of every one of these arches
is wrought in gold, buff, and dark red
diaper, while running horizontally
above theirpoints is abeautiful exhibition of fresco arcading. The nave ceiling is artistically spaced on each
slope by five designs in Gothic tympanum border, the middle and the
two end tympana being filled with
wellexecuted groups. The generaltone
of the background is buff, with violet
and olive variation ; while the spandrels formed by the tympanum lines
hold conventionally designed hexafoils. The side-aisle ceilings are
in plain buff, the side walls being
tinted in buff-olive with Gothic frieze
work and a modest dado. The walls
are further brightened by a set of
stained-glass windows, a..series of
fresco figures in quasi-relief, and a
long-and-short display of arch bordering. The choir gallery, leading to
the organ alcove, has an elaborated
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The excellent standing of the Sacred
Heart School is attested by the ease
with which its graduates obtain entrance to the Nashua High School,
and by the great credit which they
reflect, while there, on the educational system of the Sisters of Mercy.
The teaching body consists of ten of
these Sisters, (Sister Kuphemie,superior) and the number of pupils this
year is 380, an increase, over last
year's total, of between fifty and
sixty. The excellence of a parochial
school when well organized and conscientiously supervised is manifested
in that pleasing developmentof youthful character which is so easily discernible here. The Sisters have imbued the children with the spirit of
devotion to the Sacred Heart, and
this spirit, working through the warp
and woof of their natures, can not
but have wonderful results. The
Sacred Heart Cadets are an organization composed mainly of graduates
of this school; and the edification
given by the twelve members of this
body to their comrades of the First
New Hampshire Regiment at ChickBacbkd"*Hbabt 'Si[ki(ii,,"lm.mah i.atk Concbptios I'ahisii,
amauga, shows conclusively that edNashua,
N.
H.
Buckle,
Pastor,
Rev. E. E.
ucation, to be well rounded, must not
be content with brain development
front. The chancel isapsed, and re- structure, is three stories in height, alone. Father Buckle's time and
joices in five facets, the middle one and has a good basement. Its ex- energy are, in greatmeasure, devoted
heing pierced, as is also each of the terior walls are well broken by a to the work of this school.
two immediately flanking it, by a cir- system of neat barocco and cornice
cular window filled in foliation and ornamentation under the eaves, by
symbol; whileeach of the two remain- gable toppings over the upper winSt. Aloysius' Parish, Nashua.
ing facets displays a cross design dows, and by a projecting tower
The early Catholic immigration to
on a pearl ground. The apse crown which shows neat barge work over
entrance.
The
Nashua
was altogether Irish; but in
building
over
a
the
front
is neatly rayed, and rises
splendid painting of the Coronation, is readily emptied, there beiDg four 1864 the tide of the Canadian influx
under which are disposed the five em- exits, one in each face. The corri- began to move. Seven years after
brasures, every tympanum holding an dors are very spacious, and are thatdate, the French-speaking people
emblem on delicate buff groundwork, brightened by ash wainscoting and of the city had become so numerous
and the apse points formed by the by kalsomined walls and ceilings. that successful steps were taken for
embrasures being treated ornament- The combined heating and ventilat- the formation of an independent
ally with a suggestion of Moorish ing system is perfect, and extends parish. In March, 1871, they held
elaboration. The stretch under each even to the cloakrooms, one of these a formal meeting, and, after consultaflanking circular window is relieved being attached to every classroom. tion with Father O'Donnell, presented
by flower work on a pearl spacing. The sanitary arrangements give full a petition for a new parish to Bishop
The chancel dado is characterized by satisfaction. The school hall, sup- Bacon of Portland, who gave a pracprofuse gold lining in neat design, plied with a stage and scenic proper- tical response three months later by
with olive and red variegation. The ties and furnished with electric- appointing Rev. Louis Girard (who
whole system of decoration is in the lighting, seats eight hundred people. hadbeen a professor atSt. Hyacinthe's
best style of the elder Schumacher. This hall and the classrooms, of College, Canada) to organize St.
The altar has a single canopy, a which there are eight, are very light- Aloysius' parish. Immediately after
crocket-topped reredos, Gothically- some, the window arrangement being taking charge, Father Girard rented
the old Episcopalian church, then
lined panels, and a symbolically well planned. The course of studies
emiis
and
on the coiner of Temple and
standing
thorough
in
this
school
worked table.
The Sacred Heart school, fronting nently satisfactory, the graduating Pearl streets, hired a house on Ilollis
on Spring street, is, with the convent, class doing splendid work in physics, street for rectory purposes, and sesituated on a lot of 33,000 square physiology, civil government and cured a piece of property on Hollis
feet, access to Main street I eiDg fur- double-entrybookkeeping. The ver- street for future use. He remained
nished by a short avenue. It is a tical system of penmanship has been here, however, only a few months,
at St.
handsome brownbtone-trimmed brick introduced, with pleasing results. going back to his professorship
Hyacinthe's; and he was succeeded
Nov. 9, 1871, by the present pastor,
Rev. J.B. H. V.Milette.
Father Milette was born Oct. 5,
1812, at Ste. Anne d'Yamachiche,
near Three Rivers, (Quebec; studied
at the College of Sherbrooke, Canada, and, at the age of eighteen, entered Ottawa College as a professor.
He professed English at the Academy
of St. Hyacinthe during the scholastic
year 1861-1862, immediately after
which he began his theological course
in the Grand Seminary of Montreal.
Ordained in February, 1866, by
Bishop Bourget, he was curate of La
Presentation, near St. Hyacinthe, a
year and a half, going thence to
Dunham as pastor. In the latter
charge he remained until 1871, when
he came to Nashua. Five months
after his advent, Father Milette had
partly paid for the property which
had been secured by his predecessor,
and had already occupied one of the
bouses which stood thereon. He
then began to build St. Aloysius'
Church, the corner-stone of which
was laid by Bishop Bacon May 26,
1872. The basement of this edifice
was ready for services in the followImmaculate Cokceptios Rkctort,
ing November, and the church was
H.
dedicated June 8, 1873. Two years
Buckle,
Pastor,
Nashua,
N.
Rev. Kilninml E.
after this, Father Milette moved into
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another house which was on the parochial estate, previously enlarging and
remodeling it. Jan. \2, 1880, lie
purchased a lot for cemetery purposes. In June, 1883, having wellnigh paid the parish debt, he began

II.
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Rev. John P. O'Xkii.,
Immaculate Conception Church,
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the construction of the Chestnut

street convent; three months

later,

he organized a parochial school in the
basement of the church ; and in the
following November, he transferred
the classes to the newly completed
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parochial property, was secured. On
this lot Father Milette erected a
school convent,finishing it in August
of thefollowing year, and introducing
a body of the Brothers of the Sacred
Heart to teach therein. He was
made one of the first three permanent rectors of the diocese in 1889 ;
and during the same year, he furnished the church with a new organ,
built by Stevens of Cambridge.
In February, 1891, Father Milette
observed the silver jubilee of his
priesthood ; and two weeks later, having sold and removed two houses
which had occupied the prominent
corner of the parochial property, he
began to build there the present commodious brick rectory, occupying it
in the following November. During
the same year he built the boys'
school, practically an addition to the
Brothers' Convent. In September,
1894, St. Aloysius' parish was free
Rkv. J. B. 11. Y. Mn.ktti:, P. R.,
from debt, notwithstanding its maSt. Aloysius' Church, Nashua, N. H.
terial development. Two years ago.
Father Milette altered the church
convent. A splendid bell, weighing considerably, adding fifty-four feet,
2,500 pounds, was set in the church including sanctuary and vestries, to
tower June 8, 1884 ; three years later, the structure. Last year he began

Girls' School.

Rectory.

Convent.

Girls' School, Convent

and

Rev. J. B. 11. Y. Milette, Rector,

Rbctobt

op St. Aloysius' Parish,
Nashua,N. H.

the whole front an exceedingly har- the Carrying to the Tomb (a fine oil
monious appearance. The exterior painting by Rousseau), and each of
side walls display a series of neatly the two side embrasures holding a
birged buttresses and gabled struc- beautiful figured window (from Inntures. The interior, seating 1,140 spruck). I'nder these windows are
people, shows a broken - gable pedestalled statues (SS. Peter and
ceiling formation, the central pitch Paul); while, flanking the sanctuary
being deeper than that over opening, statues of the Sacred Heart
the side aisles. From each end and St. Aloysius stand in Gothic
of the choir gallery an auditorium niches. High up on each side panel
gallery goes part way along the side of the apse, and over a large opening
of the church. The ceilings are that gives light to a tribune, is limned
panelled, every panel exhibiting a an emblem on a faint blue ground.
trefoiled emblematic design on a An arabesqued frieze runs along the
cloud-embellished blue ground. The apse walls horizontally at the spring
ceiling trusses, rising in open foil of the dome, the lower spacing being
woodwork, fill the eye pleasingly, and in flushed buff over a dadoof conventhe general interior effect is empha- tional Gothic design. The altar,
sized by the conventionally filled which is only temporary, is in white,
stained-glass windows, by a set of pale blue, and gold, has a central
oil-painted stations (from Desch- canopy and a pedimented and pinwanden of Switzerland), by neat nacled reredos, and is well set off by
panelling on the side walls, by a series a pair of adoring angels. The side
of triangular lutherns in the ceiling altars, crowned by titular statues
slopes, and by a number of statues, from Munich, are of pure white
made by Carli of Montreal, which marble and were donated, the one by
stand on modillions that jut from the Joseph Labine and the other by Mrs.
pillar capitals. The two auditorium Lefcbvre (in memory of her husband).
windows nearest the sanctuary are Closeby the sanctuary openingis afine
ligured windowsfrom Innspruck. The Munich Pieta group. Thebasement is
uew part of the church shows a tine devoted to the children's services.
chancel and neat fresco work (by
The convent, which is of brick with
Dolan). The altar-rail and the sanc- granitetrimmings, is three and a half
St. Aloysius' Ciiiuch,
tuary wainscot are in Gothically stories in height, and served until this
Rev. J. B. H. Y. Milette, Permanent Hector,
Nashua, N. 11.
wrought quarteredoak. The chancel year as a girls' school, besides housing
is apsidal, and has three Gothic em- the Sisters. At present it accomthe church interior was frescoed by the construction of a new school brasures, the central one portraying modates three classes of the parish
Rousseau
of
and
in
for
building
girls,
Canada;
the convent edifice
Joseph
1888, the Needham lot, adjoining the having proven inadequate; and he
completed this enterprise last January.
Father Milette is assisted in the
parochial work by Revs. H. E. Lennon and J. A. Roy, the latter having
come recently. Father Lennon was
appointed assistant pastor of St.
Aloysius' Church Sept. 20, 1893. He
is a member of the A. O. H. of
Nashua, and is county chaplain;
and he is also a member of the
Knights of Columbus. Father Lennon has founded a company of cadets,
in which he takes great interest.
St. Aloysius' Church is built of
brick, with granite bargings and sills,
and with facings of granite and freestone in alternate style. A large
projecting tower dominatesthe epistle
stretch of the facade, a small tower
on the gospel corner preserving the
architectural balance ; and each tower
terminates in a spire, and is pierced
by a portal. The centre doorway is
approached under a gabled hood, over
which is a triple window, and this
Lksnon,
Rev. 11. E.
Boys' School and Brothers' Residence, St. Aloysius' Parish,
arrangement, with the openings and
Rev. J. B. H. Y. Milette, Permanent Rector,
St. Aloysius' Church, Nashua, N. H.
Nashua, N. H.
fancy brickwork of the towers, gives
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ordained there June 7, 1879. After
a curacy of eleven months in Manchester, he was on the Aroostook
County missions in Maine seven
months, at the end of which period
he was stationed at the Portland
cathedral. Going thence to Lewiston after one month, and remaining
in the latter place nine months, he
became pastor of Lancaster, N. H.,
in 1881, assuming charge also of almost all Coos County, and attending
thirteen missions. His work there
included the building of a rectory and
the remodeling and furnishing of the
church in Lancaster, as well as the
purchase of land for church purposes
in Colebrook and at Twin Mountain.
From Lancaster he came to Nashua,
June 17, 1885.
For the first six months after taking charge here, Father Lessard said
Mass in MclJuesten's Hall, living
meanwhile in a rented house on
Morgan street. The Jackson Company generously donated a piece of
land to Father Lessard soon after
the parish was organized; and the
work of building thereon was pushed
sorapidly that on the fifth of November, 1885, Mass was said for the
first time in the basement of what
will eventually be the school building.
This basement was blessed by Bishop
Bradley in January, 1886.
During the latter year, Father Lessard purchased the L. P. Duncklee
property for $7,500, three houses
standing on the estate; and in September, 1886, he tookup his residence
in the Duncklee mansion. Another
St. Francis Xavikr's Church,
house on the same property was
Nashua, N. H.
then raised and enlarged, a comRev. H. A. Lessard, Pastor,
munity of the Sisters of the Holy
school as well as a boarding acad- school face Chestnut street, while Cross having been brought to occupy
the Brothers' house is situated on it; and schools were opened in the
emy.
The new school for girls is con- Vine street; all these buildings, howstructed of ornamentally-trimmed ever, stand on the same lot. The
brick, the sills, however, being of whole parochial property is valued at
granite. It contains twelve class- more than a hundred and fifty thourooms, fine recreation rooms in the sand dollars.
basement, and a hall that seats 800
III.
people. The Fuller and Warren sysSt. Francis Xavier's Parish, Nashua.
tem of heating and ventilation works
Fourteen years after the organperfectly in this building.
The Brothers' house, to which is ization of St. Aloysius' parish,
attached the boys' school, is also of the French-Canadian population of

perell, Mass., speaking in English.
From that time the work of construction progressed rapidly ; and on the
eighteenth day of last May, St. Francis Xavier's Church was dedicated by
Bishop Bradley, who was assisted by
Very Rev. J. E. Barry, Y. G., and
by Rev. J. B. Milette, P. R. Ponti-

fical High Mass was sung by Bishop
Lorrain, of Pembroke, Ontario, the
deacons of honor being Revs. E. M.

O'Callaghan, permanent rector at
Portsmouth, and H. Cousineau, president of St. Therese College. The

sermon was delivered by Rev. R. A.
Grolleau, O. P., of Lewiston.
Father Lessard is assisted in the
parish work by Rev. Francis Xavier
Leclair. Father Leclair was born in
Nashua Sept. 19, 1871, and attended
the public schools of that city, entering Father Milette's school on its organization, in 1883. He pursued
his classical studies at St. Hyacinthe
College, and took philosophy and theology at St. John's Seminary, BrighHe was ordained by
ton, Mass.
Bishop Bradley Dec. 19, 1896, in St.

Aloysius' Church, Nashua, coming to
St. Francis Xavier's immediately
thereafter.
St. Stanislaus Kostka school has
five classrooms and a music room.
The teaching force consists of seven
Sisters of the Holy Cross, from St.
Laurent (Sister St.Edwige, superior).
The children, of whom there are three
hundred, and who present a very
bright appearance, take up the ordinary studies of the primary and
grammar grades, the fundamental

branches, such as geography and
arithmetic, being carried on in Eng-

lish. The accommodations are somewhat cramped ; and it is Father Lessard's intention to complete the per-

brick, though the school itself is a Nashua had increased so rapidly that

The boys, who it was considered advisable to instinumber three hundred, are taught by tute another parish. Consequently,
a community of eight Brothers of the the territory north of the Nashua

frame structure.

River was takenfrom Father Milette's
jurisdiction ; and Rev. 11. A. Lessard
ber the boys by one hundred, are was commissioned to found St.
instructed by ten Sisters of the Holy Francis Xavier's parish.
Father Lessard was born in St.
Cross, (Sister Angela,superior). The

Sacred Heart, (Brother Fabian, superior), while the girls, who outnum-

schools of the parish pursue the John's, near Montreal, April 11,1850,
ordinary curriculum, and prepare the studied at St. Th6re9eCollege, Canada,

boys for college; indeed, many of
graduates are now successfully
carrying on the practice of the learned
professions.
The church and the rectory front on
Ilollis street, the convent andthe girls'
the

and came with his parents to Manchester in 1871, thus interrupting his
studies. He went back to St. Thirdae,
however, after an interval of five
years, finishing his ecclesiastical
course in that institution ; and he was

St. Stanislaus Kostka School, St. Francis Xavier Parish,
Rev. H. A. Lessard, Pastor,

Nashua, N. H

Pbopkbtt op St. Francis Xavier's Parish, Nashua.
Rectory.

School.

Basement of Proposed School.

newly built basement, the schoolrooms being partitioned off from the
chapel. During the following year
Father Lessard built the school edifice
which is attached to the convent. In
June, 1890, he bought, for 81,400, a
fine lot situated on the southerly side
of the old Amherst road, dedicating
it to burial purposes; and in 1894,
he enlarged the parish rectory, which,
standing at some distance from the
street, is well set off by a good lawn,
pleasing shrubbery, and shade trees,
all planted and arranged by Father
Lessard himself.
The Jackson Company further exercised its bounty in the spring of 1896
by giving a considerable piece of land
for a new church, its twodonationsaggregating about 54,000 square feet.
Father Lessard began in April of
that year to erect a magnificent
church, the corner-stone of which
was laid by Bishop Bradley July 19,
1896. This ceremony was marked
by a notable procession, and by a
concourse of 8,000 people. Rev.
Father Corbiel, professor of rhetoric
at St. Therese College, Quebec, delivered the French sermon on that
occasion, Rev. F. X. Burke of Pep-

Curlier

Church Lot.

manent school building as soon as
circumstances will permit.
The basement, which servedso long
in lieu of a parish church, is used at
present as a parish hall, some of the
school classes also being held there.
This edifice will, when completed, lie
a three-story brick building, and will
measure 115 feet by sixty-eight.
St. Francis Xavier's Church has
cost $80,000 thus far, everything
being complete, with the exception of side altars, frescoing and
basement finish. It is the most commanding structure in the city, and is
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Rbv. IT. A. Lbssabd,
Pastor St. Francis Xavier's Church,
Nashua, N. H.

confessedly the most imposing church
in New Hampshire; indeed, many a
Catholic church in New England,
costing twice as much, is far inferior
to it in material and in architectural
lines. The designers of the edifice
were Messrs. Chickering & O'Connell
(of Springfield and Manchester), who
were aided by suggestions from the
pastor; and the contractors were
Guernsey & Dubuque. It is of the
Norman school of architecture, a
style that to the casual observer seems
to be a mingling of Gothic and
Romanesque, but one which has an
integral character, the introduction
of the pointed arch in vault work,
which is observable here, being a
legitimate development of the change

of style that characterized Norman
architecture after the middle of the
twelfth century.
It is constructed of Vermont blue
marble, the ashlar blocks being rockfaced and the trimmings hammered,
though the great arch over the main
entrance is of white marble. Massive granite steps lead to the three
facade portals. The grand front is
dominated by a majestic central
tower, which is pierced by the main
doorway ; and over the generous arch
of the latter, and filling the double
spandrel, is a chequered rectangular
spacing of rock-faced and hammered
m arble, an elaborationpurely Norm an.
Based on this work is a double window, with Norman arching. The
upper face of the tower is controlled
by two long windows, and is set off
by cylindricalcornerbuttresses,which
terminate in copper turret finials,
these being bound together, as well as
to two rear half-buttresses, by a
copper cornice. It is characteristic
of all the buttress work of the facade
towers that, beginning rectangularly,
and passing, for a short distance,
into an octagonal shape, it ends
On the great
above cylindrically.
tower is superposed a smaller marble
structure of octagonal shape, surmounted by an open copper dome,
which is splendidly pedimentcd, and
is finialed by a miniature dome.
Each of the two smaller facade
entrances is set in a splendid octagonal structure, the corners of which
are taken up by symmetrically
barged turret buttresses. Two chaste
hammered marble mouldings, following the line of recess and buttress,
stretch across the whole facade, one
just over the short windows, and the
o;her immediately below the long
windows, of the central tower; and it

?\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666?
\u2666

When in Doubt
AS TO THE BEST PLACE TO BUY

FURNITURE,

\u2666

-fc_3.

\u2666
\u2666

NASHUA,

\u2666

H.,

OUR NEW FALL STOCK
IS lUll OT

Dd'S^clNlS.

It is a splendid assortment of the Latest
Styles and Finest Grades SOLD AT LOW FIGURES.
Come in and choose from right up-to-date styles and nice practical selections of
good goods. You will be pleased with our common-sense, popular and desirable
line of

MEN ANDand BOYS' CLOTHING,
Hats

Furnishing Goods.

AYe also take orders for suits made to your measure for two famous houses of
New York. Prices right and fit warranted.
Itemember every dollar spent with us for any line of goods will bring you all
the value and merit 100 cents can buy.
Our low prices prove that we give the bargains of the season.
Beyond the question of a doubt it pays to trade with

H. C. Phaneuf,

Main Street, cor. Factory,

SIILL 2 2

Buy one of the Famous RUGIW Suits

OF STRICTLY ALL WOOL MATERIAL.
GP See us before you buy.

\u2666

?\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666\u2666#
" Beyond the Question of Doubt"

" MEN'S BLACK WORSTED SUITS,

\u25a0

N.

X

The Complete Housefurnisher.

SPECIAL FALL LEADER

-.

CARPETS,

\u25a0\7-IfiHT

J

\u2666

CROCKERY,

\u2666

is between the two thatthe buttresses
of tower and octagons assume the
octagonal form. The two octagons
begin a dome formation at the upper
moulding, the haunches of the dome
arches springing from behind a beau__.
,
f\ f\
Warranted fast color tiful combination of alternate turrets
Cut sack or frock style.
Jj) 41 /"*
V.KJKJ.
and all wool.
and pedimented windows. Only a
Also Our
small portion of the facade gable
shows, and at the end of Ibis, on
Stylish.
Popular.
I
I
either side of the central tower and
MM I almost filling the spaces between this
Colors, Black or Brown.
IHE DLS I »P
and each octagonal structure, is anEVER MADE FOR THE MIINKV.
other copper-turreted buttress, which
And then for the Boy
is rectangular below and octagonal
sto is.
above. This, with the barging of all
$5.00.
the facade buttresses at the level of
MADE DOUBLE SEAT AND KNEE
the top of the main entrance arch,

See our

\u2666

completes the harmony of the magni-

-

=

-

Nashua, N. H.

the clerestory are of wood-covered
steel and are topped by capitals
worked in acanthus leaves. Resting
on each capital is a pilaster which
runs up the clerestory wall and ends
at a chaste entablature. From this
moulding, which extends the length
of the wall, and springing from above
each pilaster, a series of pendants

branches away, and lends definitencss
to the clerestory window-embrasures.

These pendants rib the ceiling in
cross work and are bossed at the
intersections.
The side-aisle ceilings, following the general lines of
the nave ceiling, are supported by
pendants which spring on one side
from the capitals of the main pillars,

and, on the other, from acanthus-

The side walls are 1 capped pilasters that rest on side| heavily buttressed, every buttress ex- wall corbels.
hibiting four separatebargings. 7'he / The navewindows, showingrounded
upper levels of the structure show a arches, are mullioned, each bay being
Street,
Nashua, N. H. cruciform building ; this disposition,
167 Main
JOHN VV. COKFKY, Malinger.
however, is not carried out on the
lower levels, as the transept wal s do
not project beyond the walls of the
t
25 CONCORD STREET,
NASHUA, N. H. nave. Each transept facade is well
set off by symmetrically arranged
windows and by two copper-turreted
corner buttresses. The clerestory,
buttressed in harmony with the rest
of the building, exhibits a fine array
of windows. Alow vestry structure,
projecting slightly from behind the
transept on the epistle side and
notably on the gospel side, adds to
the general architectural effect. The
church is 161 1-2 feet long and 70
Telephone 22.',-;,.
("ut Flowers, Floral Designs for all occasions.
feet wide. The basement will be
eleven and a half feet in the stud,
:ind has already a cemented floor.
a
The church is heated by steam and
Vapor Baths and Magnetic Treatment.
JBfa
hot air, and is lighted by gas and
mj-Vm>
all diseases and poison expelled and disinfected
electricity.
SURE CURE FOR
A spacious vestibule leads to the
Asthma, Hay Fever,
La Grippe, Rheumatism
tfj|i* v
church interior, which is characterized
VM
IN ihskases.
<r
VN
^
ltrt riir~l
\
FAMILY OUTFITS AND BATH LINIMENT FOR SALE. by line vault work, the distance be'|
i
ft
For rites ot treatment, board and roomi apply to
tween the floor and the crown of the
jjwgußV [&jF
Rev. Fra>tis X. Lecxaik,

B. G. LEARNED GLOWING GO.,

-

-

ficent facade.

-

AUGUST GAEDEKE & CO.,

--

ANIDROSIS SANITARIUM

JnL
pEjglgLT

K9ftir?£Cr

IMy

,^^

'

"

-

356 WAIN ST., NASHUA, N. H.

transept

beven

intersection being sixty-

feet.

The columns supporting

St. Francis Xavier's Church, Nashua, U. H.
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J. B, CURLY. which is panelled in two tiers. Three
octagonal canopies, domed and arcaded, dignify the altar structure,
the central dome rising to a height of
3 AND 4 AVER'S BLOCK,
twenty-eight feet. In the middle
Get Your Furniture Insured.
canopy stands a large statue of the
NASHUA, N. 11. Blessed Virgin, it being the pastor's
intention, however, to replace this with
figured, and the rose opening holding a statue of the titular saint of the
a symbolic quatrefoil. The transept church. The reredos is topped on
walls are characterized by goodpilas- each side by a gold-rayed quarter
ter work, founded on corbels cor- circle, which binds it to the centre
responding to those which support canopy ; and the altar tableis wrought
The choir- in recessed arches and neatly capped
the side-aisle arches.
gallery, set at quite an elevation, columns. The sanctuary is very
looks down upon another gallery, spacious, running out from the apse
capable of holding two hundred into the body of the church and
people. The auditory floor, which darting into an alcove on each side
has 1,100 sittings, rises two feet, between the chancel arch and the
eight inches, from the line of the front first pillar of the auditory. A largf

M. R. BUXTON.

Fire Insurance,

THE NASHUA COAL CO.
OFFICE, NO. 173 MAIN STREET, NASHUA, N. H.

THE BEST GRADES OF

LEHICH AND FREE BURNING COALS
FOR DOMESTIC USES.

THE TARNIC ICE CO.
Delivered in all parts of the City.
OFFICE, No. 173 MAIN STREET, NASHUA, N. H.
to the energy and foresight of the
pastor.

During his administration, Father
Lessard has liquidated $00,000 of
the parochial debt, besides meeting
the running expenses ; and the parish
property, as it stands today, is worth
upwards of $150,000.
IV.
The Church in Milford, Merrimack and
Brookline.

The town of Milford, formerly a

part of Amherst, and situated twelve
miles west of Nashua, was settled

St. Patrick's Chttbch,
Rev. (leorge F. Marshall, Pastor,

pews to that of the rear pews. The
wainscot, which is quite deep, is of
ash, the altar-railand the pews being
of oak. The church organ was built
by Jesse Woodberry & Company;
the gas and electric fixtures are from
Hollings; the pews were furnished
by the ManitowockSeating Company,
of Wisconsin,and thewindows were designedby David Welch, of Worcester.
The apse is later Norman, and
has three facets in its upper level,
a stained-glass window piercing each
side facet near the apse crown. Two
mouldings run along the semi-circular
wall of the lower part of the apse, the
upper one serving as aquasi-foundation for the apse dome, and the other
ranging along some nine feet below.
Tuese mouldings will make a fine
framework for a group painting.
The altar, built by Whitaker Brothers, is in white, pale blue and gold,
and has an exceptionally loftyreredos,

Milford, N H.

vestry space swings around the apse,
a roomy chapel starting from the
gospel side of the sanctuary. St.
Francis Xavier's Church is a credit
to the skill of the designers, to the
good spirit of the parishioners, and
BLANCHARD'S

WE
GUARANTEE
EVERY
BOTTLE.

COUGH AND COLD
CURE.
Price, 25 Cents.
?^??^?^?

A SAFE
AND SURE
REMEDY
FOR ADULTS
AND

_CHILDREN.
BLANCHARD &

CURRIER,

NASHUA, N H.

about 1740, and was incorporated
Jan. 11, 1791.
The first Catholics of the town
came a half century ago. Amongst
the old families were those of Patrick
O'Connor, John O'Brien, Patrick
Brahaney, John Finerty, Fclw. Finerty (Postmaster under the Cleveland administration), the Herlihys,
the Creans, the Donahoes, the Lydons, the Lewises, the Garritys, and
the Sullivans. The first Mass in
Milford was celebrated about the
year 1849 by Rev. .John B. Daly in
the house of Patrick (I'Connor, whose
son Hugh, still living in Milford,
was then a growing boy. Father
Daly came on a kind of circuit visitation, as his territory then covered
Southeastern Vermont, Western and
Central New Hampshire (with the
exception of Manchester and its
neighborhood), and a part of Western Massachusetts. Mrs. Patrick
Brahaney, still living, whose son
James has for many years given his
services here as sexton and Sundayschool superintendent, was one of
the pioneer congregation, aswas also
the venerable Mrs. Lydon. A few
people came on that occasion from
Wilton, amongst them being Mr.
Michael Holland, now residing in
Milford. The first Catholic marriage in town was that of John
Finerty and Bridget Connors, who
now live in Clinton, Mass., the officiating clergyman being Father
Donnelly, afterwards bishop of
Clogher, Ireland ; and the first baptism
(that of a Barry child) was performed by Rev. William McDonald
of Manchester. Both of these services, which occurred about fortyseven years ago, were probably accompaniedby thecelebration of Mass.
On the advent ofRev. JohnO'Donnell to Nashua, in 1855, Milford was
made one of his missions; and he
officiated, about once a month for
the next two years, in the house of
Patrick O'Connor. In 1858, Father
O'Donnell built the old St. Patrick's
Church on " The Acre" in Amherst,
close to the Milford line. He also
celebrated Mass occasionally, about
that time, in the neighboring town of

Do You Know that
in patronizing

U. SULLIVAN

GROCERIES
you are buying good goods
and of an old established
house ?
TRY OUR

"Big Bonanza" Flour,
and you will use no other.

C.SULLIVAN
27 HIGH STREET,
Nashua, N. H.

Smith's
BOOKS AND STATIONERY,
PICTURES
AND

PICTURE

FRAMES.

137 MAIN ST., BEASOM'S BLOCK,
NASHUA, N. H.

LIBBEY'S

CARBON STUDIO,
105

Ham

Street,

NASHUA, N. H.

and up-to-date
PHOTOGRAPHS.

Strictly first-class

CHILDREN'S PHOTOS A SPECIALTY.
Hollis, for the Irish employees of a

Mr. Cutter.

Father O'Donnell remained in
charge until May, 18GK, when Rev.
Patrick Holahan came as first resident pastor. Here Father Holahan
resided six years, living with Mr.
.lamesShanahan. In 1K74, he changed
his residence to Wilton, and again,

shortly afterwards, to Peterboro, Mil-

ford holding the status of an outmißsion
for the next twenty years. On his
transfer from P< terboro to Keene, in
1#77, he was succeeded in the former
charge by Rev. Edmund E. Buckle,
who retained Milford as a mission for
fourteen years thereafter, attending it
from Wilton during the greater part
of that period. Father Buckle began
to erect the new church in Milford
during his last year in Wilton; and
he had the edifice roofed when he was

THE
promoted, in the spring of 1891, to
th« pastorate of the Immaculate Conception Church, Nashua.
Rev. Patrick L. McP>oy, who
succeeded Father Buckle in Wilton,
April 1, 1891, assumed the spiritual
care of Milford also, fitting up the
basement of the new church, furnishing it with heating facilities, and putting two stained-glass windows into
the sanctuary wall. Four years after
Father McKvoy's appointment, his
health began to fail; and his burden
was made lighter by the erection of
Milford into a parish, under the present pastor. Rev. George F. Marshall.
Father Marshall was born Jan. 2:;,
1859, at Mount Nicholas, a few miles
from Tralee, County Kerry, Ireland,
and began his classical course under
the Dominicans in Holy Cross Seminary, Tralee. Leaving Ireland sixteen years ago, he resumed his studies
at Mount St. Mary's College, Kmmittsburg, Maryland, in 188:5. Going to Manhattan College during the
following year for his philosophy, he
was graduated there in 1885. He
took his theological course in the
Grand Seminary of Montreal, and
was ordained Dec. 22, 1888. For
two years after his ordination, he

of the various missionproperties,with
the exception of a debt of 51,500.
From North Stratford he came to
Milford Aug. 4, 1895. Since taking
charge here, he has placed stainedglass windows in the church facade,
the donors being Mrs. John Herlihy,
Thomas Garrity (in memory of his
wife), Rev. John J. Bradley of
Rochester, Maurice Flynn, of Lynn,
Mass., Maurice Y. Bresnahan, of
Lynn, Mass., and Key. Father
Marshall. During the last four
months of last year Father Marshall
administered the parish of Wilton.
St. Patrick's Church is 85 feet
long and 50 feet wide. It is as yet
unfinished, the basement being of
brick, and the superstructure of
wood. The basement, which is the
only part occupied, is cheery and
bright, and is approached through a
gabled entrance on the side. The
altar is in white, cream and gold,
shows a graduated reredos and an
open canopy, and displays good
work, including a rayed emblem, on
its table. This altar, at which Father
McDonald of Manchester said Mass
for many years, was presented
Two
by Key. John J. Lyons.
stained-glass figured windows give
light to the sanctuary. The facade has a gospel tower, which
is broken by a portal and two tiers
of double lights. Over the central
door, which has a Gothic tympanum
light, is a slightly projecting pediment. On each side of this door is a
Gothic stained-glass window, over
which is a circular light, while a
Gothic tympanum light graces the
stretch which lies aliove the epistle
door, this being Bet in the epistle
tower. A great Gothic depressed
tympanum, dominating the facade
centre, will hold a large window.
Above this, and under the gable point,
is a small ligiitin Gothic foiled cross
design. The edifice, situated just
above the roadway that skirts the
Souhegan River, is approached by a
good piece of terrace work, the property being curbed in granite ; while a
neatly curbed concrete walk, separated from the terrace by a massive
granite wall, leads to the basement
entrances.
Rev. Gkobge F. Marshall,
The Milford Catholic population,
Pastor St. Patrick's Church, Milford, N.H.
though small as yet, has gained considerably in the last few years, the
was assistant at St. Anne's, Man- increase from 1890 to the present
chester, whence he was sent to the time being 180, and the total today
missions of Coos County in the being 560.
northern part of the state. When he
Father Marshall says Mass on the
entered on this work, there was a
little church at North Stratford, with second Sunday of every month in
missions at Colebrook and Percy. Nesmyth's Hall, Merrimack. This
ten and a half miles
On account of the povertyof his mis- town, lying Milford,
northeast
of
was settled by
sions, which lay scattered here and
there throughoutthelumberingregion, Jonas Barrett, probably in 1722.
Father Marshall appealed, with the There was a goodproportion of Irish
bishop's consent, for funds, using the among its early settlers, as we find on
newspapers as his medium of appeal: the very first town lists the names
and he was thereby enabled to build Powers, McClure, Karr, and McGaw ;
while a McConihie, a Grillin, and a
St. Brendan's Church, Colebrook, to
were here, we are told, a
establish a mission at West Stewarts- McCormick
little later. Indeed, these Irish were
in
the
latter
place
town, and to erect
not all Protestants, if we may draw
the church of the Precious Blood. The conclusions from
the following petichurch,
with
together
land for this
tion,
which
is
taken
from the town
one hundred dollars, was donated by records of Nov. 12, 1750 :
king;
the
lumber
George Van Dyke,
the subscribers, do hereby
the sum of *200 was given anony- enterWe,
our
protest against joiningwith
this
church
mously ; by the building of
the rest of the inhabitants of the
provision was made for people from
the three diocesesof Manchester, Bur- town of Merrymac as to Church Government.
lington, and Sherbrooke, Canada. He
"(Signed) RobertGillmore,Patrick
at
then built a parochial residence
Taggard, John Thomas, Jonas KinaNorth Stratford and established amisJohn Morehead."
sion at West Milan. It was his cus- day,
Merrimack used to be attended by
tom to spend a great deal of his time
O'Donnell of Nashua, and by
Father
camps,
in going among the lumber
and to distribute Catholic literature Fathers Holahan and Buckle, until
among the various missions. He fifteen years ago. It was reassumed
preached from time to time in the as a mission on the advent of Father
Methodist church in Pittsburg in Marshall.
1892, by invitation. When he left
Mass is said on the fourth Sunday
Coos County, he had paid the debt of every month in the Grange Hall in
This town, formerly
on the North Stratford church ; and Brookline.
is eight and a half
Raby,
as
he had discharged all the obligations known
?

?

"
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H. H. BARBER,

Milford, N. H.

Fall Carpets
Wall Papers
an r>

-

Our new patterns of Carpets are now on exhibition. We are confident they will
meet your approval. We are equally confident that we can make prices that will
save you <|iiite a sum of money. We invite your inspeci >n. whether you need a
Carpet or not. We know it will be an advertisement for in to have you see these

rich and handsome styles that can be bought for very reasonable prices.
per yard we otter you a good, firm, INGRAIN CARPET. Good
A+ -jr
design and colors.
«* L
5
A* jQ, per yard we otl'er you an extra heavy INURWN CAHPET, fine
and handsome colorings. Most dealers sell them a' 50c.
** I j OL. designs
Pr yard we cm show you a large a-sortment of HEAVY HANDAf
r'
r\r
P
rVL )Ut. SOME CARPETS.
We have in our better Carpets many private patXL IUSI VC Olj/ICo.
terns, which yon will not tlnd elsewheie, to which
we invite your attention.
IN ALI> WNTHS. Linoleum. 2 yards wide, wears twice as
11 v-«I(JlIlb
long as anything else.
Our own importation. You can buy them at
q... IVI o ttir-\rrc
Cf
r
OLIcIW
regular wholesale prices.

-'

-

EYrlllCl\/£»
Ojj

Wall Papers.
Whether for one room or a whole house it will pay 3011 to select from our line.

BECAUSE it is the largest.
BECAUSE you will not find our styles elsewhere.
BECAUSE buying in large quantities, we can sell you at the price other dealers
have to pay for their papers.

Fall Dress Fabrics.
Our Dress Goods Stock, as usual, comprises all the newest and most stylish
fabrics. The best thoughts of the best makers of two continents. There are many advan taees in making selections early. We have many choice novelties, selected from the
best New York houses, in single Dress Patterns, which can not be duplicated. We
invite your inspection, confident that you will be mure than pleased with the rich and
elegant goods we can show you. The trade tide has already set in. Many of the new
and choice things are being secured by early buyers.

Fur Capes and Collarettes.
the

get

These are just what, you want at this season. Never were they so popular as at
time. Prom $3 to US buys a very handsome one and from $5 to JlO you can
very elegant ones.
present

H. H. BARBER,

Milford. N. H.

CROCKERY.
We carry the largest line of Crockery in this vicinity, and everyone
should examine it if in want of anything of the kind.
112-piece Dinner Sets, from
$5.00 to $20.00

....
$ 1.75 to $10.00
.... 5c to $5.00

Toilet Sets
Fancy Dishes of all varieties, from

Beautiful and Odd Designs in Bric=a=Brac for Wedding Presents.

F. W. FARNSWORTH,
Hilford, N. H.
Eagle Hall Block,

-

miles from Milford, on the Massachusetts border, and was settled by two
Irishmen, a Mcintosh and a McCormick. It was incorporated in 1769,
and took its present name in 1798.
Brookline was formerly attended by

Rev. D. W. Fitzgerald, pastor of
Hillsboro Bridge ; but it was attached
to Milford as an out-mission at the
coming of Father Marshall.

WALTHAM WATCHES
ARE BEST.
We guarant<
very watch sold by
us to be an accurate timepiece.

E. W. PIKE,

Merchant Tailor,
FIRST-CLASS WORK AND MATERIAL

AT LIVING PRICES.
Milford. N. 11..

Ladies' Exchange
1 OK

Ladies' Furnishing Goods

A full line of

IN

STERLING SILVER
AND PLATED WARE,

and
GRBA T VARIETY
POPULAR

MiKnrd, N. H.

At reasonable prices.

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS Fine
Can save money by buying their
supplies of us.
We have a

FIRST=CLASS OPTICIAN,
And examine eyes free. Don't fail
to give us a call before having your
eyes fitted to glasses. You can save
dollars by buying your glasses of us.
Only nrst quality lenses used and every
pair guaranteed to tit.
Engraving and Fine Repairing a Specialty.

J. E. WEBSTER, MILFORD, N.

Kast Pepperell, Mass.

H,

at

PRICKS.

Goods a Specialty.

OBER'S

Clothing House,
Milford, N. H.

TIRRELL &. CO.,

SOUTH STREET DRUG STORE
Is the Place Where

Electric
i in-' I

they

Make and Sell

Headache
irln n id!

ttthm t fail.

Cure.
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Stoves

Guessed right,

when he guessed that our

$10 BLACK WORSTED SUITS

For the Kitchen are better
for being marked

were the best he had seen in city or country, at the price. Let us tell you why this
is so. Stouts, Slims and Regular sizes, in Frocks, Sacks and D. B. Our Kersey
Overcoats at the same figure in Black, Blue and Brown are equally good values. Our

Richmond W.

time is yours, and we like to have you compare values.
vantage for us. May we not see you?

Why?

1898 FALL AND
WINTER 1898

A GOOD GUESSER
In fact, it is a decided ad-

H. EMERSON, Clothier,

Because the Richmond Stove Co.
have had the largest practical experience in stove building. Because
they have the very best workmen to
be had, and because they use nothing
but new, first-class stock.

\u25a0OP-ilton, JST. 3BC.

GRAND OPENING
op

Trimmed Hats & Bonnets
And the Latest Millinery Novelties.
Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 5 and I',.

Mrs. A. J. Burns, uiKd,s^fa.
All cordially invited to attend.

B. F. FOSTER,
Undertaker and Embalmer,
?

also

?

Auctioneer and Real Estate Agent.
Warerooms,

Foster Block, Union 8q«,

Milford, N. H.

han, just appointed pastor of Milford,
with the care of Wilton and other
missions, gave more frequent ministrations ; and six years later he made
Wilton his headquarters, moving,
however, to Peterboro after a short

Whether in Ranges or Parlor

Stoves the " Richmond " leads the
procession, their entire output is
composed of entirely new up-to-date
patterns, and every stove produced
by them fully guaranteed.
You are invited to inspect their
line at our store.

EMERSON I SON,
MILFORD, N. H.

Rkv. William J. O'Cosnoe,

WE ARE READY
FOR FALL TRADE.

Pastor Sacred Heart Church, Wilton, N. H,

DON'T FORGET OUR

Haxall Flour,

Sacked llkakt Church,
Key.

V.

The Church in Wilton.

75
IfMATS,

GROCERIES,
FRUITS,
CIC.I lIS
and

TOBACCO.

G. A. JENNISON,
Milford, N. 11.
TtE MEMBER THAT WE CAN FIT

Wilton,

W. J. O'Connor, Pastor,

Wilton town, the territory of which
was settled in 17.">!I, was incorporated
in 17(i2. Though one of the Wilton
soldiers of the war of IHI2 was a
Timothy Mclntyre, we are destitute
of information concerning his relig-

ious belief. A few of the first Irish
contingent to reach Nashua drifted
as far as Wilton; but the construction of the railroad from Nashua to
Keene (1847-1851) attracted quite a
number.
Among the old Catholic families of

N. 11.

the town may be mentioned the following : the Lanes, Rineys, Sheas,

Dohertys, Killkellys, Cains, Stantons,
Keeleys, Mahoneys, Ayers, Dillons,
Lynches, Varleys, Kelleys, Foleys,
O'Donnells, Kennedys, Hickeys, Ilerlihys, Brennans, Harrys, Connors,
O'Neils and
Landerses,

Powers.
Father O'Donnell of Nashua olliciatedhere regularly, beginning about
18CG, and saying Mass at first in
Mrs. Riney's house, and subsequently
in the depot hall. Mass was said
here also by Father Herbert of Keene.
In May, 1868, Rev. Patrick Ilola-

BOTH YOUNG AND OLD
EVERY ONE,
IN

Rev. P. L. McEvoy,

HIGH AND LOW BAITERS,
I.V /.' /. ACK.IND AL L FA Hi 5' SII. 1D ES
I Eoo/NS,

AT PRICES FROM «*c
AND BOLE

BICYCLEAND

Late Pastor Sacred Heart Church, Wilton.

'

TO *i.2r>.
TAX,

stay, and relegating Wilton to the
status of an outmission.
In 1877, Rev. E. K. Buckle assumed the parish, coming to Wilton
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CKE OUR HIOH JERSET OUTERS,

THE OLD MILL STORE,

UONEST IN QUALITY. BUT LOW
f\F PRICE,
FOB CHILDREN.
BACH I'AIU WARRANTED THE BEST.

Kendall & Wilkins.

?

Flour, Grain

SHOULD YOU WISH
?TO WEAR TOUR LOW SHOES

f\\

GROCERIES.
Wire Netting and an kinds of
Poultry Food.

THE STREET THESE DAYS

T%EDRESS THEN IN

ELEGANT, DRESSY GAITERS
E
AT
Y. 2VT. LAWS.

Opposite Post Office,

MILFORD,

15, 20 and 2"> gallon Stone Jars
for packing pork, &c.

Sackkd ] Ikakt^Ukitoijv,
K. H.

'

B«v. W. J. O'Connor, Pastor,

Wilton, N.

H.

KENDALL & WILKINS,
Milford, N. H.
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SACRED

regularly; and iuthe autumn of 1881, each side wall is flat and is supported
he began building the Sacied Heart by open quatrefoiled trusses placed
Church, Mass having been Btid, ui> at regular distances. The curved
to that time, in the depot hall. He portion is panelled, every panel ex-

transferred his residence to Wilton
in 1882, purchasing tlie present
rectory from James Hardy at an
outlay of four thousand dollars. In
1885 Jaffrey and Peterboro were cut
off from his jurisdiction; and when
Father Buckle was promoted to his
present pastorate, in 1891, Hillsboro
and Greenville had also been made
independentparishes.
Father Buckle was succeeded,
April 4, 1891, by Rev. P. L. M.-Evoy,
whose pastorate extended over nearly
seven years, and who, during that
period, purchased the parochial cemetery lot (at a cost of 8500), and
furnished the church with a confessional, a baptistry, a steam-heating
plant, and stained-glass windows, besides fitting up the basement and organizing therein a parochial school.
Father McEvoy died last January,
in St. Vincent's Hospital, New York,
on his way home from Europe, and
he was succeeded, on the ninth day
of that month, by the present pastor,
Rev. William J. O'Connor.
Father O'Connor was born in Manchester, Feb. 26, 180.'?, and is a graduate of the parochial schools of that
city. Afttr studying in Montreal
College and at Holy Cross, he received his degree at Notre Dame I'niversity in 1883. He pursued his
theological courses at Laval University, (Quebec; and he was oidained
June 13, 1880, by Bishop Bradley,
in St. Joseph's Cathedral, Manchester. His first appointment was to
the Immaculate Conception Church,
Na-hua, where he remained as assistant until Aug. 17, 1888, when he
was made first resident pastor of St.
Thomas's parish, Dcrry, with charge
also of the Epping and Goff's Falls
missions. For ten years he performed the exacting duties of these
missions, besides building churches
during that period in all three places ;
and when he left Derry for Wilton,
he had cleared away §9,000 of the
debt of $13,000 which he had assumed in the building of the Derry
church.
Since beg nning his administration
here, Father O'Connor has devoted
himself to thereduction of the church
deht. He is soon to equip the church
with electric lights, and to place in
the tower a sonorous bell, which
weighs one thousand pounds, and
which is the gift of the Young Ladies'

hibiting a medallioncd emblem, wh.ch
takes up the intersection of a large
buff-olive cross. The good effect of
this decoration is enhanced by the
spacings an I line work of the background, which are in varying shades
of buff, brightened by gold. The
side-aisle ceilings comport well with
the main ceiiing, every second panel,
however, being worked in multifoil.
The wall tints sympathize with those
of the ceilings, a wellexecuted fresco
cornice, a neat border along the level
of the springs of the window arches,
and a modest Gothic dado, attesting
the neatness of theelder Schumacher's
work. The windows,which areGothic,
and which arewrought mainlyin conventional stained-glass, show emblems in their tympana. The choirgallery front is treated in quatrefoil. The sanctuary is in a Roman
alcove, has a high wainscot, buff
side walls, an olive-lined dull red
rear wall, a deep dado, a frieze to
correspond, and varied Gothic filling, and displays in the ceiling-centre a rayed symbol, the general tint
there being pearl blue.
The altar, quite lofty, is in white
and gold, with faint blue touches. Its
table is well carved and has a columnar setting. The reredos is doubly
graduated on each side, is adorned
with elaborately capped and gilded
columns, and is rich in crocketed,
foiled, and finialed pediments, its
pinnacle array adding considerably to
the pleasing effect. Statues of the
Blessed Virgin and St. Joseph stand
on shrines in the sanctuary.
The basement, which is very lightsome and wholly above ground, is
devoted to Sunday-school uses.
Father O'Connor's lines have, indeed, fallen in pleasant places ; and
with a parish of a thousand people
who are ever ready to help him in his
designs for their betterment, the
pastor of the Sacred Heart Church of
Wilton is to be felicitated.
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HEART REVIEW.

Hats. Hats. Hats.

I

HATS
HATS
HATS
HATS

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

YOUR HUSBAND.
YOUR WIFE.
THE BOYS.
THE CIRLS.

HATS, CAPS AND BONNETS FOR THE BABY.
New Fall Shapes just opened at astonishingly low prices.

s. n. ce¥ter
WILTON,

The ousewife.
H
REMOVING STAINS.

Coffee.? Lay the stained portion
of the cloth over a bowl and pour
boiling water through it.
Fruit.? Boiling water as above ;
if ineffectual, rub with a solution of
oxalic acid and rinse in warm water.
Ink.? Dip in boiling water, rub
with saltsof sorrel, and rinse well.
Blood.? Soak in cold water. For
ticking and thick goods make a
thick paste of starch and water;

leave till dry, and brush off.
Scorch.? Dip in soapsuds and lay
in sun ; if fibers are not much injured, dip repeatedly in saturated
solution of borax and rinse.
Mildew.? Wet with soapsuds, lay
in sun ; spread with a paste of soft
soap and powdered chalk and sun it;
soak in buttermilk and place in the
sun.

PROCTOR
OF WILTON.

A.C.YOUNC,

Sodality.

The Sacred Heart rectory, which
was purchased by Father Buckle, is
very commodious, and has a splendid
location nearly opposite the church.
The Sacred Heart Church, Wilton,
Takes pleasure in announcing
a pretty Gothic frame structure with
that he has received a combrick underpinning, is ideally sitplete line of fall and winter
uated on the main avenue of the
goods which he will be pleased
town. Its facade corners are doubly
to have you examine.
buttressed, the buttresses terminating
Ever> body ought to
in graceful pinnacle work and dishave
one of our trading
of
pedarrangement
a
goodly
playing
cards. Call and see the
iment and barge ornamentation. The
premiums which we are
facade centre is taken up by a progiving away at
jecting tower, which is superposed by
a graceful octagonal spire, the perpendicular rise of which is equipped
with a series of Gothic openings.
The tower holds a Gothic tympanum
window, which i9 crowned by a
comely pediment, and which harmonizes well with the triple window that
commands the space immediately
WILTON. N. H.
above the middle portal. The facade
,
... ,
is further embellished by openGothic
barge-work, which follows the slope
of the roof. Interiorly, the ceiling
is divided, its central portion consisting of a semi-cylindrical vault, braced
11 WATER STREET,
by a series of wood trusses,the bases
A. E. BROWN, Prop.
of which leap across the vault space.
Nashua, N. H.
The section of ceiling adjacent to Custom work a specialty.

The Reliable Dealer

..
THE

.

Crescent C«.- torn Laundry,

H.

N.

Our Irish Letter.
( Continued from page 315.)

stage of victory, is when, as in-

variably happens, England yields,
as she always does in the long run,
but does so in such a half-hearted
way and after so maltreating every
man who made the fight, that nobody thanks her for the concession,
and nobody loves her people for it."
Any one at all conversant with
England's attitude towards Irish demands will at once see that Mr.
O'Brien's words are strictly true.
That nation, which boasts itself so
broad-minded and such an intense
lover of liberty in other lands, has
learned nothing from years of misrule and rebellion, and is as reluctant
to right Irish wrongs today as she
was centuries ago. It would appear
that the United Irish League agitation in Mayo has reached thesecond
stage described by Mr. O'Brien, and
it is confessed even by the authori-

Grass.? If fresh, use alcohol and ties that for the chronic hunger and
rinse ; or use .lavelle water and rinse recurring
famine in the west of Irethoroughly.
land, more land and better land for
Paint.? Turpentine for coarse the people is the sole effective
goods, benzine or naptha for fine.
remedy. At present the cattle have
Grease.? Moisten with strong am- the best land, and the land from
monia water, lay blotting-paper over which the people are expected to
and iron dry ; if silk, use chloroform sustain themselves and pay rent is
to restore color or cover with pow- of the worst possible kind, in many
cases little better than bog. It will
dered French chalk and iron.
depend largely, however, upon the
unity of the people, Jand upon the
MUFFINS.
vigor of the agitation, whether
Mix with one pint of flour, after it wrongs that are confessedly wrongs
is sifted, three heaping teaspoonfuls will be righted.
The folly, however, of expecting
of baking-powder, stir into this the
that any effort for the amelioration
yolks of three eggs,and a little salt, of Irish sufferings, no matter
how
then gradually stir in one full pint noble, disinterested or
enthusiastic,
of cold water, and add lastly the will be recognized by the English
whitesof the three eggs beaten to a government, unless it is made by a
stiff froth. Bake in deep muffin cups, united people, must be apparent to
which must be greased and very hot anybody who has observed the manbefore the mixture is poured in ; ner in which the parliament at
only half fill them, as the muffins Westminster has for the past half a
will rise a great deal. Eat as soon dozen years ignored the claims of
as baked.
Ireland. True, the Irish Local Government bill is a relief measure that
can not but be productive of good results, but this concession by England
has resulted, as has been wittily
said, not becnuse of the Irish factions in the House of Commons,
AND
but in spite of them."
Unity is the keynote to the situation, and any Irishman, high or low,
ALL KINDS OF WOOD. who, knowing this, is not willing to
OFFICE.
exert himself to the end that disunion
shall cease, is no friend to the cause
284 Main St., Nashua, N. H.
of Ireland, no matter what may be

RELIABLE CITY COAL CO.,
STORE.
Anthracite
__

& SON,

"

Bituminous Coals.
EDWARD LABREE, Tr>as.

Telephone UU.

his pretensions.

D. A. McC.

? THE

SAC E E D REA X T KJiVIE W.

F
Factsnd igures.

aSensd onsense.
N

Tiik first portable clock was made
'
in 1530.
Tiik division of Ireland into counties took place in 15(i2.
Exi'ess in dress among the Komans was restrained by sumptuary
laws.

What runs best when it is tired'
A wheel.

" Is Mrs.

full length ?

dc Stout's new portrait

"

" Full length, but only about two-

thirds width."

HAPPY MOTHERS AND HEALTHY CHILDREN.
Lydla E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Goes Straight to the Cause of
All Female Troubles and Assures a Healthy Maternity.
Mrs M. Sixgkr, 104 Hudson Aye., Rochester, N. V., writes to Mrs. Pinkham as
follows :
'?When I applied to yon for advice I had beensuf- I
fering some years from debility, nervousness etc. E
"I am gratefulto say that after taking three I
bottles of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- I
Mm
jßeet
pound I was considerably belter, and after E JMf,
\u25a0 Br R jffljjß
using three more it brought me where lam I |9
to-day. lam well, and the mother of a three- |
$M
3m~~
?

Crßel

.ImmWzMri

Kind Old Lady (to sobbing urchin). My little lad, you shouldn't
The cocoa tree was introduced cry that way.
"Doctors had failed to help me. I have no I
into Europe from Mexico in 1620
Urchin.?-What other way kin one to thank but Mrs. Pinkham and her won- I
by the Spaniards.
I cry f
Mrs. Ella Duxoan, Eeeder's Mills, lowa, I
In 1844, between Washington and
"And did he fall on his knees
"Dear Mrs. Pinkham:?I thank you for what I
Baltimore, the first telegraphic mes- when he proposed ?
your medicine and advice have done for me.
sage in this country was sent.
but he was so
that
?

.

"No,

The baton used by conductors of
concerts is said to have been introduced into England by Spohr in
1820.
The decimal system of currency
has been in use in the LTnited States
since the organization of the mint

rattled

he stepped on the cat and fell on his

\^e^e^W^rv^el

:
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I?' '4

I

fjf
I have a baby two months old. When he 'OCkJ )((
"
was born. I was sick
fifteen minutes,

YJil/
L/

man as sells fruit told him he never
kept star spangled bananas.

"/^i^mß

lj

only
/
with my other children I was sick for Ci
whereas
ilh
neck."
my
.1
two or three days, and also suffered with
and could get nothing to relieve the
AJI 11/
His Mother.?Why, Mary, what's left leg,
//
pain but morphine. My leg did not trouble
V
the matter with the child ?
meat all this time. I had no after pains and
/
Mauy.? Sure, ma'am, he's been was not as weak as I had been before.
Jj /
I cannot praise Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege"
cryin' all the way home because the table Compound too highly. May God bless
p> __^^

J
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Mrs. J. W. Pruett, Medford, Oregon, says:
in 1793.
,)
My health, also the baby's, wo owe to
"
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound."
A cohort was a division of the
gr
Parrot (scornfully).?Aw! What
Mrs. John W. Long, Wyoming, lowa, writes:
-<r '
T'Tß"*g"^(d
Roman army consisting of 420 men a hat! what a hat! what a
/
I
had
all
over
shooting
pains
my
body,
hat!
was
**\u25a0>«
.
_
j~
very
"
with :100 cavalry, divided into cenI could not straighten up. I wished
Old Lady (indignantly). The \u25a0weak and nervous.
to become a mother but was afraid 1 never could. Seventeen months ago I got
turies. It was the sixth part of a
ungrateful beast! I'll resign from some ofyour Vegetable Compound, and after
taking half a bottle was much relegion.
the Audubon Society at once, and lieved. I took four bottles and was cured. Now I have a big baby boy which
The discovery of artificial gas is trim my bonnet with parrot wings! I feel I owe to your Compound. Many thanks for your kind advice."

_^~-^*'^*^*x*
<JQ>

?

due to Doctor Clayton, an EnglishYoung Poet.? Why do you reman. An account of his experifuse
me as a son-in-law? Is it bements appears in a letter dated May
cause
I lack merit ?
12, 1688. In 1792 it was first used
Oh, no; it is
Paterfamilias.?
for lighting houses.
simply on account of lack of space.
Diocese," the name by which a We are really crowded for room
tract of country with its population here now.
falling under the pastorate of a
A pooh woman was advised by a
Christian bishop is now universally
designated, belonged originally to charitable lady to avail herself of a
free distribution of soup. "Do you
the civil government.
call that stuff soup?" she cried.
The form of verse which isknown
Why, ye only get a quart of w ater
as the sonnet was invented, it is said, and boil it down to a pint to make
by Guido D'Arrezo about 1024. it strong."
The most celebrated sonnets are
"Why, Harry, dear, I have disthose by Petrarch, Shakespeare,
charged
the cook and am doing
Milton, and Wordsworth.
everything myself; we don't have
Handel's greatest oratorio, The to pay her eight dollars a week. I
Messiah," composed by him in can not see how we can economize
twenty-three days, received its orig- any more."
inal production in Dublin. This ocPerhaps we can get her back."
curred on April 18,1742, thereceipts
Mistress.? Why can't you rebeing given by the composer to the
Jane, when I tell you a
member,
charities of that city.
thousand times? I don't like always
Thk bayonet is said to have been to
be scolding you for forgetting.
invented at Bayonne, in France,
A.MIAItI.E BUT FoKGKTFUI. DOMESi about 1647. It was used by the TIC. Faith, mam, you don't scold.
! British at the battle of Killiecrankie You are quite pleasant, mam. The
in 16*9, and at Marsaglia by the
last lady I lived with used to come
French in 169;5, "with great success out into the kitchen and stamp her
against the enemy unprepared for feet and throw things at me.
the encounter with so formidable
Boy (in great haste).
Me muda novelty."
for
some
cheese.
Got
| Until the war of 1812 with Great der sent me
what's
?
any
good
Britain, pins were imported from
| that country into the United States. Gkocek (affably). Yes, sonny;
( As all commerce with that country we've got some that I can recom| was then stopped, the price of pins mend highly. It's made under our
own direction, at our own dairy,
rose so rapidly that $1.00 per paper
| was charged. Some Englishmen in from pure Orange County milk, and
is of an exceptionally mild and
the
|
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Couidi
Syrup. Tames Good.

In time. Sold by druKglsts.
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pleasant flavor. About how much
will you have f
Boy.? Gimme enough to bait a
rat-trap with.

t

I

i
I
(I
I

does the next train that
" When
McAUisterville leave here?"

stops at

I

" You'll have to wait four hours."
think not."
" IWell,
maybe you know

'?

|

better

j

I
than I do, ma'am."
i
I
"Yes, sir; and may be you know
t
better than I do whether I intend to
DOMINION LINE
travel on thattrain myself or whether
S. S. " New England " and S. S." Canada " <
I am inquiring for a relative that's
i
{U. S. and Royal Mail Steamerß) In Service
between
I
visiting at my house and wanted me
to call here and ask about it and Boston, Queenstown and Liverpool, i
i
save her the trouble because she's
Holds record for Fastest Time between
/
Boston
and
Queenstown.
/
packing up her things and expects Cabin Passage at Low Rates. Second Cabin, 4
Return, $76. t
to take that train herself and not me, J?4O (very superior accommodations).
Passage, $25.50. Passengers booked to and 4
and she'll have to do the waiting Steerage
from all points in Great Britain and Ireland. For t.
Rates, etc., apply to or address KIOH- i
and not me, and may be you think Sailings,
V Kl>s. MILLS& CO., General AgentH, 103 /
Boston, or Local Agents in all /
Street,
it's your business to stand behind State
cities and towns in New England.
t
there and try to instruct people
about things they know as well as
you do if not better ; but my idea is
that you're put there because they
couldn't use you in the switching department and perhaps you'll learn
some day to give people civil answers when they ask you civil questions, young man; my opinion is you

New York
Excursion
STAR LINE.

"
(With a gasp), "Yes, ma'am."

won't!

WHITE

Drafts Payable Everywhere la Ireland
and (ireat Britain.

?

\

this country met
difficulty by
establishing
pin
a
manufactory at
(
in
prison,
Greenwich vilthe state
[ lage, now a part of New York City,
the convicts being employed in the
) business.

A Million Women Have BeenBenefited by Mrs. Pinkham's Adviceand Medicine

Steamers to Queenstown and Liverpool
The steamers of
this Line were built in Belfast, and the Teutonic and Majestic are among the largest and
fastest crossing, and passengers reach Ireland In less than six days. The steamship
Oceanic," now buildingfor the White Star
Line, is to be 704 feet In length, or 25 feet
longer than the \u25a0' GreatEastern," and 65 feet
longer than any steamship afloat. Tickets
can be purchased of the Catholic bookstores,
or of
sailing? every Wednesday.

"

-

F. 0. HOUGHTON & CO., General Agents,
115 State St., cor. Broad St., Boston, Mass.
n Bfordr|nk
Can
i uti nn i\/r k1 8 allcrav|
tic given secretly All drun'AnilI I -I.KIVr
flll
Ullfll L gist-, or Globe Rem. Co., N. Y.

"

via the

Fitchborg Railroad j

Hudson River
|
and
Fall River Lines
October 6th.

